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Dear A^I' Wight

Submission to Legislative Councilim. quiry into Finfish Farming in Tasmania

The EnvironmentalDefi3nders Office (Tasmania)inc* (EDO)is a non-profit, community based legal
service specialismg in using the law to protect the environment. We have a long-standing interest in
best practice assessment and regulation of hatish aquaculture and welcome this inquiry.

ITefbr to my letter of 29 November 2019, in which ITequested an extension of time for the making of a
late submission to the inquiry. ITepeat the request that this submission be considered and an
extension granted for the reasons set out in that correspondence.
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This submission to the inquiry relates to anthree terms of reforence, and the overarching question of
the "planning, assessment, operation and regulation offuifish fanning". Given our expertise, this
submission will focus on the assessment and regulation of finfish forming principalIyreforencing those
matters in the terms of reforence at 2(a), 2(c) and 3. We do so broadly, rather than explicitly responding
to the terms of refierence as drafted and trust this is acceptable to the Committee.

(- To assist the Committee, our submission provides an outline of the current regulatory framework for
marine fanning, identified a modelofbest practice aquaculture regulation and a detailed analysis of
the regulation of the fujish fanning industry against best practice environmental regulation.

While the 2017 reforms allocating some responsibility for environmental regulation offuifish fanning to
the Tasmanian Environment Protection Althority (ERA) have improved some aspects of fillfish fanning
regulation, there remain substantive concerns about the transparency and consistency of decision-
making, with consequences for environmental and community outcomes.

The keyissues that we have identified in this submission

The lack of clearlegislative criteria for decision-makers, in particular, under the legislation under
which approvals are granted, being the A^11he FarmingPhnnihgAct 1995and the 87w7'oninenta/
hanagementandPo//utibn Cbntro/Act 1994;
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2. Governance issues, in particular, the perceived overlap of regulatory and industry development
functions of decision-makers;

3. The limits of spatial planning in identifying both suitable environmental locations for marine
fanning and "no go" areas, particularly the lack of baseline data to underpin such decisions;

4. The need for integrated assessment processes to reduce duplication and complexity, and facilitate
comprehensive and integrated assessments;

5. The need for a focus on evidence-based environmental assessment and avoiding an over-reliance
on adaptive management;

6. The need for greater access to information, through routine disclosure, publication of scientific
studies, baseline and monitoring data and ability to access decision-makers to facilitate
independent scrutiny of this data;

7. The limits to meaningful public participation of mantle-fanning decision-making, including the lack
of access to independent review of decisions;

8. The need for rigorous, consistent and transparent monitoring and enforcement.

There are numerous practical steps that could and should be taken now to improve the transparency

and scientific rigour of hatish fanning planning, assessment and regulatory processes. To this end, we
make a series of substantive recommendations at the end of this submission.

The implementation of our recommendations are aimed at enabling Tasmania to better achieve a truly
sustainable fuifish fanning industry, in a transparent and open manner, with better environmental
outcomes for our waterways and marine areas, and consequentialimproved community (and
consumer) confidence that environmental and social impacts are being appropriate Iymanaged.

EDOhas made a number of previous, detailed submissions to similarinquiries at a Commonwealth
level focussing on regulation of aquaculture operations in Tasmania. We attach a copy of our
submissions to:

. the Senate Committee inquiry into the Regulation of Fin Fish Aquaculturein Tasmania (2015);

. the draft F1hi7sh FannihgLi7vfr. oninenta/Regulatibn 8/7/2017(7:7s)(2017);

. the draft Sahnon Growth Plan (2017);

. the draft 87w7'oninenta/Legi:skiffbn (Mscefr'aneousA!mendmen/s)8/1/2019.

Despite there being some refonn of State marine fanning laws since the Senate inquiry submissions
was made, and the 2017 Billhas now been enacted, these submissions provide a detailed overview of
OUT approach to the regulation offuifish fanning in Tasmania, and its continued inadequacies.

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission and we trust that this submission lends weight
to our requested extension of time. We welcome the opportunity to appear at anypublic hearing held
by Committee in relation to this inquiry.

\fours sincerely
Environmental Defenders orlice*

Per:

VC.j\\
Nicole Sommer

CEO and Principal Lawyer
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Tasmania's sahnon industry

Tasmania's salmon farming industry has rapidly expanded since it was first established in the mid-1990s. in the ten
years to 2013-14, production offarmed salmon in Tasmania increased by 151 per cent in volume terms and 194 per
cent in value terms. ' Them dustrynow supplies more than 55,000tonnes of salmon, largely to the domestic market",
and has an estimated gross annual value of over $620 million dollars.

Despite the salmon industry's economic success, its expansion has not been without controversy. Concerns have
been raised about habitat modification (including for listed threatened species), marine floor degradation, reduced
water quality, pests and disease, and algal blooms. Communities and landholders adjacent to marine farming
leases report reduced amenity resulting from noise, light, and marine debris from the fish farms, while yacht clubs
are concerned about marine farm debris and infrastructure causing navigation hazards. Oilshore, concerns are
being raised about the impacts of salmon hatcheries on adjacent waterways, odours from fish processing plants,
and the use of precious freshwater resources for salmon disease prevention.

The Tasmanian government often claims that regulation of salmon farming in Tasmania is "world's best practice".
However, the scientific reports demonstrating the adverse impacts of salmon operations in ^^incquarie harbour
challenge the view that them dustryis meeting community expectations and satisfying the sustainabilityobjectives
of the managing legislation.

The proposed expansion of salmon farming along both the east and north coasts, together with the promotion of
the relocation of leases offshore through the Susiainab/eindustry 0'0"th Pfonibrthe Sainonindusiiy; highlights
the need to review the current planning and assessment framework to ensure the impacts of proposed salmon
farming activities can be identified early, avoided and managed.

Best practice regulation

There is no single approach to regulating salmon forming - each of the jurisdictions in which the industry operates
adopts a different approach, making it difficult to identify what "best practice" requires. in its 2004 report,
Assessing En PI70nmenta/ Regularocy Arrangemenfs for Aquacu/!ure, the Productivity Commission
identified the following key features of an effective regulatory framework:

. clear legislative objectives to promote certainty and consistency in setting the parameters of the legislation
and in guiding ministers, government agencies and others in interpreting and applying the legislation;

. separate agencies for industry development and regulation to remove potential conflicts of interest and
improve public confidence in environmental protection, resource planning, allocation, approvals and
enforcement;'"

. the use of a spatial planning regime for marine aquaculture to designate aquaculture development zones in
suitable environmental locations;

. aland use planning system that recognises and provides for land-based aquaculture and provides guidance to
local government planning arrangements;

. the effective provision oftenure to public waters and land to provide adequate security to meet the needs of
different lease categories and uses;

. the use of environmental risk assessment processes to guide decision-making based on the species,
production system, site location, management practices and the condition of the local environment (such as
the quality and assimilative capacity of the receiving waters);

. a limited approvals process to minimise the number of different individual approvals required for an
aquaculture development, idealIy by having one approval for aquaculture operations and one for
environmental management. "

The Senate Bivironment and Communications References Committee 2015 inquiry into Tasmania's finfish
regulation also recoin mended that transparency was important to community confidence, including by
recommending that there be a "greater provision of environmental information and access to data" by DPP\\E"
Finally, the objectives of the MriheFarmingPfonnihgAct1995include taking account of"the community's right to
have an interest" in marine farming activities.

<-
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Having regard to these hidings and objectives, this submission assesses Tasmania's current marine fanning laws
against the following criteria:

I. aearlegislative ctiteria for decision-makers;

2. independence of decision-makers responsible formdustryregulation and separation from industry prom0 10n
and development;

3. Identification and security of suitable environmental locations for salmon farms;

4. integrated assessments - reducing duplication and facilitating comprehensive and integrated assessments;

5. Evidence-based environmental assessment;

6. Access to information;

7. aningfulpublic participation including access to independent review of decisions;

8. Rigorous, consistent and transparent monitoring and enforcement

This submission highlights key areas for reform to ensure that the laws governing salmon farming are effective in
securing a well-planned and sustainable industry.

How are satinon farms currently regulated?

hanne farming in Tasmania's state watersis principalIy"'regulated under the following Acts:

. MrineFanningPfonning/ICt 1995(inP^13t);

. Dying/nam7eResources/I^nagement/let1995(in^"^ot); and

. E7, ironmenta/Ahnagement andP^intibn Cbntro/Act1994^IC'C^,?t).

The procedures for planning and approving activities are explained briefly below.

Land-based marine fanning aquaculture facilities, including jetties, landing and loading areas, hatcheries, storage
and processing facilities, are subject to the Land thePhnningand/kiprova/S Hell993(LCPA. ,40t). Applications are
determined by local councils, following an assessment against the relevant planning scheme. Depending on the
size and location of a proposed development, this process will generally involve public notification and
representation rights. The grant of any discretionary permit by a Council may be subject to merits appeal to the
Resource hanagement and Planning Appeal Tribunal.

in contrast, marine fanns in State waters are explicitly excluded from the operation of planning schemes. Such
proposals and assessed primarny under the 1.11'P Act, Lily^MACt and UVll'CACt. "

There are now two different licences that marine salmon farms require before they can operate: a marine farming
licence issued by the Mnister under the LAffunAct, and an environmental licence issued under the ER"C Act.
Applications for licences under the TERMA:t are assessed by the TVhrine Farming Branch of Department of Primary
industries Parks, \\later and the Bivironment (Z^'PRE;I. They are not subject to any transparent or public
assessment process. They

in tenns of regulation and enforcement, the Secretary and harme Farming Branch ofDPW\\Ewas historically
responsible for both planning for and regulating the salmon farming industry. Since July 2016, the ERAhas had
responsibility for the environmental regulation of the industry - first through delegation, and then through the
implementations of amendments to the ^^ipCA::t. The ERAnowis responsible for monitoring and enforcing the
environmental performance of salmon farms against conditions of their environmental licences, marine farming
licences, and the management controls of^^brine Farming Development Plans (ACDPfons).

Miere non-compliances with the requirements are detected, the ERAhas powers to take enforcement action
against the operator, for example by issuing fines or taking prosecution
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Player Description of Role

The Mnister is currently responsible for both the promotion andMnister

regulation of the salmon farming industry. After considering thefor

Primary advice of the Panelon a draft ^^ff;DPIan, it is up to the Mnister to
industries decide where salmon farms should be located and how they

should be regulated. The Mnister also decides applications for
leases and licences by salmon farm operators.
The Panel consists of eight members with marine farming,
fishing, planning and local government experience, appointed by
the Governor for a period offive years' The Panelis responsible
for assessing draft A^^;DPIans, and making recommendations to
the Afinister about whether they should be made. The Panelalso
provides advice to the Afinister ifrequested.

The Board of Advice and Reference consists of three persons
(including a lawyer, a business person and a person with
experience in marine farming) appointed by the Mnister who are
responsible for providing advice to the Mnister on such matters
as the criteria for and assessment of applications for the
allocation of leases.
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The harme Farming Branch has the widest responsibilities of any
player. it is responsible for the preparation of draft ^^ff'DPIans,
preparing information for the thister, the regulation of non-
environmental aspects of salmon farming, and the promotion
and development of the industry.

The ERAIXrector provides direction to the Panel and has
responsibility for the environmental regulation and enforcement
for salmon farms under the BIPfr'oninenta/hanagement and
Poffutibn Cbntro//k?t 1994(av"CA). The ^rector is also
responsible for undertaking the assessment of some (but not all)
finfish marine farms, hatcheries and fish-processing plants that
are 'environmental licence' activities.
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The ERABoard is responsible for assessing some (but not all)
finfish marine farms, hatcheries and fish-processing plants that
are 'environmental licence' activities under ^, PCA

Responsible for environmental regulation and enforcement for
saimon farms and hatcheries.

Responsible for planning for and permitting land-based marine
farming activities, including on shore facitities, hatcheries and fish
processing plants.

leasehold Responsible for applying for ^^,;'DPIans (including preparation of
us), monitoring of compliance with conditions and contributing
towards research and development.
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CSRO
PrincipalIy responsible for research and development. hay also
be engaged to assist with monitoring of compliance and
providing advice to DPmV^Fand ERA

^rinef;:, fining I^velopmentPfo"s

Areas ofTasmania's coastal waters are set aside as zones under I'llrine Farming Development Plans (^Pfons).
in each designated zone, marine farming activities are permitted and regulated in accordance with management
controls specific to the plan area.

^all A^^;D Plans (or draft amendments) for saimon farms are prepared by either DPP^IE or the salmon farming
companyitself a aft plans, or amendments"', must be accompanied by an environmental impact statement (^S),
appropriate to the scale of the likely impacts and public interest in the proposed activities. Unless thereis "a reason
for confidentiality" the BS must disclose the information that it has relied upon.

hanagement controls in draft ^^I:DPIans may include a range of rules to minimise and manage adverse effects of
the marine farming activities, such as:

. restrictions on the types of marine farming activities that may take place in the area (for example, the types of
fish that may be farmed, or the year classes that will be permitted);

. environmental baseline studies that must be undertaken by a lease holder;

. maximum nutrient output and biomass;

. water quality indicators and thresholds;

. restrictions on noise and light emissions; or

. size and location of structures within a marine farming zone.

it is noteworthy that, currently, no Ilyff:DPIans actually impose restrictions on maimum nutrient output (referred
to as Total Permissible Dissolved Nitrogen Output), or total biomass (total quantity of fish that may be stocked).
This is despite the fact that the uss for the TV^'D Plans assess/model impacts based on an identified maximum
nutrient output and biomass.

a'aft ^^11'DPIans, and most amendments to Ivl'DPIans, will be publicly notified, and submissions to the I, brine
Farming Planning Review Panel (Panej will be invited. The Panel may, but is not required to, hold hearings in
relation to a draft L^"'DPIan or amendment. These hearings may or may not be open to the public. "

\Miile the Panelhas the power to reject a draft A^DPIan, once it has determined that a ^^ff'DPIan is "acceptable"
and contains any matters relating to environmental management required by the ERADrector, the Panel must
make a recommendation to the Atnister that the draft IvffDPlan be approved. The hillister then has the power to
either approve or refuse a draft A^DPIan. The Mnister has the power to approve amendments to existing A^^;D
Plans irrespective of whether the Panelhas recommended that the amendment be rejected.

TVff;DPIans are required to be reviewed at least once every 10 years'

^rine. I^rinleasesazdeffocetibns

once a ^^11;DPIan has been approved, the Mriister consults with the Board about howlease areas designated in the
plan are to be allocated. Applications for marine farming leases are referred to the Board, who will advise 1.6nister
if the applicant has the necessary technical and thancial resources, and if the proposed lease allocation is
consistent with the approved plan. After considering the Board's advice, the I'mister may grant a lease on any
conditions or restrictions the TVfinister determines.

There is no public notification of the allocation, grant, renewal or variation of leases under the Act and rights of
appeal are extremely limited.
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Temporary, emergency leases may be granted for up to 12 months where the original lease area becomes
unavailable due to "a situation affecting water quality"or where fish are "substantially affected" by pollution, pests
or diseases. x

A1^fine. ^fining floen@es

The LAff^MACt regulates marine farming, and fisheries more generally, in Tasmania.

Once a lease has been granted, the lessee can apply to the Mnister for a marine farming licence to carry out marine
farming in State waters, or to operate a hatchery for release offish into State waters. Thencence can include specific
conditions relating to environmental management. There is no requirement for licence applications to be publicly
advertised, and appeal rights are limited.

Salmon farming cannot occur unless both alease and a licence have been granted for the activity. Am arme farming
licenceis automatically terminated ifthelicensee ceases to hold a marine farming lease. '

^,,, t. oninentalfrbezces

All proposals involving "finfish farming" (which is presently broadly defined as "the farming, culturing, hatching,
rearing, ranching, enhancement, or breeding, of finfish" or any activities associated with, and for the purposes of;
those activities), require an environmental licence issued by the Bivironment Protection Althority (FFA).

Unlike another "level2" activities regulated by the ERAunder the B\")CACt, there is no guarantee that a finfish
farming activity will be subject to a transparent and public assessment process conducted by the ERABoard.

As the a\^CACt is presently drafted, the ERAIXrector has some discretion as to whether to refer an application for
an environmental licence to the ERABoard. Before determining whether a particular application must be referred
by the ERADrector to the ERABoard for assessment, the following questions must be answered:

. 15 the application is an emergency application?

. Is the hatchery/farm on land?

. Ifthe farm in state waters, will it operate under a A^ffDPlan?

. it there is a ^^11'DPIan, was the Plan assessed by the Panel over 2 years ago, and were there considerations that
the Panel failed to have regard to?

. it there is a A^"DPIan, is it greater than 10 years old?

. 15 there a lot of public interest in relation to the proposal?

. 15 it likely that the proposal will require an ERBCapproval?

. Is the proposal to increase the biomass or nitrogen by more that 10% than the caps imposed under the I'll'DP?

The public is not able to make a formal representation in relation an application assessed by the ERADrector,
instead of the ERABoard. There are no third-party appeal rights relating to any environmental licence granted to
finfish farm by the ERADrector.

There are no criteria for a decision by either the ERABoard or ERA^rector to grant an environmental licence.

C

(.

How does the current system measure up?
I. Need for clear criteria for decision makers

Across the board, the legislation governing decision-making lacks clear and specific criteria to guide decision-
making - whether this be decisions made by the ^^"D Panel, the Resources I'm ister, the ERA^rector or the ERA
Bo a rd .

The lack of criteria means that decisions made in respect of fin-fish farming are entirely discretionary. The
consequence of this is that decision-making is opaque, there lacks the transparency and certainty needed to give
the community confidence about how decision-making weighs economic, environmental and social
considerations.
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(a)

There are no ctiteria legislated in the I. ^P Act on when the impacts identified in an Environmental impact
Statement (F1S) will be acceptable, what level of scientific certainty is required about potential adverse
environmental impacts, or the extent to which economic, social or amenity issues will be considered. an

There are criteria about what a draft ^^11;DPIan must do (s21(I) of the ^^ff;P Act)and must contain draft "management
controls" to "satisfactorily manage and mitigate negative effect of the draft plan" (s24(I) &(2) of the 1.1EP Act). A
draft Plan must be prepared with an us which:

. DSCloses any available information relating to the environmental impact of the draft plan, except ifthere
is a reason for confidentiality;

. Contains any matter relating to environmental management required by a SI7A(I) notice issued by the
ERADirector;

. Contain anyinformation appropriate to the significance of the draft plan. .. to the environment and likely
public interest.

However, the Panelis not required to take into account or be satisfied that a draft plan in fact complies with s21(I)
or s24 of the ^^"'P Act. it is not required to assess whether the draft Plan against any statutory criteria.

Section 31 of the ^^ff'P Act merely requires the Panelto recommend to the I'misterthat a draft A^DPIan be approved
ifsatisfied it is "acceptable":

me Panelmustrecommend to them71ster tha! the draftphn be approved//satr^fled that -

(;,) the draftphninc/ud/hganymodrifcatrbn to thephni^ accentab/e. . and

(6) the draftphn contains anymaiterrdating to environmentalmanagement of in7fi'shi^fining Ihai the
or'ector; H'/!, in a nor/be under seciibn 1741"~I), requires the Panelto inc/udein the draftp/an oranydrai?
phn.

We note that the Director's power to issue a SI7A(I)noticeis discretionary, and we are not aware of any such notices
being issued. it it is the intention of the legislation to delegate the assessment of environmental management to
the ERADrector, the better approach would be to mandate the issue of a SI7A(:I) notice.

This would ensure that anylvll'DPIan contained environmental management controls required by the ERADirector,
and would be beneficial formdustry consistency, proper spatial planning

The preparation of a marine farming development plan is a spatial planning tool for marine areas, much like a
planning scheme for land areas. The process for approval of a draft plan in some ways mirrors that of a planning
scheme or amendment to a planning scheme in that the TVfinister approves the initiation of allyff'DPIan, the draft
plan has criteria it must meet, the draft plan is approved by the Panel for public exhibition, the Panel's role is to
consider representations made, hold hearings and recommend any modifications to a draft plan.

However, in approving a planning scheme amendment, there are legislated criteriain the Land LbePhnningand
40provats/IC!t 1993(UlpAA::t) that guide the Planning Commission's decision-making. The Planning Commission
must be of the opinion that the amendment:

. must, as far as practicable, avoid the potential for land use conflicts with use and development pennissible
under the planning scheme applying to the adjacent area;'it and

. must have regard to the impact that the use and development permissible under the amendment will have
on the use and development of the region as an entity in environmental, economic and social terms. my
That the amendment is as far as is practicable, consistent with the regional land use strategy, ifany, for the
regional area in which is situated the land to which the scheme applies. ""

in addition, the Commission, in giving approval to an amendment, must in its opinion:

a seek to further the o6 bctr'yes set outin Schedule I w/thin the area covered b the scheme, . and

A^ff'P Act

re are the schemein accordance with State Polities made under sectibn 11 offhe State Pohbibs and

Proiecis ACi 1993, . and
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d have re ard to the strate to hn of a councilrei6rred tom 01,131bn 20fPart 70/1he Local(to veinmeni

AC/ 1993as adopted by the councilat the time thepfonnihgschemei3prepared, ' and

(6) have regard to the safety requirements set outin the standardsprescr/bedunderthe C^s PIbehhesAci
2000.

By contrast, the Ivl:P Act is unclear as to what it requires. \\}Iile there are criteria for the preparation of a draft
plan"vi and a broad statement that "any person performing a function or power under the Act" must do so "in a
manner which furthers the resource management objectives", neither the PanelnorMiiister are explicitly required
to assess a draft plan or amendment against any criteria.

Each is only required to consider whether the draft plan is "acceptable" and whether it contains the matters
prescribed in a SI7A(I) notice issued by the ERADrector, ifany. in practice, the Panel has assessed a draft plan
against the criteria in section 21 of the Act. mm However, it is not clearly stated as a legislative requirement on the
Panel, and the thister who ultimately approves a A^in;;DPIan is under no such obligation.

This means that the decisions made by the Mriister under the ^^ff'P Act are entirely discretionary, and there is
uncertainty about how decision are made by the Panel. The lack of objective criteria can result in a lack in
consistency in how the Panel approaches its decision-making function, and may change over time, depending on
the constitution of the Panelinstead of than legislative criteria. filthe case of the A^mister, there is no transparency
over how decisions are made in the absence of such criteria.

This is particularly important when there is no right to review these decisions through appeal rights to an
independent decision-maker such as the Resource hanagement and Planning Appeal Tribunal, and where spatial
planning sets the expectation of approving salmon farming leases and licences in these areas and has implications
for what environmental licences are publicly advertised.

Further, the I'm:P Act provides no guidance about how to balancing competing economic, social and environmental
considerations, which can lead to economic considerations being weighed against environmental ones. aear
criteria for decision-making, for instance, about whether marine farming development plans in an area should be
approved should be legislated and should reflect the environmental values of an area, and the impacts or potential
impacts on those values.

(b) Environmental licences under the ER"'Ci^:t

(-

The same criticisms can be made about when the ERABoard or orector may issue an environmental licence or
variation under the ^^ipCAct. The IXrector or Board can "grant to a person an environmental licence in relation to
an activity if. .. satisfied that it is appropriate to do so". mm'

There are no legislative criteria about when it will be "appropriate" to issue a licence. \\mile there are general
environmental duties under the Act, those duties are not explicitly called up by the legislation. ^scretion is "at
large", with resulting consequences for consistent and transparent decision-making.

Further, the lack of legislative criteria defeats the purposes of public participation, Including effective options for
legal redress.

We recommend that the legislation include clear criteria for decision-making as to whether an environmental
licence should be issued, including any relevant A^^'DPIan and its management controls, an environment impact
assessment submitted with the application, water quality objectives, and the precautionary principle to scientific
uncertainty.

Lack of scientific certaintv and adaDtive management(c)

Decision-making under the ^^11'P I^:t is underpinned by the objectives of the resource management and planning
system, specified in Schedule I to the lv":P A:t. Those objects are:

(13) topromote the sustainable development of naturalandphysiba/resources andthe maintenance of
60010g/ba/processes andgenet/b di'refsit, ; and

(6) toprowdeibrthei^fr; orderly andsustaihab/e use and development of air; fondand water and
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(6) to encouragepub/, binvo/veinentin resource management andpfonning, . and

(d) to fieffrtate economrb development in accordance wrth the o^/eci/'ves set outin Damgraohs
La}, @ and@,' and

(13) topromote the sharrhgofre$ponsibifrjyibrresourcemanagement andphnnrhg between the
drfibrent spheres of Giverrimeni, the coinmumjyandindustiyin the Slate.

Sustainable development is defined in Schedule I as:
sustainable development means managing the use, development andprotect/bn of natural andphysJba/
resources in a wax orar a rule, whrbh enables people and coinmunit/bs toprov/delbr thefr social
econom/b and cullura/ well-being andibr theirhea/th and safety while -
(;,)susiainihg the potentJ;?/of natural andphys/bairesources tomeeithe reasonably foreseeab/eneeds
off^ture generatJbns, ' and

(b)salt, guarding the 1176-supporting capac/Iyofafi'; water; sonand ecosystems, ' and

(9) a vo/ding, remedying ormJt^;atrhg anyadverse e, 198. cts of ac/r'wires on the environment.

Part of the function of sustainable development is to take a precautionary approach in the face of scientific
uncertainty. it has been observed that 'the precautionary principle has its origins in the "common folk wisdom that
it is better to be safe than sorry' and 'an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure""."'

The precautionary principle is explicitly adopted in the UVll'CACt and the I, ff'P Act, as one of the Part 2 objectives of
the Rlv"' System which underpin that legislation. '"

in an article on the application of the precautionary principle in Tasmania, Ifis Honour Justice Estcourt of the
Tasmanian Supreme Court cites the judicial decision about a mobile phone tower in 76fo/ra CbjporatJbn Ltd v
HornsbyShfr'e Cbunci7 as the leading case on this principle, observing that it is "widely regarded as containing the
most extensive judicial analysis of the principle ofESDand the precautionary principlein histralia".""' He identifies
the following as the "fundamental conclusion" from that case:mm

rife app/, batibn offhe precautibnaryprihc4, /e and the concom/tanineedto takeprecau!IbnaLymeasures
13 tr!;;'geredbythe sati31^ctibn of two cond/ifbnsprecedentorthresholds. 'a threat OAer/bus orfrreversib/e
environmental damage and sc/bnt/77c uncertainty as to the environmental damage. these condrt/bns or
thresholds are cumuhtJ've. once 601h of these condrtJbns or thresholds are satr3fi'eo!. a precauirbnaiy
measure may be taken to avert Ihe antrbj, ated threat of eni/a. oninenia/ damage, but It should be
pJ. oport/bnate.

The application of the precautionary principle has much relevance in the planning, assessment and operation of
the marine farming industry.

The Panelhas adopted what it describes as an "adaptive management" approach to assessments of in'DPIans
and us, in place of regulatory controls. For example, adaptive management was e>:PIicitly endorsed in the Panel's
assessment of the draft ^^I;DPIan forthcquarie Harbour (see Box 2).

This concept is not derived from marine farming legislation, noris it otherwise defined. "Adaptive management"
broadly is an environmental management tool that derives from academic literature, however what it means and
how it is implemented can vary and is complex. it has been described as an "intuitive" approach, one that is "not
always fully understood" and that "remains an ideal". mm'

Adaptive management is therefore only as good as its implementation. it is generally acknowledged that effective
environmental management through an adaptive management process must involve each of the following:un'

. Setting of clear objectives and measureble performance indicators for management;

. Specifying multiple management options

. Hypothesising how the system under management witlrespond to management interventions;

. implementing management action(s),

. hanitoring the system response to see ifit supports the hypothesis of otherwise;

. Based on the analysis results, reining and adjusting management practice.
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Baseline data and monitoring of the system's change under management is critical to good adaptive management.
"And without ongoing processes of monitoring and evaluation, there is no adaptive management. "

Key environmental indicators must be identified up-front, baseline data of those indicators gathered, and
monitoring against the system under management undertaken. in our opinion, this requires e, ,PIicit triggers at
which point management actions must be taken. For instance, once thresholds set in performance indicators are
met or exceeded, this triggers identified management options to be introduced, action taken to enforce identified
management responses, and monitoring to see ifthe management response is producing the desired effect. it also
requires the flexibility to refine and adjust the management practice.

Simply adopting a practice of "adaptive management" without each of these steps is not sufficient. "Adaptive
management" should not be used to compensate for a lack of baseline data or regulatory controls through A^D
Plans or environmental licences.

We are concerned that "adaptive management" has been relied on to such an extent in salmon farming regulation,
that it has justified decisions that have the potential to cause serious or irreversible damage to environmental
values in the absence of scientific uncertainty.

in practice in Tasmania, the term "adaptive management" has been relied upon in the absence of scientific
information, as a justification for proceeding with marine farming, but without the rigour ordinarily applied in
adaptive management. For instance, there is a lack of scientific certainty as to the impacts of marine farming to
threatened species such as the criticallyendangered Spotted Iin. rid Fish BrachibnibhJhyshfr'sutusand the A^hugean
Skate 26ar4/:, inaugeana, however a precautionary approach has not been adopted in favour of adaptive
management". Further, there is a connection between repeated failures to set biomass and nitrogen caps and the
reliance on adaptive management. This is discussed in more detailin "Evidence-based Decisions" below.

The problem with reliance on adaptive management as an assessment tool is that, once approvals are issued,
operators have a realand genuine expectation of being able to act in reliance on those approvals. it is only at the
early stages of planning and assessment that an assessment of environmental impacts can be undertaken and,
with respect to ^^11'DPIans, decisions about whether an area should be subject to marine farming occurs or, with
respect to the ^^^"'CA, whether an environmental licence ought to be issued for that activity.

Once a Plan is approved or approvals issued, it is hard to "turn back". The evidence of this can be seen in our
A1bcquariellarbour case studybelow, where biomasslimits were set too high, resulting in untenable environmental
conditions and conditions for other leaseholders in the area. \\nile the ERAl^rector reduced the biomass limit, it

had to be in a staged way and with special ad hoc approval of waste management measures, in order to
accommodate Tassal's planned expansion. This only evidences the need to get it right at the assessment stage.

The approach taken to adaptive management specifically eschews the precautionary approach. We recommend
that the legislation require decision-makers to adopt a precautionary approach to scientific uncertainty
particularly in the planning and assessment stages, consistent with the objectives of the Rlv"' System.

(d) Biomass and nitrogencaDs

\\bile the I. ^P A:t states that A^11'DPIans may provide for total nitrogen output and biomass caps, there is no clear
guidance of howthis is to be implemented. airrently, ^^ff'DPIans include provisions providing the ERADirector with
complete discretion to set such limits.

Formstance, in the Storm BayOft'flumpterBayNorth Brunykfond/I^fineFarmingZ^ve/opmentPfon 2018(Storm
BayNorth Ivff'DPIan), the controls for dissolved nitrogen include:

7776 orectoi; El'Am81 from time to time, determine the to!a/permi3'sthfo di$solved nitrogen32.1

ou, pu4 withIh specr77edper/bds, attributab/e to marine flaming operat/bns wrth/h a .$peer17ed
area co wered by this Pinn.

C

Forthepu/pose of assessrhg quant/ties ofdr3so/vednitrogen outputattrrbutab/e to Dbenced
fu7fish firmihg, the meetoj; D'Amayuse anymethod that the orectoi; El'Ars sati3fied derirers
a propermeas"re of to toldi$solved nitrogen ou!put fiom fi7fish ^ami7g.

Aid similarly for biomass:

3.2.3
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33.5

There is no guidance on, or limits for the exercise of these powers by the orector, ERA notwithstanding that the
decisions are criticalIyimportant when it comes to the management of environmental impacts of salmon farming
on the environment. it was biomass limits that played the key role in the environmental catastrophe that occurred
in I^, incquarielinrbourin 2015, and yet, the most recent I, ff;DPIanleaves a complete discretion to the ERADirector
as to howbiomasslimits are to be imposed.

These two factors should be mandatory in alll, ff;D Plans, as they have consequences for the licencing of marine
farming and are the two factors that will most influence environmental outcomes from marine farming footprints.

(e) CoinDensation Davable

Section 22(I) of the ^^^'P Act states that a draft plan "prevent the use of any water within a lease" unless
compensation is paid or an alternative lease area is agreed upon between the lessee and the Mriister. Section 22(I)
states:

715e orecto/; EPAmayfiom time to time, using whatever informalIbn the orecto!; EPAconsrders
appropr/;, te, determine the maxinum permr3sJb/e biomass ironnes per hectare) of finfish Ihat
may be stocked within the area covered by this pfon or any otherspecr}fed area withIh the pfon
area.

(1) Adrai?inarihe firmJhgdevefopmen!phn must notpreven/ the use of any water wrthin a lease area
unless the lessee and the Mn/3teragree -
(a) to coinpensatrbn, ' or

(6) to an afternatr've lease area.

This provision means in effect that a lessee has an expectation to farm a leased area to the limits of that area and
that, if any contrary decision is made through a ^^"'D Plan then there will be thancial implications for the
government. From a regulatory perspective, our opinionis that this must have a chilling effect on regulation of the
salmon farming. it may in fact be the reason why ^^IFDPlans do not set biomass limits.

Asimilarprovision is found in the Nature Cbnservatrbn /for 2002for compensation in the forest practices regulation.
That is, if a forest practices plan is refused or modified under the Forest Practibes A:t 1985due to environmental
considerations, compensation will be payable by the government. The logical consequence of this provision is that
the Forest Practices Authority must hesitate before prioritising environmental considerations in forest practices
plan decision-making, conscious of the compensation consequences that might flow from such a decision. The
same can be said ofs22(I) of the I^IFF Act in relation to marine farming.

2. Separation of governance arrangements formdustry development and regulation

Strong decision-making requires independence as between the regulator and promoter of an industry. That is one
reason why we support the role of the Tasmanian ERAas regulator of finfish farming, with some caveats outlined
below.

However, in relation to spatial planning and issuing of leases, these functions are both performed by the 1.6nister
for Primary industries. it is true that in relation to spatial assessment, the thister is advised by the I, ^'D Panel,
albeit with no obligation to act on the advice and recommendations of the Panel.

Further, the composition of the I\^'DPanelis cause for concern, with no requirement to represent the community
or expertise in ecological disciplines.

(a) AXEDPanel

The Panel responsible for assessing satinon farm proposals and setting the management controls for marine
farming activities. Section 80) of the Act requires the Panelcomprise eight people, constituted as follows:

(a)one 13 the chair;nerson of the Pane4' and
(b)one 13 aperson nominated by the chairerson of the 7bsmanibn Pfonnrhg CbmmJ3sibn with abJfrjy
and eay7erJbnceinpfonningr3sues, ' and
(6) one 13 aperson, other than the orecto!; rr'A wrth abmtvand e. y?errbncein environmental
management, . and

(ba) one r3 aperson, other than the Director; EI'I!, wrth abrfrtyand e, y, ertr3ein fish health and binsecurJtj, :
and
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(01) one 13 aperson w/Ih 86/11tyin marineresource management, 'and

(6) one 13 aperson with ab/:frtyto assess boaring, recreat/bna/andnavjgat/bna/Issues, . and

69 onei3 aperson w/Ih e, yieribnce in manhe firming, ' and
(72) one 13 aperson with e^vierti$ein focalgovernment lbsues, 'and
@g)one 13 aperson nominated by the Min3ter.

Notably, while nominees under s. 8(a), (c), (ca), (d), roand (g) could have relevant scientific e>pertise, there is no
explicit requirement for the Panelto include a member with qualifications in relation to marine ecology,
hydrology, marine sediments or conservation management. Other than s. 8(g), there is also no capacity for
community concerns to be represented (e. g. residents concerned regarding nuisance impacts from marine
farming).

it would also seem sensible, given the responsibility for regulation and consequences for enforcement, that one
member is a legal member, which would better ensure that management measures specified in A^IFDPlans are the
controls are enforceable, meet the requirements ofs22 of the Act and are consistent with the objectives of the I. ^P
Act, and who would have a greater capacity to recognise issues of conflict of interest and good governance.
However, this is of lesser importance that the community and ecological membership.

We recommend that the membership include:

. 0116 or more members with qualifications in marine ecology, hydrology and marine sediments and
conservation management;

. Acornmunity representative; and

. Alegal member.

The current composition means that the quorum has the potential to be weighted towards industry members rather
than community or scientific expert members. For instance, there is no requirement that, in the absence of members
"with ability and experience in environmental management" or "expertise in fish health and biosecurity", decisions
should not continue to be made, or for any such members to be part of the quorum that makes a decision on whether
or not to recommend approval of a MFD Plan or an amendment to a MFD Plan. However, these are the critical
decisions that are being made by the Panel and it is only these members that have the expertise and experience to
properly understand the consequences of environmental impacts and effectiveness of any proposed management
controls. The reported resignation of panel members with expertise in environmental management and biosecurity
in response to the Storm Bay North MFD Plan decision, highlights the need for balance. 'or'

it our recommendations were adopted as to membership composition, this would restore the balance to scientific
and expert membership, with community and industry members being legitimate voices, but without the balance of
power. This would go some way to restoring community confidence in the decisions of the Panel.

C

(,.

(b)

The Mriister for Primary industries and \Atiteris responsible for approval of Iv":Dpians and amendments to Plans
under the A, ff'P Act.

Role of the Mnister

\Allile the Panel's role is to assess a draft plan or amendment to a plan, and hear representations made by members
of the public, the Panel's role is only to make a recommendation to the Mnister. The Mriister is not obliged to
follow that recommendation. my' There is no apparent reason for this "at large" discretion.

The lack of criteria for the A^finister's decision is important in the context of the Mriister's portfolio role. Wine the
Mnister is the regulator of marine farming under the I. ^P Act, he is also responsible for the promotion and
development of the industry. There is an inherent conflict in the Mnister's responsibitities in this respect. Recall
that the ^^FDPlan is the key document that identifies where marine farming can be located and on what terms. it
is legislative Iy a reason that an application for environmental licence is not publicly notified. it is therefore
important that there is transparency and community confidence in how decisions are made.
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in this context, the I, finister should not be the decision-maker on I, ^'P Plans or amendments

We recommend that:

.

.

The Panelbe the decision-maker for TVff;Dpians; or

There be a clear set of prescribed criteria identifying on what basis a Mriister can disagree with a
recommendation of the Panel.

(c)

The EDOis on the record as being supportive of the transfer of marine farming regulation to the ERA^rector and
Salmon Farming Unit, however with caveats.

First, neither the Unit or the mector are statutorilyindependent of the government, contrary to public statements
by the government. The ERADrector and staffofthe Unit are public sector employees, part of the Department of
Primary industries Water and the Bivironment, and thus under the direction and control of the thister for
Bivironment. Ally employee of the government is not statutorilyindependent of that government. We note that
the same conflict arguably exists for the current Minster for nitronment, who as Treasurer promotes industry and
development and as Mriister for the Bivironment, oversees government employees who regulate that industry.

Second, the decision-making function under the ERll'CACt for another industries regulated as Level2 activities sits
with the ERABoard. The Act only carves out the regulation of finfish farming for special treatment. it is only for
fujish farming that the Director has powers to make approval decisions without reference to the Board. This is
important because it is only when the Board makes decisions that there are third party appeal rights, allowing
independent scrutiny and oversight of such decisions.

We recommend that the Board be the decision-maker for animfish farming decisions under the ERll'CACt.

3. Identification and security of suitable locations

Spatial planning, by way of I'll'DPIans, is used in Tasmania to identify areas that are considered suitable for marine
fanning and provide some security to industry that those areas will be made available. Asimilar approachis applied
in Scotland, where marine farming is permitted within designated farm management areas.

in contrast, New Zealand has abandoned its approach of restricting fish farms to designated Aquaculture
hanagement Areas, as the process for establishing the areas was considered "lengthy, complex and costly". am'
instead, allnew aquaculture proposals require a resource consent, assessed and administered by the local council
in the same manner as all other uses and developments.

Spatial planning which identifies locations in which salmon farming can occur and, equally importantly, those
areas where it cannot occur, provides certainty to all industry, government, local councils and the community.
However, it is critical that the spatial planning exercise is undertaken comprehensiveIy, informed by the best
available science and subject to periodic review to determine whether areas remain suitable (see Box I -
Okehampton Bay).

in reforms to the I. ^DACt in 2017, the Government introduced a power for the Governor to declare "finfish marine
fanning exclusion zones"where tintish farming is not able to be authorised by the Panel. All the time of the relbnns,
an exclusion zone was declared for ^^^TCUry Passage (except for the Okehampton Bay salmon farm site). The
amendments to the Act did not provide any framework around the identification of other exclusion zones, however
it was understood at the time that it was the Government's intention that the foreshadowed Sustainable Industry
Growth Plan for the Salmon Industry would identify areas that are suitable and unsuitable for tintish farming. Wine
the Sustainable industry Growth Planfor the Salmon Industry did indicate that large areas of Tasmania's coast would
be in "no grow" zones, these are yet to be implemented through declared exclusion zones. We note that "no grow"
areas identified to date are unlikely to be suitable for finfish marine farming in any event, and consequently there

Role of the ERA
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may be some doubt as to whether this is based on spatial planning weighing all economic, environmental and social
considerations.

There is room for improvement in the process of spatial planning where salmon farming cannot occur in Tasmania.

in terms of security oftenure for salmon farms, when a lease is granted within a A^"'DPIan zone, it provides exclusive
possession over the lease area for the duration of the lease. This provides significant security of tenure and
management control to the lease holder.

flaving regard to the compensation provisions in s22 of the Nil'P Act and their consequences for the approval of
lvll'DPIans, we recommend that the legislation make clear that leases can only be granted in areas to which a Nil'D
Plan applies.

Wine the integration marine farming planning with other elements of Tasmania's planning framework remains
poor (see below), and subject to our comments above, the current framework for spatial planning and tenure
security is reasonably strong. improvements to the practical implementation of spatial planning are discussed
under "integrated Assessments" and "Science-Based Decisions" below.

4. integrated assessments

Afost coastal ecosystems are subjected to a range of population and development pressures. harme farming
operations in State waters also involve an allocation of public space for a private, commercial purpose, with
potential impacts on recreational and tourist users and the amenity of neighbouring landowners. As \\arwick
alllet has observed, this has meant that:

a reguhtoiyfi'ameworkibraquacu/ture mus!, in additrbn to assessing enw}'oninenta/limpacis, aim to 80h/eve a
bahnce between aquacuft'ure needs and other legrtihiate uses of the marine enw7'oninenidin:s13 commonly
felt!rred to as I"liegrated Cbasta/fune Abnagement)'.'am"

As outlined above, Tasmania's system maintains separate assessment frameworks for marine farming and for other
use and development, including land-based aquaculture. Proponents are able to propose new or expanded marine
farming operations with little regard to existing or potential uses of adjoining land. As the Okehampton Bay
example highlights (Box I), this often results in salmon farming companies needing to obtain a series of permits or
approvals, with each application assessed without regard for the outcome of related applications. That is, a failure
to consider the cumulative impacts of marine farming on the marine environment and communities.

in our work, it is apparent to us that there is substantial concern in the community about the lack of integrated and
cumulative assessment. The impacts of marine farms on communities is, in our experience, much greater than is
currently assessed by the Panelunderthe ^^ffP Act. Communities are concerns about amenity impacts directly from
marine farms themselves - noise, odour, visual impact - but also the related and necessary consequentialimpacts
from supporting infrastructure, including sinolt breeding, land-based processing, freshwater dams and pipes,
access to transport routes and waste management facilities. There are impacts not onlyto residentsin the affected
areas, but also to tourism and recreation activities, none of which are adequately assessed through existing
processes.

True spatial planning would assess both the direct and indirect impacts of new proposed industry hubs -including
the networkimpacts, supply chain and infrastructure impacts, and cumulative impacts of those facilities.

Wiile the Panel has the power to incorporate management controls in a ^^11'D Plan to mitigate noise, odour and
visual amenity impacts, the Panel's consideration of wider issues relating to supporting infrastructure (such as
land-based processing and support facilities, freshwater dams and pipes), access to transport routes or waste
facilities, impacts on other industries such as tourism or recreation activities is very limited. """ The inclusion of a
Panel member with e>:penence in local government is not sufficient to overcome the lack of integration.

in fact, the Panel may direct a local council to amend its planning schemes to ensure that future land use and
development adjacent to marine farming zones does not adversely affect marine farms. "" This fragmented
approach to planning for marine farming hinders effective strategic planning at local and regional levels and
appears to prioritise marine farming over other land uses and developments.

The pressure this places on local governments, including managing complaints from affected residents and
maintaining infrastructure, is further compounded by current government efforts to prevent local councils from
16wing rates on marine farm lease areas. "co

C
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Other jurisdictions with intensive salmon farming, such as Scotland, New Zealand and Norway, have adopted a
more integrated approach to marine farming planning. "ch' Thesejurisdictions require a range of authorities to be
consulted in relation to marine farming approvals, but generally provide for a coordinated process for undertaking
the consultation. Each of thesejurisdictions emphasises environmental protection in the coordinated assessment
process.

This integrated approach to marine farming planning means that thesejurisdictions are better placed to provide
"well-planned, sustainable development" than Tasmania.

Ifmarine farming planning was better integrated with land use planning under the UlpAA, :t, it would ensure that
communities would be better informed about areas that are within or outside of marine farming zones. it would
also ensure that areas where marine farms are clearly incompatible with existing land uses or the natural values of
a marine area could be identified and marine farms prohibited.

Spatial planning should also assess the cumulative impacts of proxhnalmarine farming areas and other industry.
For instance, where there are impacts from mining tailings (as in tvbcquarie Harbour) or from sewage outfall or
heavy metal contamination (as in the Derwent), or other proximal marine farms and hatcheries. The Panel's
function should be to ensure spatial planning adequately accounts for marine health, and that marine farming
development areas adequately account for existing and proposed conditions.

Boxi

CASESTLDY-01^^PTONBAY

in 2015, Tassal announced plans to expandits salmon farming operations to Okehampton Bay, near Triabunna on
Tasmania's East Coast. As outlined below, the impacts of the salmon farm in this location, and necessary
supporting infrastructure, was assessed under numerous distinct approval processes, each with its own unique
criteria, and varying levels of publicinvolvement. There was no one strategic assessment process to assess whether
the proposed farm was in the best location, with the least adverse environmental, social or economic impacts.

A^fine^ruling sublease andfioeace

The treat oyster Bay and Alercucv Passage AfDPhn, which was approved in October 1998, mm" allows fujish
forming in Okehampton Bay. Consequently, there was no requirement to publicly advertise any details relating to
the proposed marine farm within Okehampton Bay, and there was no opportunity for public input before the
Afinister decided to grant the necessary approvals for the farm. Subsequent to the sublease and licence being
granted the Mriister for Primary industries and Water directed the Panel to provide advice on three terms of
reference (ToR)relating to whether there was adequate environmental science and data to enable salmon farming
to be regulated on the site. The A^finister stated that the purpose of the advice was to improve community
confidence in marine farming, however the ToRdid not enable the Panelto reconsider the fundamental question
of whether Okehampton Bay was a suitable location for salmon farming.

The Panel invited representations from the community in relation to the ToR Community representations were
hamstrung by a lack of access to information. MICh of the information necessary to inform submissions, including
the complete baseline monitoring data and conditions imposed on Tassal's marine farming licence (being the key
element of the environmental management regime for the activity) were not publicly available. Public submissions
were made, which included the issue of whether saimon farming should occurin Okehampton Bay and about the
need for access to further information.

The Panel acknowledged the lack of available information, however decided not to hold any public hearings as it
"considered it unlikely that presenters would confine their representations to address the ToR and thus there
would be minimal benefit to the Panelin the preparation of its Report. "

The Panel advised the uniister that the IvlFDPlan and scientific information avanable was sufficient to support the
salmon farm in Okehampton Bay. in response to a submission made by un^, the Panel acknowledged that further
baseline studies for threatened species and reef communities would need to be undertaken by Tassal before the
commencement of salmon farming. The Panelwas satisfied that this requirement for baseline monitoring could be
incorporated as a condition ofTassal's marine forming licence, rather than requiring it to inform its decision and
allowing scrutiny of that data through the public participation processes prescribed under the Act.
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Pfo""fogapproval, brthe onshorema, :foe. ^, ming^@it^y

in February 2016, Spring Bay Seafoods applied (on behalfofTassal) to the aamorgan Spring Bay Council(Cb""oily
for a combined permit application and to rezoneland in Triabunna to allow for Tassal's on shore facilities to support
its Okehampton Bay salmon farm. The on shore development included a 196 metre long wharf The Councilinitated
the amendment and approved the permit application, referred it to the Tasmanian Planning Commission
(<1bmmtssfon) for assessment under LDPA PCt. it was publicly exhibited in October 2016, with over 6000
representations from the public and surrounding land users in response.

in hareh 2017, the Commission decided that the public notice had been incorrectly given and found the request
and permit application would need to be readvertised by Tassal and Spring Bay Seafoods.

The application was readvertised, with over 5,900 submissions made opposing the proposal. Public hearings were
held. The Commission ultimately approved the rezoning and permit application in Ahrch 2018. The Commission's
assessment necessarily had regard to the approved marine form, and the need for the on shore works in that
context. The Commission could not reconsider whether the marine farm should be approved in that location.

A^funy of the representations expressed concern at the approval of the salmon farm within Okehampton Bay and
the potential environmental impacts on coastal waters. Other issues raised by representations related to the
impacts of the development on the region's water supply, the expanding tourism industry, public access to the
foreshore and amenity, and the recreational and commercial fishing industries, which were either not relevant to
the Commission's decision or outweighed by the need for the facility to support the approved marine farm.

This is an example of the need formtegrated assessment at the marine farming planning stage to ensure allworks
are considered together, rather than the piecemeal approach in the current regulatory framework.

Federale",^. o2me"telre, ^frol, brsein, or. I^am

Questions were raised through the Commission hearings about impacts of marine farming boats and nets on the
endangered southern right whale. On 29thy 2017, Tassal was referred its proposed fish farm to the Federal
Bivironment Mnister for assessment under the 87vfronmeniProtectibn andBibdi'versrjy Cbnservatibn Act 1999
rib)(^'Boric:t).

Adelegate of the FederalBivironment Mriister ultimately decided that the farm could proceed without a detailed
environmental impact assessment being undertaken, provided the action was undertaken in accordance with
identified "particular manner" requirements outlined in the decision notice. This decision was subject to legal
challenge by an environmental group and a private landholder. The FullCourt of the Federal Court ultimately found
in favour of the legal challenge on 15 April2019, however, by that stage the fish farm had been operating for nearly
two years' The Full Court's decision turned on a technical legal point and did not require the farm to cease or be
subject to a rigorous impact assessment.

11^terffeeace

As another part of this development, in February 2016, Tassal, in conjunction with the Council and a private
landholder applied to the Mnister for Primary industries and ^^^Iter for approval of a water licence to secure up to
1,795 mega litres of freshwater per year from the upper Prosser River catchment. The water was to be used to bath
salmon from the Okehampton Bay marine farm as a treatment for amoebic gill disease. This water allocation was
part of what the Council called the Prosser Plains Raw \A^iter Scheme.

At the time the water licence application was advertised, there was limited public awareness of the proposed
development of Okehampton Bay for salmon farming and how the water licence would fit into the greater
development. This included for instance the precise location of the proposed dam to store the water if allocated
Gee "Dam Permit" below). For this reason, there was limited public comment on the water allocation. We
understand that only one public representation was received byDPre\XiEin relation to the proposed allocation.

As far as the UDOis aware, this water licence was granted in the absence of approval for the development of the
associated necessary dam infrastructure on a private property near Buckland (the 7178ml^y dam) (discussed
further below). mm'

P4, ginepem, its
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in June 2017, as part of its Prosser Plains Raw Water Scheme, the Councillodged a planning permit application to
itself for the approval of the construction of the pipeline to carry water from the Lower Prosser Dam, along the
Prosser River, through the Raspins Beach Conservation Area and public land to the proposed Sons golfcourse at
Louisville Point.

The pipeline was proposed, in part, to connect to Tassal's undersea planned pipeline from Louisville Point to
Freest one Point and from there to its salmon farm lease at Okehampton Bay. Tassal separately made a permit
application for its sections of the pipelinein July2017.

Numerous representations were made in response to public notice of both pipeline applications. Concerns
included the allocation of such large quantities of freshwater to private developers, the provision of public funds
by the Council and State Government towards infrastructure for the benefit of private developers, and the impacts
of the pipeline construction on the habitats of numerous threatened species.

As planning authority, due to the operation of the Gainorgan Spring Bayfriterim Planning Scheme 2015, the Council
took the view that it was not entitled to consider the broader issues around the use that the water would be put,

the security of access to freshwater from the Prosser River for other uses including drinking water, or whether the
development was the best use of the Council's limited financial resources. mm The Council's consideration of
impacts on threatened species was similarly limited by the operation of the planning scheme. The Councilissued
permits for both pipelines.

it is our understanding that both pipelines have now been constructed and are delivering water to the Okehampton
Bay salmon farm, notwithstanding that the associated Twamley Dam is yet to be approved and constructed.

Dam Permit

The Councilproposed a 4,00011ylt. ,water storage forthe Prosser Plains Raw Water Scheme, the TwamleyDam. it was
referred for assessment by the Federal Government under the ERBCAct because it involves the proposed removal
of 52ha of native vegetation, over 20ha of which is arcalyptus ovata forest and woodhnd. This vegetation type is
a criticalIy endangered ecological community listed under the ERBC, Act and provides feeding and breeding habitat
for the criticalIy endangered Swift Parrot 18tham us d/SCO/o4 as well as other listed threatened species.

011 ##. the Federal Government decided it is a controlled action that requires assessment under the ERBC Act
including due to the impact on the E ova!a community and the potential impact on the Swift Parrot.

The controlled action is stillbeing assessed by the Federal Government. There are verybroad criteria forthe Federal
A^finister's decision on whether to grant an approval, and verylimited options formdependent scrutiny of decisions
made under the ERBCA:t, with no rights of merits appeal.

itthe dam is approved under the ERBCAct, approval will need to be sought under the Mater/16nagement/I, :t1999
(Tas). This will involve public notice and public representations. inIile there is potential to appeal any dam permit
granted to the Resource hanagement and Planning Appeal Tribunal, appeals do not afford independent scrutiny
or transparency in decision-making because the \\M Act prevents appeals being brought against the critical
scientific or economic determinations.

^,!a. .oninentalL, berice

Upon the commencement of amendments to the Bvff'C Act in late 2017, Tassal was required to obtain an
environmental licence for its Okehampton Bay salmon farm from the ERA Consistent with the polic position taken
by the ERAto marine farms that were already operational, the ERADrectorissued an environmental licence for the
activity without referring it to the Board, thereby precluding any opportunity for public input or requirement for
detailed environmental impact assessment.

Cbn@I"sio"

This case study demonstrates the lack of integration between the assessment of the different components of the
Okehampton Bay farm. Similarly complex regulatory processes would apply to just about every marine salmon
farm now operating in Tasmania. This demonstrates the failure of the current regulatory framework to provide for
detailed scientific assessment of a proposed project prior to the granting of leases, licences, permits and approvals
for salmon fanns and their related infrastructure.
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All integrated approach to marine farm planning, with real opportunities for community input and public
participation, and evidence-based decision-making informed by science would enable informed decision-making
and greater community confidence in the regulatory processes surrounding salmon farming.

5. Evidence-based environmental assessments

The University of Tasmania's institute of harme and Antarctic Science ("I:, 151 enormously contributes to the
understanding of marine ecosystems, fisheries and aquaculture through its scientific work around marine farming,
in particular in Ahcquarie Harbour. However, we consider that there is still considerable scope to ensure that this
scientific research is targeted to the better regulation of the marine farming industry, and thereby, better
environmental and community outcomes

C

Despite the opportunities presented by having world-class scientific researchers based in Tasmania, there are a
number of areas in which the current laws fail to ensure that regulatory decisions are supported by scientific data
regarding environmental impacts, binsecurity, carrying capacity or future risks to productivity.

(a) B; ertise on the Panel

We refer to our recommendations above regarding governance and membership of the Panel under the I. ^P Act.

We repeat that while there is a requirement for a person with an "ability and expertise"in fish health and biosecurity
to be appointed to the Panel, currently, there is no similar requirement for any of the appointed Panelmembers to
hold specific qualifications in environmental and marine resource management (rather than demonstrating "an
ability" or "experience") . Further, there is no requirement for Panel members with expertise in marine ecology or
hydrology. The A^mister is able to nominate a aiairperson and another member, and has previously used these
nominations to empanelscientists. However, thereis no explicit requirement forthis to occur.

The Panelis also able (but not required)to seek external expert advice regarding proposed environmental controls,
technical farming questions or biological demands of farmed species. it is unclear how regularly such advice is
sought, although we understand that the Panelhas previously been briefed by un"^ experts.

As highlighted by the resignations of Louise alerie and Professor Barbara Nowak during the assessments of the
Storm Bay ^^11'D Plans, there is no requirement that the quorum of the Panel that ultimately recommends the
approval of a A^DPlan, or any amendment to a Aff'DPIan, includes those with scientific qualifications in relevant
fields.

(-
(b) Mnister not bound bv Panel recommendations

Even where the Panelincludes members with relevant scientific expertise, the ^^^'P ,^:t does not require the Panel's
recommendations to be followed. Since amendments in 2011 removed the Panel's power to refuse an application
for an amendment to a A^DPIan, the Ivfinister has not been bound by the Panel's advice and can make a decision
contrary to the recommendation of the Panel, including where the Panel recommends that a proposed activity
should be refused due to unacceptable environmental impacts.

This discretion has \\tiere an amendment to an ^^FDPlan is proposed, the Mnister may also make any alterations
she or he considers "necessary or expedient" before approving the amendment. "on'

The unister is required to table reasons in Parliament where his decision is contrary to the recommendations of
the Panel. mm'inTile this provides some transparency regarding the decision-making process, it fails to ensure that
decisions with the potential to cause significant environmental impacts are guided by science.

(c)

Miere an approved \^FDPlan allows marine farming in a designated zone, no further detailed scientific assessment
is required before the I'm ister can issue a marine farming licence under the LA^11^Act for a salmon farm to operate
in that area. mm"

Assessment of individual salmon farms

However, before the marine farm can operate, it will also require an environmental licence issued under the ER^'C
Act. All environmental licence may be issued by the ERAl:Xrector or by the ERABoard if referred to it by the ERA
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Director. The ERADirector is to refer an environmental licence application to the ERABoard in the circumstances
prescribed by clause 8 of the flintonmenta/ Ahnagemeni and Pollutrbn Cbntro/ (E7, ironmenta/ Dbences)
Regu/atIbns2019. This is critical because public notice is only required for an ^., where referred by the ERADrector
to the ERABoard.

The criteria in clause 8 of the Regulations are complex. in summary, a referral must be made where:

. There is Hikelyto be a very high level of public interest in the application"; or

. It is reasonably likely that an ERBCAi:t approval will be required for the activity; or

. There is no A^DPIan or emergency plan in force for the relevant waters, unless a permit has been issued
under the LERMAct; or

. Allyff'Dpian has been in force for the waters for 10 years but no finfish have been kept in that area or, ifthey
have been kept, they have been kept in accordance with a L^, t;M Act permit, emergency order or
emergency plan; or

. Ally^'DPIan has been in force for the waters for the last 2 years but the ^rector considers the information
provided to the Panelabout environmental impacts of finfish farming did not adequately takeinto account
the likely effects of the activity.

Are terraldoes not need to be made where the application is for an emergency order.

These criteria provide broad discretion to the arector as to whether to refer the activity where there is a Ivff:DPIan
in force for the area of State waters to which the application relates.

Formstance, for the Storm Bay marine farming development area, a I^^DPIan was in force and environmental
licences were assessed by the arector and not made available to the public. This decision not to refer the H,
applications was taken by the mector despite the arguably "very high level of public interest in the application '.
As a result, there was no capacity for public scrutiny of the application orindependent oversight through an appeal
mechanism.

The lack of transparency means the public is not to know whether the approval was made on the best available
science, nor did the public have the opportunity to test the science upon which the approval was based. This is
important where the relevant un:Dpian leaves to the Director the dissolved nitrogen and biomass limits for each
activity:"mm

715e orecto!; EI'I!, max from time to time, determine the totalperm/3s/b/e dr3so/vednJlrogen output
(7PL}VQ! within specifiedperlbds, artr/bumb/e tollbencedfu7fish firm/hgibra specified area.

me Director; El'Am ayfiom time to tnne, using whatever'infom7airbn the Drector; E7'AConsJders
approprJ^te, derennfr7e the maximum permi$SIb/e binmass offu7fish Ihatmay be stocked w/Ih/h the area
covered by thr3pinn oranyotherspec/fled area within thepfon area.

Further, the jarvPCA, :t does not prescribe criteria to guide a decision on whether an environmental licence should
be granted. The orector and the Board may "grant to a person an environmental licence in relation to an activity
if. .. satisfied that it is appropriate to do so".'

The ERABoard and Director are bound the apply any Water Quality Objectives (11^:, in making a decision under
the ^^ff'CACt, including to grant an environmental licence. xi' However, in the 22 years since the commencement of
the SIaie Pont:1.0n Water @18frty/lianagement 1997 , there are no published \\co for either marine or freshwater
anywhere in the State. The ERAhas advised the ERO that \\00 for a particular waterway are developed by ERA
Board (or the orector as the case may be) on a "case by case" basis in consideration of the "Default GIIidelines
\blues for Alluatic Ecosystems" and/or a proponent's own water quality monitoring data. alit

Water Quality Objectives should be State-wide, published and enforcement. \\QOS should set clear objectives
waterways (riverme and estuarine) or marine area, so that the ERAwhen exercising powers and functions under the
B, "'CACt, is required to manage that environment to achieve the ^QOS. in this respect, it is like spatial planning
for air emissions from industrial pollution, where a threshold maximum emissions concentration is identified for
an airshed andindividualemissionslicences are matched to and monitored so that the aggregate of emissions from
allpoint sources does not exceed the limit.

To date no environmental licence applications have been assessed by the ERA Board. The ERA arector's
assessments of environmental licence applications have not been made publicly available. it is therefore unknown
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what the \\QO are for a particular activity or area, whether the \AQO identified and applied in an assessment of
proposed marine farm are based on the best available science and would withstand scientific scrutiny, orhowthose
\\^co account for cumulative impacts (discussed above).

Further, given the ERADrector's broad discretion to vary the total biomass and nitrogen output of marine farms,
it is necessary to know how such determinations are made consistent with the achievement of the \\co for a
waterway in which the marine farm operates.

(d) Mantive management I nitrogen and biomass cans

Adaptive management can be a useful tool to allow for flexibility in management responses to unexpected
environmental conditions. ch' However, adaptive management is only appropriate in circumstances where
sufficient baseline data is available to accurately set thresholds and predict environmental responses to proposed
management controls. it does not lend itself to scenarios where the environmental impacts of the activities are
potentially serious or irreversible (such as loss of criticalIy endangered species) or where too little is known to
Tenably anticipate risks.

As outlined under the heading "aear aiidance" above, adaptive management of Tasmania's salmon farms sets
management controls without comprehensive or even adequate baseline data.

Effective implementation of adaptive management also requires rigorous monitoring and reporting to identify
when triggers are activated, and to measure the effectiveness of management responses.

0116 example of an adaptive management approach is the inclusion of a power to set biomass caps for marine
farming zones or leases in A^"'DPIans. Abiomass cap is a limit on the amount of salmon farmed in a particular area
with the aim of limiting environmental impacts. Bivironmentalindicators (such as the presence of opportunistic
indicator species) and compliance with physical or chemical thresholds should inform any decision on whether a
biomass limit should be increased or decreased. However, decisions by the Secretary of DPm\\E and the ERA
arector setting the biomass cap in incquarie Harbour have not accorded with this principle, with economic and
social considerations appearing to outweigh environmental considerations in these decisions (see discussion in
Box 2 below).

Litigation taken by Huon Aquaculture in relation to the biomass determination and carrying capacity of tvbcquarie
finrbour highlighted the concern about regulatory failure in determination of biomass limits for environmental and
fish health.

C

(-

(e)

The ^^I'P Act requires ^^ff'D Plans to be reviewed at least once every 10 years to "ensure that the objectives of
resource management, having regard to any relevant changing circumstances, are achieved to the maximum
extent possible. "unThis is critical where waters within designated marine farming zones have warmed significantly
and can no longer support salmon farming, where evidence coastal development adjacent to marine farming zones
hasintensified since the tv^;DPIan commenced, or where new data is available regarding impacts of nutrients on
biodiversity.

The process for a review of a A^in;'DPIan starts with a preliminary review conducted by DPneV^E Public comment is
onlyinvited ifDPne\\Econsiders that modifications to the I. ^Dpian are required. There are no requirements for
DPne\\E to consult with the Panel, us^I^ or the public in deciding whether modifications are required. As
acknowledged by the Panel when it was tasked with looking at the Okehampton Bay salmon farm proposal, after
the expiry of 10 years, further data will be needed to assess the suitability of salmon farming at a particularlocation.
it is unclear why opportunities for the input of this data are not given to public (including scientific bodies such as
MAS) in the ^^"'DPIan review process.

Ifa 10-yearly review of A^ff'DPIan does reveal that a zone or area is not suitable for salmon farming due to unforeseen
or changing environmental impacts, this does not give rise to any right alter the terms or lengths of leases issued
to salmon farms in these areas. Should the leases be cancelled, or the Ivff;DPIan amended to reduce number or
remove salmon farms from the Ivff:DPIan area, salmon farm operators would have an entitlement to compensation
from the Government. This highlights the problem with the granting of leases potentially for 30 years with renewal
options from 15 years, being timeframes that potentially exceed the length of time that a particular location can
sustain salmon farming.

Review of IvlFDPlans
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6. Access to information

The 2015 Senate Committee Report into Tasmania's Regulation of Finfish Farming recommended that the
"Tasmanian Government support the greater provision of environmental information and data relating to the fin-
fish industry by the coPne\\El"."'

As demonstrated in the Okehampton Bay case study (Box I), historically it has been very difficult for interested
parties to obtain information about specific salmon farms and related infrastructure. However, since 2017, there
have been steadyimprovements in the release of information by regulators.

Access to all environmental licences and licences issued under the Lily^^,\,:t for fujish farms through the Land

information System Tasmania q. 1ST)imp website. "'vinie ERAwebsite provides aggregated compliance monitoring
results for salmon farms in ^^hcquarie Harbour, annual environmental reports and/or broad scale environmental
monitoring for some salmon farming locations, and also previously published MAS reports relating to the health
of^^hcquarie Harbour (the latest reports are otherwise available through the nut\S website).

DPne\us has recently created the Salmon Farming Data Portal. "vi' This portal provides aggregated data about
salmon farms operating within a I'll'DPIan area. Wine the information is helpful for generally understanding an
operator'SIGvel of compliance with certain management controls within allyff;Dpian, the lack of the underlying
scientific data and reports makes it difficult to assess the seriousness of any non-compliances, and the
consequences of non-compliances or of "business as usual" in terms of environmental impacts that are occurring
or have occurred. it is also difficult to ascertain what enforcement action has been undertaken in response to

particular non-compliances, and whether that action is proportionate in anthe circumstances.

Tassal, Huon and Petuna are each variously engaged in voluntary, third-party certification programmes that
encourage proactive release of information, and allrelease selected, often aggregated, data on their websites. As
outlined above, aggregated data can be difficult to interrogate.

However, despite all of these data sources, timely environmental monitoring data (particularly raw data) and
compliance audits remains very difficult to obtain. "'win

in the absence of consistent, proactive release of data, members of the public must rely on Right to information
requests to access information. it is our experience that such requests are excessively time consuming (one has
taken over 3 years to resolve), with such requests being regularly refused by the ERA and DPne\\Eon the basis of
commercial confidentiality, unreasonable diversion of resources, or a reluctance to discourage future voluntary
disclosures by industry. This is particularly critical when there are reported delays in the Ombudsman's office of
an average of 318 days in the 2017-2018 financial year. """

We recommendation that regulators must make all environmental information available to the public in a timely
manner, including real-time reporting of monitoring data including the underlying scientific data and reports and
compliance action. This will reduce the need to rely on Rn requests to obtain access to this information and
improve community confidence in the actions of regulators and science upon which decisions are based.

7. Opportunities for meaningful publicparticipation

Public participation in environmental decision-making is foundation al to the Tasmanian resource management
and planning system, of which the A^ff'P Act and the Buff'CACt form part. '

it is generally acknowledged that the elements of public participation are:"

. Full public disclosure of infonnation by government about environmental decision-making in a timely
way, including access to applications, monitoring data and all scientific information;

. Early involvement in and ability to make representations to authorities making environmental decisions,
and be entitled to have that representation properly considered by the relevant decision-maker;

. Notice from decision-makers to people affected by the decision, including those that made
representations;

. Recourse to legal review mechanisms, including both substantive review andjudicialreview, and access
to justice to take such review.

The benefits of public participation have been described thus:"'
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Formanypo/,^y. makers andenvfr'oninenta/advocates, pub/Ibpartrb47atrbn13 an intrinsrbgood.
regardless of outcome. Altowingih?pacied coinmumtibs and otherstakeho/ders to fake partin deci$1bn-
making 13 a basrb component of democracy(Rosenbaum 1978, ' momas 1994)

Pubfrbpartib4:, atIbn can alsoiniprovepo/it;yimp/emenfatibn by increasing the legitimacy of the deci3rbn-
makingprocess and; in so doing, reducing conffib/. At!/t4, /e stud/bs ha re demonstra!ed that whether or
not the pub/Ib accepts a deci3Jbn hinges on whether ornot the pub/!b sees the deci3ibn-makingprocess
asi^fr(BukofeyandAf0/2003, 'Lihdand 171er1988. 'A6w!;;'2002A-fullohy2004, ' 171er1990). 8,888ihg the
pubfrbin decJ3ibn-making can hely overcome deficits in democracy such as dJ3trust o400frliba//eaders,
decfrhrhgfiithinpub/!b agencies, and/ow voter turnout (Onton 2008, 'New4g'2002/yj. .e eta1 1992 1,640
et 81 2009, )

That meaningful public participation increases transparency and aids legitimacy of the decision-making process
and public confidence is widely acknowledged. 'un

(a) Public DarticiDation in marine farming decisions

The only guaranteed formal opportunity for public participation in marine farming decisions are provided in
relation to the development and amendment of ^^I:D Plans. That is, provided the Panel does not consider an
amendment is not of a substantial nature, to correct an error or to remove an anomaly to clarify or simplify the
Plan. in'

Miere an A^D Plan or an amendment to one is prepared, the tuftnister is required to give approval to the public
exhibition of a draft amendment, and the planning authority must then advertise it. my person may make a
representation during the exhibition period, and any representation made must be considered. The Panel is not
obliged to hold public hearings. '" The I^:t entitles a person making a representation to request that a hearing be
held, and the Panel has done so on some previous occasions.

There is no opportunity to appeal against a decision to approve a ^, FDPlan, or an amendment to a plan, other than
for existing marine farm operators where it adversely impacts their existing marine farming activities.

There are no opportunities for public comment or third party appeals in relation to allocations, grants, renewals or
variations of leases under the ^^ff'P Act. The granting of a new lease or variation of an existing lease can only be
challenged ifthe quality of water in another marine farming lease will be unreasonably affected. "'

in relation to environmental licence applications, only those applications assessed by the ERABoard will be open
to public comment and, potentially, appeal, and not anylicence applications or amendment applications for which
the ERADirector is the decision-maker.

Miere an application is assessed by the ERABoard, it is required to take any representationsit receives into account
in its decision to grant an Environmental Licence. Provided a person a can demonstrate that they are a "person
aggrieved" of the Board's decision, they may appeal that the grant of an Environmental ricence to the Resource
hanagement and Planning Appeals Tribunal. However, for those applications that are decided solely by the ERA
I^rector, there are presently no opportunities for public participation through notice and rights of review.

Based on the criteria currently in the ^, ipCAct, the vast majority of environmental licence applications relating to
marine salmon farms will be assessed by the ERAl^rector without any opportunity for public participation or
scrutiny. The waythe regulations are drafted, it effective Iy makes an application "permitted" (in a planning scheme
sense)where thereis a ^^11'Dpian approved within the last 10 years, However, theirnpacts of a particular activity
fallto be assessed at the environmental licence stage, and it is usually that particular activity and its impacts which
are of greatest public concern.

By way of analogy, ifwe look at the planning scheme and permit processes under the UlpAA::t, a planning scheme
or amendment is the spatial toolthat identifies what land uses can go where. Agricultural land might be rezoned
for residential use, and the decision about whether that should be approved is undertaken by the Tasmanian
Planning Commission, with rights of public notice and hearings. However, this rezoning only allows a planning
permit application to be made for a particular use and development, ifit meets the requirements of the planning
scheme. The public shil receive notice of that planning permit application, and have the right to make a
representation to the planning authority and to take an appeal in the Tribunal.
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The marine farming process, however, assumes that ifa I'll'DPIan exists, there is no need to involve the public in
decision-making by the ERA This assumption does not withstand scrutiny. Formstance, as is clear from the Storm
Bay North ^^^'D Plan, the operator is only required to do the baseline environmental surveys after the Plan is
approved. This data is critical to understanding the basis of decision-making. The first opportunity a member of
the public will have to test the scientific data will be at the environmental licence stage. it there are no rights of
public notice and review, the science underpinning decision-making cannot be tested by the public or an
independent court or tribunal

Further, the fact that this decision rests upon the discretion of the ERA Director leads to uncertainty for the
community and for the regulated as to when an application will be referred to the Board. Formstance, one of the
prescribed criteria for referral is whether there will be a high level of public interest. The Storm Bay North
environmental licence application was not referred to the ERABoard and, in the context of that application, it is
not clear how that application would not have met the threshold "public interest" test.

We recommend that all environmental licence applications be assessed by the Board. We recommend that the
criteria be refined to reverse the onus - all applications for environmental licence must be referred to the Board,
except in clearly defined (and limited) circumstances, and being circumstances that require a quantitative
assessment rather than exercise of discretion.

(b) Access to justice in marine farming decisions - merits review

Part of a transparent and robust regulatory system is the ability to apply to an independent umpire for a review of
an administrative (government) decision on the merits. The ability to substantively (not just legally) review
environmental decisions is a recognised component of public participation.

The regulation of marine farming is unique in industrial regulation in Tasmania, in that neither the proponent of a
marine farm nor a third party has rights to bring a merits review of a I. ^DPIan, an amendment to the plan. There
are also no rights of appeal in relation to decisions of the ERADrector to issue environmental licences where not
referred to the ERABoard or approve emergency applications. Ukewise, there is no right to appeal biomass or
management determinations by the ERADirector under I'll;DPIans.

This places marine farming in a unique position. NIOtherindustrialactivityin Tasmania regulated by the ERAas a
Level2 activity under the ERPCAct and is subject to rights of appeal to an independent third party, in that case, the
Resource hanagement and Planning An peals Tribunal or to be assessed by an independent expert body - the
Tasmanian Planning Commission -in the case of combined planning scheme amendments and permit application.

This is to be contrasted to marine farming, where:

. the spatial planning exercise - and existence of a I*IFD Plan - effectiveIy excludes public notice at the
environmental licence stage because it precludes referral by the ERADrector to the Board;

. TVll'DPIans are prepared and assessed by the IlylEPRPanel:
o the constitution of which under s8(I) of the ^^^'P Act is weighted against scientific expertise, does

not require expertise in marine ecology, hydrogeology or conservation, and no community or
legal member in contrast to the Tasmanian Planning Commission;'"" and

o the decisions are made by the Panel, in contrast to the Commission, where decisions are made
by delegates who are appointed Commissioners with expert planning or scientific members.

. tvlFDPlans routinely give the ERA^rector a discretion over biomass and nitrogen limits.

The reason this is important became was demonstrated in February 2017, when Huon Aquaculture - one of three
marine farming operators in I\ticquarie Harbour - commenced legal proceedings to challenge biomass
determinations made in relation to A, incquarie Harbour. However, those proceedings were taken through the
narrow and costly process of judicial review in the Tasmanian Supreme Court, rather than through merits based
appeal on the substance of the biomass determination.

Huon Aquaculture broughtjudicial review proceedings against the Secretary ofDPWWE, the ERADrector and the
Minsterin the Tasmanian Supreme Court, and also commenced proceedings in the Federal Court against the same
parties and Commonwealth Mriister for nitronment and Biergy.

The biomass determination under challenge was that made by the ERA Drector which limited biomass in
TVticquarie Harbour to 14,000 tonnes. Huon Aquaculture alleged that this decision failed to give adequate weight to
the scientific evidence which showed that salmon farming was adversely impacting on the dissolved o>;}, genlevels
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in the harbour and causing widespread adverse biological impacts on the harbour floor, and potentially, the
endangered thugean Skate. Huon Aquaculture alleged that the ERA^rector placed undue weight on short-term
economic factors in his decision, and that the biomass limit ought to have been 10,000 tonnes so as to ensure the
long-term environmental and economic viability of salmon farming in the harbour.

After the Federal Court found against Huon Aquaculture in July 2018, it withdrewitsjudicialreview applications in
the Supreme Court priorto hearing.

The lack of any internal or merits review processes force interested parties to commence judicial review
proceedings, which are more focussed on whether the decisions are legally supported rather than a transparent
and independent review of the science. Judicial review proceedings can be both costly and time consuming,
meaning that the keyissues will not be resolved and a cloud will hang over anymanagement decisions made in the
meantime.

C

Wiile changes to the lawin 2017 means that there may be an opportunity for third parties to challenge the merits
of a decision by the ERABoard to grant an environmental licence to the Resource hanagement and Planning
Appeals Tribunal, this is only where the ERA^rector refers such applications to the Board. No such referral has yet
been made, and the criteria on which that decision are made are weighted toward the ERADirector making those
decisions.

There win be very limited circumstances in which the ERABoard will make decisions, and therefore the public is
effective Iyshut out of decision making under the avPCAct. This is contrary to the objectives of the ^^in)CACt, which
are to promote public participation in environmental decision-making, including through review processes in the
Tribunal.

8. Rigorous, consistent monitoring and enforcement

The ^^"'C Act and the A^11:P Act contain offences that apply to hatsh farming, however, in our submission the
penalties forthese provisions are inadequate and do not provide sufficient deterrent. Further, thereislittle public
reporting on enforcement action taken, which means there is no transparency about the outcomes of complaints,
consistent application of regulatory tools or how breaches are treated by regulators.

(a) A^TP A:'

The A^ff'PIAct creates offences for marine farm operators who fonto comply with All'DPIans, with penalties up to
$33,600 plus daily penalties. The Llv"^MACt provides penalties of $84,000 or 2 years imprisonment who fail to
comply with conditions of theirlicence plus daily penalties of up to $8,400 for marine farm operators for continuing
breaches.

The A^"DPIans contain "management controls" under s24 of the A^P Act, which would be the controlcapable of
enforcement. However, the drafting of these controls is such that - other than limits to the marine farming area
authorised by the Plan -would be difficult to see how they are enforced or defer to directions made by the Secretary
to DPm\NEOr the ERAl^rector. Ally directions issued by either person are not publicly reported on as far as we are
aware, and certainly there is no requirement for such reporting.

For instance, the Storm Bay North Amp, the ERAILXrector may impose caps on total permissible dissolved nitrogen
output and biomass for the relevant area, with these caps to be apportioned to each leasehold area. 'vi" These
controls would be enforceable under the Act, ifthere was any such cap in force, however this is unknown and not
reported.

There is also a requirement to provide baseline environmental surveys to the satisfaction of the ERADirector, and
record-keeping requirements imposed on lessees. '" Again, whether such conditions have been complied with is
unknown, and baseline environmental surveys are not required to be made publicly available. The Storm BayNorth
Plan acknowledges that baseline environmental surveys are required to regulate the marine farming activity
allowed for in the Plan:

me Director; El'A WM use the IhlbrmatJbn from the basefu7e environmental survey to assess whether the
area to be firmed contains any rare or endangered $pecrbs or any unusual habitat and to detennine
condilibns andrequfrements rehting to en, tonmenta/management.
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Compliance with these provisions is therefore critical to the subsequent regulation of the marine farming activity.
it is relevant to the setting of licence conditions under the ^,"'C Act and to the subsequent enforcement of that
licence and of the general environmental duties under the Act in relation to environmental harm.

ERff'C Act(b)

The primary enforcement tools exist in the ERff'CACt. Wine there are offences under the ERPCAct for breaches of
general environmental offences of causing serious or material environmental harm, '" with penalties up to ##, there
are statutory defences to these offences which in practice will enable an operator to rely on the existence of an
environmental licence. '"' Formstance:

. That the emission of a pollutant does not exceed a maximum quantity, concentration, emission rate,
discharge rate or overall volume set in an environmental licence. 'xi' This defence applies expect to
environmental licence conditions that limiting the biomass, production, raw material or water and energy
use for a thinsh farm.

. That an environmental licence states that compliance with specified provisions of it willsatisfythe general
environmental duty and those provisions were complied within

in addition, any such prosecution needs to prove that the person causing the pollution did so "intentionally or
recklessly and with the knowledge that serious [or material] environmental harm will or might result".'xi" Further,
the proofof"serious or material" environmental harm was caused by a marine farm operator necessarily depends
on the veracity of baseline environmental surveys and monitoring undertaken and the ERAS standards, for
instance, to prove that there has been environmental harm, and that harm has occurred as a direct result of a
particular marine farm orits stocking density.

Such a prosecution will therefore necessarily be complex, in particular, as proving intent or knowledge to the
standard of proofis necessarily difficult and potentially prohibitive of successfully relying on these offences. These
provisions have, anecdotalIy, rarely been used. in determining whether enforcement powers are sufficient, it is
appropriate to look at the practicalities of using various enforcement tools.

For these reasons, it is likely that any prosecution, iftaken, would be for breach of conditions of environmental
licences.

The penalties for such a breach of a licence are considerably lower than the general environmental offences. The
ERIPCA:t prescribes penalties of up to a $168,000 fine for companies or an $84,000 fine or 2 years imprisonment for
individuals found by a court to be contravening conditions of an environmental licence.

Our quoted penalties above are for the environmental licence breach. These are comparebly low penalties for
corporate andindividual breaches in otherjurisdictions. Penalties for breach of conditions are coinmensurate with
the higher range of offences of the general environmental offences. For instance, penalties for breach of an ERA
licence condition in NSWare:'rv

. For a corporation - $1,000,000, and $120,000 for each dayit continues; and

. For an individual - $250,000, and $60,000 for each day the offence continues.

The IEh, incAct also empowers a court to impose a "special penalty" on an operatorin relation to any contravention
of a condition of an environmental licence regulating the amount of dissolved nitrogen produced or emitted.
errrently this special penalty is set at $168,000 per each extra tonne of nitrogen released over the cap. This is a
welcome additional penalty. However, as currently no environmental licences impose any clear, enforceable caps
on nitrogen, this special penalty is effective Iy redundant. 'wi

(c) Demerit o01nts

Both the AIFF Act and Lily"^Act provide for the imposition of demerit points for each penalty unit imposed upon
the conviction of a person for these offences by a court. The L^^11^MACt provides for additional demerit points where
a person receives a term of imprisonment or suspended sentence, while the \, ff'DACt was amended so that demerit
points would be allocated to a marine farm operator for each penalty unit of an infringement notice for failing to
comply with the I, ff;DPIan, an emergency order or plan.

The existence of a "big stick" will only serve as a deterrent where the regulator is willing to wield it.
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\\hile we support the reforms to penalties imposed on marine farm operators who do not comply with A^IFDPlans
or licence conditions, the likelihood a marine farm operator would accrue the 200 demerit points required to be
disqualified from holding a licence (either permanently or temporarily) are low. This is because of the approach
regulators take to enforcement.

Data released to the room 2017 indicated that observed breaches of marine farm plans and licence conditions are
generally not punished by way of fine or prosecution, with the typical regulatory response being to issue a
management direction to the operator to rectify the issue. 'vi'

Therefore the demerit points (or existence of other penalties) are unlikely to provide anyrealdeterrent to breaches
of the law.

As suggested by the I, ^incquarie Harbour case study below, the economic benefits derived by marine farm operators
in breaching A^I;'DPIan orlicence requirements may far exceed the fines that might be imposed by the ERAor the
cou rt.

C

(d)

There is no capacity for third parties to take legal action where regulators fail to Act. For instance, communities
seeking to prevent serious or material environmental harm, where there is evidence of breach of environmental
licences, or to seek access to monitoring data to establish whether there are breaches.

avilenforcement in an administrative tribunal is one of the components of public participation, enabling effective
redress for environmental harm. The Tasmanian Resource hanagement and Planning Appeals Tribunal has
jurisdiction in respect to civil enforcement of planning breaches where the planning authority fails to act, but there
is nonkejurisdictionin respect of marine farming where no permit maybe required, and where the I, ,ff'DPIan and
environmental licence set the regulatory conditions.

If there were the capacity to bring such proceedings, the complex proceedings taken by Huon Aquaculture in the
Federal Court and Tasmanian Supreme Court might not have been necessary to obtain redress for the inadequate
environmental controls in ^^incquarie Iinrbour (see Box 2 below).

Further, the legal proceedings taken could not argue for different controls to be imposed or allow for an order of
either Court to be made setting, formstance, a different biomass limit. The onlyorders that could be made through
judicial review were that the decision was invalid and ought to be remade according to law.

avil enforcement

(-

Box2

CASE STLDY. ^^^U^^ I^ER

Mien the A^b. cquarielhrbourlvFDPlan was amended in 2012 to allow for alarge expansion of salmon farming, the
Panelrecommended that the A^in;;Dpianinclude a biomass cap which was onlyto be increased where environmental
indicators demonstrated environmental impacts, such as the presence of opportunistic species such as benthic
worms and bacteria, were under control. Conditions imposed by the Commonwealth Bivironment Mriister on the
lvhcquarie Harbour salmon farms to protect to the endangered thugean Skate and the Tasmanian \Anderness
World Heritage Area a^ also required that the biomass of salmon in the harbour not exceed 52.5% of the
"maximum sustainable biomass" being approximately 15,500 tonnes. Under these conditions the biomass cap was
to be reviewed by the Tasmanian Government in 2013.

in late 2014, Ahcquarie Harbour salmon farm operators were advised that the biomass cap had lapsed and that
DPW^E would be undertaking a review of conditions in the harbour before setting a new cap. in the meantime,
management directions issued to each of the companies resulted in an effective biomass cap of 19,000 tonnes. '"vi"
in April2015, DPIP\us advised operators that it was intending to increase the biomass cap to approximately 20,150
tonnes 'it despite the fact there was evidence of a trend of decreasing benthic dissolved o>^, gen levels in the
harbour since the intensification of salmon farming, and widespread presence of opportunistic worms in the
harbour (including within the IW\\11A).'"' At this time DPP\AE also indicated that it would not to rely on the
presence of worms as one of the key indicators of adverse impacts of the farms, as the worms were not behaving
as they had in other salmon forming regions.
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The Secretary ofDP^\\E formally increased the biomass cap to 20,150 tonnes in October 2015, and subsequently
increased it again in April2016 to 21,500 tonnes. There was no public release of the reasons for the decisions to
increase the caps.

in July 2016, the responsibility for setting the biomass cap was delegated by the Secretary ofDPne\\Eto the ERA
Director. By September 2016, environmental monitoring data had revealed verylow dissolved oxygen levels on the
harbour floor (reaching a record low in some locations), and a large increase in the presence of bacterial mats at
some lease sites. '"xifriNovember 2016, nut^ advised the ERAand salmon farm operators that the floor ofTassal's
Franklin lease and surrounding seatloor was virtually devoid of life due to extremely low dissolved o:9, gen levels,
and it was unknown what impact this would have on the thugean Skate or the T\NMIA

Following the in, us briefing, the ERA^rector gave management directions to the operators in respect of their non-
compliant leases, and in particular, directed Tassal to destockits Franklin lease by 28 February 2017. Following a
number of submissions by Tassal citing the Hogistical, staffing and safety" impacts of this direction, the ERA
mector decided to allow Tassalunti1 15 Anri12017 to destock the lease. in his decision granting this extension, the
ERA^rector stated that "[a]t this point Ido not have an adequate levelofinformation to indicate that the delayin
harvesting will cause any significant variation in the underlying impacts on a harbour wide or neighbouring lease
basis. ', Inn,

it was not until January 2017 that the ERALXrector formally decided to reduce the biomass for harbour to 14,000
tonnes. However by that stage, some of the operators had already stocked their leases with sinolt in accordance
with the previous biomass limit of 21,500 tonnes. fillate April2017, Tassal announced that it would not be able to
comply with the 14,000 tonne biomass limit ifit was extended past I hay 2017. The ERADrector responded by
announcing that he would delay of his decision on next biomass cap while he assessed the submissions of the
operators and latest compliance surveys.

After considering the salmon farm companies' submission and preliminary un^ reports, on 31 hay 2017, the ERA
arector decided to set a year-long biomass limit for the harbour at 12,000 tonnes. ki' However, the ERADrector's
determination allowed Tassal to farm an extra 4,000 tonnes of additional salmon until January 2018 provided that
implemented an experimental "waste capture system". The determination was made after Tassal requested
approval to grow out its 2016-year class fish through to market size. 'ad" The trial waste capture system was
approved by management determination of the ERADirector on 6 June 2017, and the final system was approved
by nitronment Protection Notice No. 9702/1 issued by the ERADrector on 30 June 2017. 'am

Tassal was authorised by the ERADirector to exceed the cap because it was implementing a novel and untested
technology to capture solid fish farm waste underneath its pens and pump it to a boat. This technique did not
capture or address the increased levels of dissolved waste from the fish pens. The solid waste was concentrated on
board the boat, transported to land and transferred to tanks. Wiile Tassal originally proposed to dispose of the
waste at the mouth of the ^, focquarie Harbour, "' it eventually settled on transporting the waste from Ilyhcquarie
nabour to a fish processing facility in George Town. 11 was then pumped into the trade waste of that plant,
ultimately to be treated by TasWater's wastewater treatment plant at Pardoe. Each of these steps was approved
by the ERADrector through the issue of environment protection notices. No referral was made to the Federal
Environment thister for an assessment of the experimental waste capture system under the ERBCAct. There was
no opportunity for public comment in relation to these activities, orindependent review of the science presented
by Tassalin support of them by the ERABoard.

in June 2017, Huon Aquaculture commenced a number of legal proceedings seeking to challenge the validity of the
ERA^rector's determinations, and the validity of the ERBCA::t decision that authorised anthree salmon farms to
operate in tvticquarie Harbour. Huon maintained that the harbour could not safely sustain the level offish allowed
by the ERA^rector.

By late November 2017, the ERA confirmed that significant fish mortalmes had been reported by all three
companies operating in the harbour. Petuna Seafoods lost approximately 3 per cent of sinolt stock, Huon
Aquaculture lost fish from one trout pen. Tassaldid not confirm the extent of its losses. 'mu'

Two days after the State election, and during the Federal Court's hearing ofHuon Aquaculture's legal case, the ERA
mector cut the biomass limit to 9,000 tonnes on 2311y^rch 2018. in discussing his decision, the ERA^rector
admitted that science and modelling used as the basis for the expansion of salmon farming in Ivhcquarie Harbour
in 2012 was "fiat wrong".'"rv"' This was confirmed by the un^ report on the health of tvhcquarie Harbour released
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on 21 Ahrch 2017, which had shown that despite the measure taken to reduce biomass in the harbour, very low
levels of dissolved oxygen in mad-bottom waters continued during Spring 2017 and there had been a decline in
benthic fitunalabundance, including within the Tasmanian \\11derness World Heritage Area. '"xi"

By 2017, there had been a failure by regulators to set biomass caps in ^^hcquarie Harbour in an effective or timely
manner in response to declining environmental conditions. The ERA^rector's 2017 decisions to reduce the cap
and issue the associated management directions that allowed for waste capture technology, placed excessive
weight on short-term economic considerations in the absence of scientific certainty on the precise impacts and
likely recovery of the environment. '"'" The delayin the setting of biomass cap also resulted in excessive stocking of
leases by at least one operator, which in turn makes future decisions on sustainable stocking density and biomass
caps more challenging.

Huon Aquaculture's Federal Court challenge was ultimately unsuccessful. Given the length of time since the ERBC
Act approval have been granted in 2012, Huon Aquaculture's failure to avail itself of other opportunities to
challenge the decision, and the economic impacts likely to result on the other salmon farm companies in the
harbour, the Court decided on 6 July 2018 that the balance of convenience weighed against it exercising its
discretion to grant the declaratory reliefthat Huon was seeking. The Court therefore found that it did not need to
consider Huon Aquaculture's substantive arguments.

By hay 2018, the ERADrector had confirmed that at least 1.35 million salmon had died in incquarie Harbour since
October 2017. '""' The fish deaths resulted from an outbreak of Filchard errhomyxovirus (POW. Following that
revelation, in July 2018, the ERA^rector set the biomass cap in A^cquarie Harbour to 9,500 tonnes until2020.
\\nile, this time, no additional biomass was allocated based on the use of waste capture systems, Huon Aquaculture
still argued that the limit simply reflected the current stocking levels in the harbour, rather that the conservative
stocking levels necessary to respond to the poor environmental conditions recorded in the mus February 2018
report. '"" Huon Aquaculture linked the numerous large mass fish kills in the harbour from POA\to the high
stocking rates facnitated by the waste capture systems and declining environmental health of the harbour. it called
for a biomass cap in the vicinity of 6000 tonnes to be imposed. That calls has been ignored.

\\bile ^^incquarie liarbour floor may be slowly recovering, '"xi" it remains unclear whether the endangered thugean
Skate population has escaped the worst effects of the nutrient loading and reduced dissolved oxygen levels
resulting from the salmon farming expansion. Being a long-lived and cryptic fish, the skate is difficult to study. it
may be some years before the science can tellus whether the skate has effectiveIy been studied to extinction. "xi'

The absence of any strong enforcement response by DPne\\E, and subsequently the ERA, to repeated breaches of
licence and ^^IFDPlan requirements raises the question whether any of the operators will be deterred from future
breaches. indeed, it appears that there is now a strong market incentive working against compliance with future
biomass caps.

Even where formal biomass caps have been reduced, it appears the caps have beenimposed as more of a reflection
current stocking levels, rather than a real reduction in fish numbers. V^ithout some mandatory, science-based
criteria for biomass determinations, and a legal pathway for those decisions to be reviewed by an independent
expert tribunal, it is possible that the situation in I'llcquarie Harbour could be repeated in waterways around
Tasmania.

C

(a) aear criteria for decision-making

ifthe ^^in;P A:t is not repealed, it should be amended to ensure that a clear hierarchy of objectives is set out to guide
decision-making under that Act with priority given to the maintenance of natural values. The ^^^'P Act should also
be amended tomtroduce a formal consultation period between the Paneland local councils for areas where marine
farming is proposed or expanding, with the aim of identifying potential conflicts betweenland and marine farming
uses.

(b) Separation of regulatory and development roles

The 2017 reforms introducing the ERAas part regulator of marine farming in part addressed these concerns,
however there are remaining conflicts.
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To improve governance and independence of those responsible for making decisions in respect of marine farming,
we recommend:

. The constitution of the Ilyff:DPanelbe weighted towards scientific expertise and provide for community input
by amending the fly^'P Act to ensure Panelmembership includes:

o ale or more members with qualifications in marine ecology, hydrology and marine sediments
and conservation management;

o Acornmunity representative; and
o Alegalmember.

Removing the potential conflict of interest by:
o removing the inlister as decision-maker under the Ily^'P Act fork^DPIans; or
o at a minimum legislating a prescribed a clear set of criteria as to the circumstances in which the

Mnister can disagree with a recommendation of the Panel.
I, tiking the ERABoard the decision-maker for all environmental licence applications and variations, rather
than the ERA^rector.

.

.

(0) integrated assessments

Having regard to the totality of our analysis above, and to ensure better integration between marine farming and
land use planning, we recommend:

. harme farming planning be brought under the LDPA Act. This should be implemented through the
development of State Planning Provisions (Spp)in consultation with councils, the public and interested
stakeholders. The Spp should outline objectives for the sustainable management of coastal waters and
provide clear criteria formarine farming and any other use or development within the coastal waters zone,
with the overarching principle being to maintain the natural values of the coast. Under this proposal,
councils would be responsible for the development of Local Provisions Schedules S) to identify areas
appropriate for marine farming and those that are not. These Spp and ERS should be subject to review by
the Tasmanian Planning Commission, which should be entitled to consult with the Panelfor expert advice.

. integrate A^DPIan and ERAassessments into these decisions, for instance, by:

o ^isunng that marine farming is assessed by the planning authority in the usual course;

o tubking the ^Aa referral authority for assessment of Level2 activities; and

o integrating the functions of the Ilyff'D Panel and planning authority in respect of the spatial
planning exercise, for instance, by re-positioning the I, ^'DPanel's role to an advisory role.

o Biabling all cumulative, downstream and supply chain impacts to be considered in spatial
planning.

(d) Evidence-based decision-making

To ensure that there is sufficient scientific information to allow the Panel to assess a proposed Ivff'D Plan, we
recommend :

. The un;P Act be amended to include clear criteria against which the Panel should assess uss and Iv^:Dpians,
with overarching priority given to the maintenance of the biodiversity and ecological processes (sometimes
described as the natural values) of the marine environment.

The Panel have the ability to request more information before making its assessment if it considers it
necessary.

aiidance be provided to the Panel on when adaptive management is an appropriate management strategy,
and a clear indication that it is not to be used to accommodate a lack of baseline monitoring or where the
impacts of salm on farming may be serious or irreversible.

To ensure that decisions about ^^ff'DPIans are based upon the science, the removal of the thister's discretion
to approve Plans or amendments that are not supported by the Panel.

.

.

.
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. Miere biomass limits are considered by the Panel to be an appropriate method of mitigating or preventing
impacts of finfish farming on a marine farming zone or lease:

o the upper biomass threshold should be clearly stated in the I, ^'DPIan, and clear science-based
triggers should be articulated in the ^^11'DPIan for decisions to amend the biomass limit up to the
threshold. Ally proposal to increase the upper biomass threshold should be treated as an
amendment to the ^^11'DPIan.

We further recommend that the Panelbe required to undertake a frillscientific review of allapproved ^^11;DPIans at
least once every 10 years, so as to ensure that its assessments remain valid. The reviews must be subject to public
participation.

(e) Public participation and merits review

The 2017 amendments to the ^^PCAct introduced a further assessment process for salmon farms. Unlike other
Level2 Activities, the ERA^rector has a discretion about whether or not an application for an environmental
licence for a salmon farm are referred to the ERABoard for assessment.

it the application is referred to the Board for assessment, it will be given a class of assessment and assessed in the
same way as other Level2 activities.

\Allile ERO Tasmania is generally supportive regulating salmon farms as Level2 activities under ERff'CACt, the Act
should be amended such that:

. Allapplications for environmental licences and variations are assessed by the ERABoard, to ensure that public
participation rights are preserved, including notice and third-party review;

. the A^P Act and Llvll^M^t be amended to incorporate broad standing allowing third parties to appeal the grant
orleases and licences to salmon farms;

. the ER")C Act be amended to allow for civil enforcement of environmental licences and general duties to
prevent environm Grital harm;

. amend the ^^ipCAct to ensure that "a person aggrieved of a decision"is defined to include those persons who
make representations to the ERABoard or ^rector in relation to the assessment of any Level2 or Level3
activities;

. ERABoard's decision-making powers under the ^, PCAct are to be upon the application of clear criteria which
prioritises the preservation or maintenance of the natural values of the marine environment, including meeting
water quality objectives.

Further, the ERAmust prioritise the making and publication of Water Quality Objectives in accordance with the
Slate Pollbyon 11^!er Qiiah. tvA:^nagement 199Z that apply throughout the State in riverme, estuarine and marine
environments and to be applied in decision-making on marine farming.

(fy Access to information

in order to improve transparency, and ensure the streamlined and efficient regulation of marine farming activities
we recommended the active public release (or availability)in a central location of information affecting marine
farming, of the following:

. The baseline environmental data that forms the basis of him'Dpians and amendments, oris submitted by a
proponent in response to management controls in allyff'DPIan.

. Allbaseline data and monitoring and/or environmental impact assessments for proposed leases where saimon
have not previously been farmed and for leases where salmon farming is being re-established following a
prolonged interval.

. NIIicences, leases and associated management plans for salmon farms. .

. All monitoring of environmental parameters on the perimeter and outside of marine farming leases.

. I\116nforcement actions takenby regulators under the I, ^'P Act, LIVERMAct, ^^ff'CACt or anylv^11'DPIan, including
measures or directions issued to marine farm operators, statutory notices or fries issued and prosecutions
commenced.

C
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We note that environmental licences are now available through Thenst and this disclosure should continue
However, many community members may not be aware of this access, and steps should be taken by regulators to
ensure that information is provided in onelocationin order to enhance transparency.

Finally, we make the above suggestions as to what should be actively disclosed by regulators, but do not purport
to make an exhaustive statement of public disclosure as this warrants closer investigation by the regulator(s), who
ISIare the holders of such information. 'mm Other jurisdictions prescribe what information must be available. This
is certainly an approach we would recommend, but does not prevent active disclosure by government authorities.

(8) Enforcement, monitoring and compliance

To ensure that a transparent and consistent approach is taken to enforcement of marine farming, and with the aim
of increasing community confidence in the regulation of this sector, having a deterrent effect and ensuring that
threshold levels of environmental health are maintained, we recommend:

. lull'DPIans and environmental licences should be drafted such that the conditions or management controls
therein are clear, certain and enforcement, including specifying quantifiable limits capable of enforcement in
respect to nitrogen and biomass;

. The ERA develop and publish an enforcement policy relating to marine farms which clearly sets out its
expectations and the types of situations whereit may use the enforcement toolsit has available to it;

. in addition to imposing management controls such as environmental monitoring or fallowing for breaches of
licence conditions, operators should be fined or prosecuted in order to have a deterrent effect;

. All enforcement actions should be reported by the ERA through real time reporting in a central record
published online, and access to enforcement instruments and management directions;

. Penalties for breach of a A^ff'D Plan and licence conditions should be increased, coinmensurate with other

jurisdictions and the offences for serious and material environmental harm prescribed in the ERll'CACt;

. in addition to the accrual of demerit points, the ERAand courts should have the power to make publication
orders where there have been breaches of marine farming laws and regulatory instruments;

. The LIEF Act should be amended to include executive officer liability for breaches of that Act by aquaculture
companies;

. The A^P Regulations should prescribe the method for the calculation of"special penalties" to be imposed by
Courts upon the conviction of an operator for contravening a ^^11;DPIan. The calculation of the special penalty
should account for any profits derived by the operator from the non-compliance.

. The ^^^:P Act and ERm'CACt should be amended to enable third parties to seekredress for environmental harm
through civil enforcement proceedings to the Resource hanagement and Planning An peals Tribunal.
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^ionrs

' Savage and Hobsbawn 2015

" Exports accounted for around 2 per cent of the value of Tasmanian salmon production in 2013-14 coosG
Tas 2015)

in This was repeated in the Productivity Commission's 2016 report harme fisheries andAquacu/ture. .Productivity
taccessed:RecommendaiibnsinqU^V OverMew &Cbmm/3sibn Report

https. WWW. PC. gov. au inquiries/completed/fisheries-aquaculture-overview. pdf at Finding 8.3, p41: "Concerns
about the environmental and amenity impacts of aquaculture developments are prominent in some states,
highlighting tensions for governments in both regulating and promoting industry growth. These concerns could be
minimised by having separate agencies responsible for regulatory and industry development functions. "

'" n. Is ERT REF'

C
" Senate Environment and Communications References Committee, Parliament of histralia, Regufotibn of Ihei7n-
fish aquacuft'ureindust, :yim 7:3smanh (2015) at 3.91 &3.92.

viThere are a number of other Acts with which the industry must comply, however these two Acts set out the main
planning and assessment rules. Some inland hatcheries are also regulated by the infondfi3heribs/kit199.5:

un Section 110)(d) unAA::t.

vi' All environmental impact statement is not required for a modification to a draft plan ifthe Panelis satisfied
that there is not likely to be any significant effect on the environment as a result of the modification (s. 230), A^"P
Act).

it Wiile the Panelhas the power to hold "public hearings" under SI2(I) of the ^^11'P Act, the Panelhearings in
relation to the Storm Baylv^IFDPlans were not generally open to the public. Rather, the Panelrestricted
attendance to those who had made submissions and were actually giving evidence. The Panel's hearing
guidelines suggest such a practice is in line with the Panel's powers, however that interpretation is arguably
incorrect.

(..

' Section 62, I, ^P A:t

xi Section 66, All:P Act

xi After considering a draft A^11:Dpian, Bivironmentalinipact Statement (^S) and report on representations
received, the Panelmust make an assessment of whether the draft ^^in'DPIan "is acceptable" and make
recommendation to the Afinister about whether to approve or refuse to approve it - section 31(I)(a)I. ^P Act.

un Section 32(lite) of the LUPA Act.
my Section 32(I)(f) of the LUPA Act.
"'Section 300(I) of the LUPAAct.
un Section 21(I) of the MFP Act.
rill

mm Sections 42J(2) and 42K(4) of the EMPC Act.
xi" Justice Preston, 'The judicial Development of the Precautionary Principle', presentation to the Queensland
Government Environmental Management of Firefighting Foam Policy implementation Seminar, 21. February 2017,
Brisbane taccessed:
htt : WWW. Iec. 'us tice. nsw. ov. au Documents S eeches%20and%20Pa ers PrestonU Justice%208rian%201%20Pr

eston%20sC%20Ke note%20Address%20-%20Precautiona %20Princi Ie%20%20delivered%2021.02.17. d

'" See Clause 3(h) of Schedule I to the MFP Act and the EMPC Act.
my Hon. Justice Stephen Estcourt, 'The precautionary prindple, the coast and Ternwood Holdings' (2014) 31
Environment and Planning Law Journal 288 at 290. Iaccessed: htt s: WWW. su reinecourt. tas. ovau w -
content u loads 2018 01 LAWREP 31 EPL-IL-288. d

'it Hon. justice Stephen Estcourt, ibid; Preston a in Telstra Corporation Limited v Hornsby Shire Council (2006) 67
NSWLR 256; 146 LGERA at [1281, cited in Environment East Ginpslondlnc v Victorests 12010] VsC 335 at t1881.
'un Worboys at a1 (2015). Protected Areas Governance and Management, ANU Press, p222.
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'' From worboys at a1 (2015). Protected Areas Governance and Management, ANU Press, p222
my Report accessed htt s: WWW. abc. net. au news 2018-11-20 storm-ba -salmon-farm-a rovals- rom t-
scientists-to- uit 1049/042

my' Section 42 of the MFP Act. it the Minister makes a decision to amend a MFD Plan that does not accord with the

Panel's recommendation, then the Minister must provide a notice of that decision and reasons for it to Parliament
- see section 42A of the MFP Act.

mm' Sinn-Smith and Forsythe (2013)

wi' alllet, W 2006. 'Contesting the A^^rits of AquacultureDevelopment: Port StephensPearlsPtyD'd vMm3ter
formfr'astructure andP/anrimg[2005] NS\\I. EC426', 11 A'strahsi;, n Journal of NaturalResources Lawand
Pofrby109-117

xi" Section 21(I) of the A^P Act states that the draft plan must "(d) have regard for the use and development of the
region as an entity in environmental, economic, recreational and social terms; and (e) seek a co-ordinated
approach with respect to any matter affecting adjacent land under the jurisdiction of the harme and Safety
Althority or councn;..."

mm Section 20(3) of the un Act.

vim case of Cbverda/e v West Cbast Cbunci7[2016] HCA15, the Ingh Court found that the waters and seabed of
Ivfocquarie Harbour were "aown land" which being within the West Coast Council's municipal area, could be
subjected to councilrates. it is an unusual situation for marine farms to be within a council's municipal area.

ad' in NS\A1 current reforms seek to move towards more integrated coastal management. The current Slate
E7wionment PhnningPol, by 71 - Chasm/Alariagemenidoes not apply to land subject to the State fi7, :fr'oninent
Phnn/hgPoliby 62 - Sustainable Aquacu/!ure. However, the advertised draft of a new Coastal hanagement Policy
removes the exclusion for aquaculture.

mmti Section 48 of the ^^^'P Act requires the I\"'Dpian to be reviewed by the Planning Althority at least every "10
years to ensure that the objectives of resource management, having regard to any relevant changing
circumstances, are achieved to the maximum extent possible. " The last review of the I, ff:DPIan by DP^^Ewas in
2007, and it is due for another reviewin hay 2017. it must be noted that the review of the Nil'DPIanin 2007 did not
consider whether Okehampton Bay continued to be a suitable location for thinsh farming.

"xi'" GSBC Prosser Plans Raw Water Scheme status report of 17 February 2019, accessed at
sbc. tas. ovau w -content u loads 2019 02 PPRWS-Status Re ort. of on 27 November 201.9

mm The GSBC has since revealed that it has run out of money to complete the Prosser Plains Raw Water Scheme: see
htt s: WWW. abc. netau news 2019-09-09 council cries- OOFand-asks-salmon- iant-tassal-to- a -for-

dam 1,4888, .4

mm' Section 42(I)(b), un Act.

mm" Section 42Al, ff'P, Act.

mm"' Section 77 and 78 of the L^, IRMAct govern applications and grants of marine farming licences.

ro'' Clauses 3.2. I. and 3.3.5 of the Storm Bay off Trumpeter Bay North Bruny Island Marine Farming Development
Plan August 2018
xi Sections 42J(2) and 42K(4) of the EMPC Act respectively.
xi' See clauses 16.2,20.1 of the State Policy on Water Quality Management 1997, and section 1.3C of the State
Policies and Projects Act 1993.

xi" Personal communication with Ms Bookiess. While there is no explicit requirement in the State Policy on Water
Quality Management 1997 for WQO to be published, it would be in line with the EMPC Act's objective of
encouraging public involvement in resource management and planning for them to be made publicly available. The
EPA's Fact Sheet on Settin Water uolit Ob'ectives in Tosinonio dated February 201.5, suggests that the EPA Board
would be seeking public comment on the WaOs. To the EDO's knowledge this has not occurred.

xi"' As much was acknowledged by the Panelin its hay 2012 report on its assessment of 08/24/77endmentN0.10f
the Ahcquarib HarbourA^Phn where it said (at section 1.5) "All adaptive management approach provides a
framework within which the farming operations may occur while more islearnt about its effects. in order for the
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Panelto support such an approach it needs to be satisfied that any environmental effects caused by marine
farming operations undertaken in accordance with the development plan can be effectiveIy detected and
mitigated without irreversible impacts. "

xi'" Section 48, A^11;P Act.

xi" rustralia. Parliament. Senate. Bivironment and Communications Reforences Committee &Urquhart, inne
(2015). Regufot/bn of them7-fish aquacuft'ureindustcyrh 7:1sman/a. Canberra, ACTBivironment and
Communications References Committee, at 13.921. in his evidence to the Senate Committee, the Secretary of
DPne^EJohn \Knittington indicated that "DPne^Ewould like to further investigate the provision of online
reporting of some of the environmental data that it receives and this will be considered over the coming year. " To
date there has been no online reporting of this environmental data.

xi' Accessible at htt s: in a s. the list. tas. ov. au listma a list in a

xi"" Accessed at htt s: d i we. tas. ov. au sea-fishin a uaculture salmon-farmin -data- ortal.

C
fu'' inIile most specific environmental compliance information is difficult to obtain, these companies are now
involved in the Sense-Tproject (a collaboration between orAS, the Commonwealth and Tasmania Governments)
involving real-time reporting of certain environmental parameters within their fish farming leases (although the
public does not have access to this information).

un The Guardian, 'Tasmania's FOl regime crippled by 'outrageous delays', academic says', 13 January 2019.
taccessed: htt s: WWW. the uardian. coin australia-news 2019 'an 1.4 tasmanias-foi-re jine-cri led-b -
outra eous-dela s-academics-sa

' Clause I(c) of Schedule I to both the EMPC Act and MFP Act.
" The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, 1992 IAccessed:
htt : WWW. unesco. or education df RIO E. PDFl; United Nations Environment Programme 2010. Guidefinesfor
the Development of National Legislotion on Access to Information, Pubfic Participation andAccess to Justice in
Environmental Matters, adopted by the Governing Council of the UNEPin decision SS. XII5, part A of 26 February
201.0. tAccessed: htt s: WWW. unenvironment. or resources ublication uide!ines-develo merit-national
re is Iation-access-information- ublicl

'it Berry at al, January 2019. 'Making space: how public participation shapes environmental decision-making', SEI
Discussion Brief Stockholm Environment Institute IAccessed: https'//WWW. sei. org/wp-
content u loads 201.9 01 makin s ace how- ublic- artici ation-sha es-environmental decision-makin . of

fu' See also van Bekhoven 2016. 'Public Participation as a General Principle in International Environmental Law: Its
Current Status and Real Impact' Notional Taiwan University Low Review 220 11.112: 230; Cooper T, Bryer T & Meek I
2006. 'Citizen-Centred Collaborative Public Management' 66 Public Admim^trotive Review 76-88 at t79-801
I" section 37(I) of the MFP Act.
'" sections 8 and 12 of the MFP Act.

insection 95, ^";P Act.

' See section 5 of the Tasmanian Pionning Commission Act 1997.
""' Clauses 3.2 and 3.3 of the Storm Boy North Marine Forming Development Plan November 2017.
'it Clauses 3.4. I and 3.4.2 of the Storm Boy North Marine Forming Development Plan November 2017.
in Section 50(I) of the EMPC Act.
'"' sections 55 and 55A of the EMPC Act.

in" Section 55A(I)(a) of the EMPC Act.
Mir section 55A(I)(b)(i) of the EMPC Act.
un See sections 50(I) and 51(I) of the EMPC Act.
'rv Section 64 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act1997 (NSW).
'nn Environmental licences have a condition regulating the "rolling annual median indicator values" at certain
compliance sites. The condition requires that the indicator values, including for ammonia (which contains nitrogen),
must not exceed a certain threshold (being a rate per L as measured at surface and bottom waters). However, this
condition is only enforceable where the EPA can prove that the nitrogen levels at the compliance site "are directly
attributable to marine farming operations". Where there are multiple marine farms operating in an area and a
compliance site is showing higher levels of ammonia that is allowed under the condition, it is difficult to imagine
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how the EPA could take and enforcement action against the responsible marine farm operator. Likewise, if there
were other potential sources of nitrogen, such as land-based agriculture nearby, a salmon farm operator might
easily raise reasonable doubt as to whether they have breached the condition.

"vimOTasmania's 2012 submission to the Standing Committee on Agriculture, Resources, Fisheries and Forestry
inquiry into the Role of Science in Fisheries and Aquaculture provides a summary of enforcement measures
undertaken in response to observed breaches of marine farm plan and licence conditions. Compliance data
released by DPI\AEin response to ^0's request confirm that regulators are far more likely to issue a direction
than issue any fine or take any other enforcement action in response to a non-compliance; see
hit s://d i we. Ias. ov. au Documents avl Ivrem o IY:tive%200isclosure%20 Salmon%20Farmin %20-^0. df

to"' Huon Aquaculture CbmpanyPtyLtd, A1, icquarit:. Harboursubmr:ssrbn toEl'Adanuacv201Z)accessed at
htt s. WWW huona ua. comau w -content u loads 2017 03 Huon- uaculture-res onse-to-ERAdraft-

biomass-determination-REDACTro-for- ublic-release-NEW-I. df

'nn Huon Aquaculture CbmpanyPtyL/d, A1^o9uarJb fibrbourSubmi3s/bn toEPA(/anuaty201Zlaccessed at
htt s: WWW. huona ua. comau/w -content/u loads/2017 03 Huon- uaculture-res onse-to-ERAdraft-

biomass-determination-RinACIED-for- ublic-release-NEW-I df

in orPiiEftbcquarrt;. HarboursiarusReport Lpdaie 40r/72014 accessed at
htt ://d i we. tas. ov. au Documents 2016%20 date%20t0%20the%201vfoc uarie%2011arbour%20statusV"20R

Goort. odf

'nn fir'A aimpl!;, rice Summary AficquaribHarbouj; September 2016accessed at
htt ://e at as. ovau re ulation salmon-a uaculture/mac uarie-harbour-mana Ginent

'"xi' Lefterfi'Qin ff'Am'eelor liesFord to fossalCE0/161k'Rran dated 20Februaiy2017accesse a
htt : e a. tas. ov. au Documents ERAV, 20209" 20Feb%2020/7%20Letter "20t0' "20Tassa1%20<1EO'f020-

0,201^^c uarie'o2011arbour', 20tease'020266. df

to" EPAresponds to medJb regarding A^cquaneHarboursahnon firmihg*28 April2017 accessed at
htt : e a. tas. ov. au a es/news. as x?newsst0 -3696

ha' All the EPA's determinations and correspondence with salmon farm operators about the Macquarie Harbour
biomass caps can be viewed here: htt s: e atas. ovau re ulation salmon-a uaculture mac uarie-
harbour mana ement-determinations#tassal

'XE" See under heading 'Waste Capture System Trial' and 'Waste Capture System Approval, June 2017' at
htt s: e at as. ovau re u ation salmon-a uaculture mac uarie-harbour mana ement-determinations#waste-

capture-approval

'nn' Tossal backs awayfrom dumping treated wastewoterfrom salmon pens backinto Macquorie Harbour, ABC News
dated 1.3 November 201.7 accessed at htt s: WWW. abc. netau news 2017-11-1.3 tassal-backs awa from-dum in -

waste-back-into-mac uarie harbour 9,45722

'nn" Spate offinnsh deaths in Macquorie Harbour after warm spell The Mercury dated 27 November 2017, accessed
at: htt s: WWW. themercu .comau business s ate-of-finfish-deaths-in-mac uarie-harbour-afterwarm-

s all news-st0 1439dc6bae2c09c24dldec29baf5ddO, .

''""' Macquorie Harboursalmon expansion science 'wrong', ABC News on 23 March 201.8, accessed at:
htt s: WWW. abc. netau news 2018-03-23 mac uarie-harbour-salmon-ex ansion-science-wron -admits-

e a 9579/40

ha' Ross and Macleod (2018) Environmental Research in Macquorie Harbour FROC 2016/067:Understand^^g oxygen
dynamics grid the importoncefor benthic recovery in Macquorie Horbour PROGRESS REPORTApproved by the Project
Steering Committee and FROC on 8102/20181MAS.

'nn To read a copy of the EPA Director's reasons, click here: htt s: e a. tas. ov. au re ulation salmon-
a uaculture mac uarie-harbour mana ement-determinations#biomass-limit-set

'nn' Mocquorie Harbour salmon: 1.35 millionfish deaths prompt call to 'empty' waterway offarms, ABC News, dated
29 may 201.9, accessed at: htt s: WWW. abc. net. au news 2018-OS-29 salmon-deaths-in-mac uarie-harbour-to -
one'million-e a-sa s 98,0720
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'nn" To read a copy of the Huon Aquaculture's 6 April2018 submission reasons, click here:
htt s: e at as. ovau re ulation salmon-a uaculture mac uarie harbour mana ement-determinations#biomass-
limit-set

'ru"" On the 201uly 2019, the IMAS released the latest progress report of the environmental health of Macquarie
Harbour: Ross at o1 (2019) Environmental Research in Macquorie Harbour FROC20Z6/067: Understanding oxygen
dynamics and the importancefor benthic recovery in Macquarie Harbour PROGRESS REPORTApproved by the Project
Steering Committee and FROC on 1110Z^^'2019, IMAS. The results indicate that middle- to bottom-level water oxygen
levels in Macquarie Harbour dipped again to very low levels in spring 201.8, but have since improved due to oceanic
recharge of the harbour. While no benthic (sediment) faunal surveys were undertaken in spring 201.8, the IMAS
report concludes that benthic faunal conditions have improved compared to previous years' The report also shows a
reduction in bacterial mats in the harbour compared to the same period in 201.6 and 2017. EDO contacted IMAS
researcher Ieff Ross to find out why benthic monitoring had not been undertaken in spring 2018, being the time
mostly likely to show poor benthic conditions. Mr Ross explained that when research project was extended by the
EPA, the number of benthic fauna surveys were reduced based on a "balance of logistics, costs and information
gained. " Mr Ross said that he considered that the level of benthic monitoring would still provide a good indication of
environmental conditions.

''"" scientists urge action to protect habitat of Tosinoniols endongered ancient skate ABC News dated 2 December
2018 accessed at: htt s: WWW. abc. netau news 2018-1.2-02 skate-stud -endan ered-fish-waters-

tasmania 10572918

'mm By way of example, under s. 80 of the Aquacu//ure not2001(SA), the A^finister must maintain a register of
applicants for aquaculture leases, the terms and conditions of aquaculture leases and licences, and a summary of
each environmental monitoring report furnished to the A^mister in accordance with regulations orlease orlicence
conditions. This register is to be kept available for free public inspection. Under SIS4 of fibheribsAhnagement
Act 1994(NSW), a register of aquaculture permits are required to be kept, including any details of suspension or
cancellation of a permit, and under r. 440) of the fibberlbsAbnagement (?19. uacu/ture)Reguhtibn 20120. IsW).

We further note that in most other Allstralianjurisdictions, similarinformation relating to activities that have the
potential to cause environmental harm is required to be kept on a public register (see Part 4, erapter 11
Drvfr'oninenta/Protectibn, ct1994(Qld); Part 9.5 of Protection of the 87vfr'oninent q, eratibns/lot19970. IsW);
ss23,310, and 67GB7vfronmentProtectrbn Act 1970(VC); s. 109 87vfr'oninentProteci/bn Act 1993(SA)).
Tasmania's ^^neck:t, does have a form of a public register for environmental management and enforcement
instruments, however under the proposed reform of the Act, this register will be unlikely to capture the full
breadth of information relating to the approval and regulation of salmon farms, even where they are granted an
BivironmentalUcence.

C
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131 Macquarie Street
Hoborl TAS 7000

I June 2015

usIn

Committee Secretary
Senate Standing Committee on Environment and Communications
PO Box 6100

Parliament House

Canberra ACT 2600

By ema": ec. sen@ooh. aov. au

.

the law to protect the natural and built environment

C
Dear Ms MCDonald

Inquiry info the Regulation of Fin-Fish Aquaculture in To sinonia

The Environmental Defenders Office ITas) inc (EDO 70smania) is a non-profit, community based legal
service specialising in environmental and planning law. We have a long-standing interest in best
practice assessment and regulation of aquaculture. Our activities in pursuit of that objective include:

in 2012, we hosted a multi-stakeholder conference, "Managing Marine Farming: Have We
Achieved Best Practice?", looking at the experience of marine farming planning and operation
in Tasmania and internationallyI

Making representations to the 2012 House of Representatives Inquiry info the Role of Science in
Fisheries and A uaculfure see Attachment 2

tel: (03) 62232770
email: edotas@edofas. org. au

Publishing a paper outlining regulatory regimes in a range of international jurisdictions and

Participating in a range of constructive consultation forums with industry representatives.

The attached submission builds on those activities, focussing on the following terms of reference:

(c) the adequacy of currenf environmental planning and regulatory mechanisms

(d) the interaction of sfafe and federal laws and regulafion

Getting the regulatory framework right is the most effective way to ensure that the marine farming
industry can continue in a sustainable manner and with community land consumer) confidence
that environmental impacts are being appropriateIy managed.

We would welcome the opportunity to appear at a hearing to respond to any questions or provide
clarification in relation to the issues raised in this submission.

Yours sincerely,

recommending changes to improve the Tasmanian framework (see Allachmenf 3)

Enviro, enjol Defenders Office

J SFee Iy
Principal Lawyer

I Conference papers for the Managing Marine Farming forum are available of WWW. edofas. or .au resources conferences



ATTACHMENT I: Submission 10 Senate Inquiry info
the Regulation of Fin-Fish Aquaculture in To sinonia

Summory of key recommendations

Marine farming should b brought within the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 by:

Requiring regional coastal and marine plans to be developed through consultation with all
affected stakeholders. The plans could identify appropriate zones for marine farming, set
limits on intensify of development and performance based standards that must be achieved.
Regional plans could be reviewed by the Tasmanian Planning Commission and imple enfed
through planning schemes

introducing Statewide guidance for marine farming provisions in planning schemes

Establishing the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel as a referral agency to consider
applications for individual lease developments I expansions

Providing resources to planning authorities to adequately assess applications for marine
farming operations

Imple ent a clear hierarchy of objectives to guide decision making and priorifise maintenance
of natural values

Require applications for marine farming activities to be assessed by the EPA (as Level2 activities)
Authorise the EPA to monitor and enforce environmental conditions attached to any authority to
conduct marine farming, and require monitoring data to be published on the EPA website

Require the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel to include members with expertise in
relation to marine ecology and hydrology and a member representing community issues

Re-authorise the Panel to refuse applications for marine farming proposals Ihaf cannot meet
sustainability objectives. To ensure that natural justice is achieved, allow any person
affected by the decision to appeal against a refusal

Require sufficient scientific data to be provided in order to assess the potential impacts of
aquaculture proposals and identify clear impact thresholds before pprovals are given

Encourage the proactive release of information including monitoring reports, number of
complaints received, enforcement action taken and follow up reports

Amend lease and licence conditions to require monitoring data to be provided regularly, rather
than relying on voluntary contribution of information by regulated operators

Allow appeals to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal against decisions to
amend a marine farming development plan

Direct the AuditorGeneral to undertake a review of monitoring and compliance activities under
the MFPA and UVing Marine Resources Management Act 1995

Allow any interested person to commence civil enforcement proceedings under the MFPA

Introduce innovative enforcement techniques, such as remedialion orders and 'name and
shame' provisions, to increase deterrent value

Develop a clear Enforcement Policy to guide marine farming enforcement activity

Encourage the Federal Environment Minister to review the decision that the Macquarie Harbour
expansion was not a controlled action

These recommendations are discussed in greater detail below.

usIn
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Adequacy of current environmental planning regulation
Problems with the current framework

Unlike most other use and development in Tasmania, marine farming in State wafers is explicitly
excluded from the operation of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA). 2 instead,
the principal pieces of legislation governing fin-fish aquaculture in Tasmania are the Marine Farming
Planning ACf 1995 and the Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995.

The key deficiencies in the current regulatory regime for aquaculture are:

Lack of integration with other planning regimes

Conflicting management objectives for the regulator

. Lack of independent, scientific assessment in relation to aquaculture proposals

Restrictions on public review of resource allocation decisions

Lack of transparency in relation to monitoring, enforcement and environmental outcomes

Limited enforcement actions

These issues are discussed in detail in the EDO Tasmania issues Pa er at Attachment 3, but areC
summarised below.

Lack of infegralion

in its 2004 assessment of environmental regulatory arrangements for aquaculture, the Productivity
Commission noted:

The fisheries or aquaculture legislation may also have in uniple, and sometimes conflicting, objectives. The
objects of the fisheries legislafion in New South Wales, Victoria, Western AUSfraffa and Tosinonia, for example,
all recognise explicitly that Ihere are alternative uses of fishery resources - for example, commercial fishing,
aquaculture, recreational fishing, tourism and 'non-consumptive uses'... However, Ihere is little guidance on
the OPPropriafe weights to be assigned to compeling uses or how conflicfs between uses are 10 be
resolved. 3

in particular, s. 4(I) of the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 IMFPA) seeks to achieve "well-planned
sustainable development of marine farming activities" having regard to the need to:

(0) integrale marine farming activities with other marine uses; and

jb) minimise any adverse impact of marine farming activities; and

IC) set aside areas for activities other than for marine farming activities; and

Id) fake account of land uses; and

lei take account of the community's right to have an interest in those activities.

The Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment IDPIPWE) and the Marine
Farming Planning Review Panel (see below) are required to take these objectives, and the
general sustainable development objectives set out in Schedule I of the MFPA, into account in
their decisions. 4 However, the separation of marine farming planning from coastal and land use
planning frameworks can make it difficult to balance these objectives. in practice, DpiPWE, the
agency responsible for both planning and regulation of marine farming, has a clear interest in
favouring development of marine leases over other uses.

Planning authorities lie local councils) have jurisdiction over land use and development but
generally have no jurisdiction over the marine farming planning process or decisions in relation to
activities below high wafer mark. 5 As a result, planning schemes under LUPAA cannot regulate
marine farming activities (other than land-based operations or land-based components of marine-

(..

, LUPAA, s. 2017j
a Productivity Commission. 2004, Assessing Environmental Regulatory Arrangements for Aquaculture, Canberra, p31
, MFPA, s. 9111
s UVing Marine Resources Management Act 1995, s. 5
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based operations). 6 in contrast, the Minister can require a planning scheme to be amended to
ensure that land based activities do not affect marine farming. 7 This provides an unfair priority for
marine farming activities, and confounds consideration of the other criteria outlined in s. 411 ) above.

The impacts of marine farming are not restricted to the water: marine farming introduces noise and
odour issues, impacts on visual amenity, requires infrastructure and access to transport routes and
processing facilities, and can interfere with tourism and recreation activities. The inability of councils
to plan for, or be involved in the assessment of, marine farming continues to hinder effective
strategic planning at a municipal or regional level. While Marine Farming Development Plans
currently provide some guidance regarding the planned location of marine farms, the regularity of
applications to amend such plans to expand or relocate marine farms means that the public has
little confidence regarding the limits on growth and councils cannot make strategic decisions
regarding infrastructure.

EDO Tasmania is a strong advocate for the inclusion of marine farming within the standard land use
planning process under LUPAA, with responsibility for strategic planning, assessment and approval of
development applications and enforcement of permit conditions falling to local government. The
Productivity Commission has noted some concerns with this approach, stating that

In he Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 provides for a common approach to marine farming across state
waters, and DpiWE appears to have the capacity and experience to manage Ihe process and address
environmenfal impacts. If individual Tasmanian local councils were responsible for marine aquaculture
planning and decision-making, there could be potential capacity and consistency issues that could affect
both aquaculture, and marine management. 8

We consider that these risks could be overcome by:

Introducing a Planning Directive to provide statewide guidance on planning scheme provisions
relating to marine farming to improve consistency9

Requiring planning schemes dealing with marine farming to be reviewed by the Tasmanian
Planning Commission to ensure that the Planning Directive is implemented

Requiring I he planning authority to refer development applications for marine farms, or which
may affect existing marine farms, to the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel (or another body
within DpiPWE) for comment prior to assessment by the planning authority 10

Providing resources (financial and technical) to planning authorities required to fake on
additional responsibilities in relation to marine farming activities.

The benefit of greater integration to achieving the sustainable development objectives of the
To sinania's Resource Management and Planning System justifies the initial costs involved in
restricting I he marine farming planning system to accommodate these changes. Over time, the
integration of the assessment and approval process is likely to result in reduced costs and social
broad benefits.

The Productivity Commission has also noted the consequences of poorly integrated coastal and
marine planning:

State marine and coastal planning instruments are in some cases Quidated, lack implementation plans for
on-ground action, and fail to odequafely consider adjoining land uses. These problems can constrain
aquaculture development, and affect existing aquaculfure operations through poor coastal wafer

, See, for example, MFPA, SI9(311c)
7 MFPA, s. 2013j provides that the relevant Minister may 'require the Tasmanian Planning Commission to prepare an
amendment to a planning scheme under that Act in respect of land which adjoins Slate waters to reduce the negative
impact or likely negative impact of activities or future development on the land upon marine farming or other activities in
Stale wafers'.

8 Above n3, p61
9 Note, current planning reforms seek to implement a Statewide Planning Scheme. This could facilitate the introduction of
Slatewide provisions relating to aquaculture
10 This is consistent with the approach taken in relation to Level2 development, developments affecting heritage places or
developments which may impact on sewerage or water infrastructure
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management, wifh further implications for environmental management. There may also be a lack of
in legrafion belween marine I coastal and natural resource management plans. 1'

The Tasmanian State Coastal Policy 1996 provides limited guidance in relation to aquaculture
planning or coastal developments causing diffuse pollution discharges that may compromise off-
shore aquaculture operations. This inhibits integrated resource planning which balances all
competing uses having regard to the ecological capacity of the region. A revised draft Coastal
Policy released for comment in 2013 attempted to address this, but has not been progressed by the
current government. Again, greater Statewide direction on coastal and marine planning matters
can be delivered through a Planning Directive or the proposed Statewide Planning Scheme
currently under development.

Approaches in other Iurisdicfions

The approaches adopted in other jurisdictions in which fin-fish aquaculture operations are common,
including New Zealand and Scotland, recognise:

the importance of an explicit hierarchy of objectives to guide decision-making; and

that separate planning for marine farming does not deal adequately with complex
interrelationships, ecosystem impacts and diverse stakeholder priorities.

For example, prior to 1991, marine farming in New Zealand was subject to sectorspecific legislation 12
which identified aquaculture zones where marine farming was permitted. However, the Resource
Management Act 1991 IRMA) incorporated marine farming info a general "effects based
management" regime for all use and development. The RMA required ingorous analysis the effects
of the proposed activity can be adequately avoided, remedied or mitigated and are of he Mise
consistent with sustainable management". 13 Further changes to the legislation were introduced in
201 I to give effect to policies, including the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement.

All regional councils have adopted regional coastal plans that are consistent with this Coastal Policy
Statement. Many regional coastal plans identify areas where marine farming cannot occur as well
as specifying limits on I he character, intensity, or scale of acceptable activities.

in 2014, the Environmental Defence Society Inc successfully challenged an amendment to a
regional coastal plan to allow an aquaculture operation. In making its initial decision, I he Board of
inquiry noted that allowing aquaculture would have "high" to lyery high" effects on the landscape
and natural values, but the compelling economic and biosecurity benefits of the proposal
outweighed those concerns. On appeal, the Supreme Court held that the Board had erred in
performing that "balancing act" - the terms of the Coastal Policy Statement clearly required that
the objectives of protecting natural values be implemented, irrespective of economic or other
considerations. 14 This did not mandate that no environmental harm could occur, but required the
Board to be satisfied that sustainable management could be achieved.

This decision illustrates the need for legislation to provide explicit guidance on the factors to be
balanced in resource management decisions and the appropriate weights assigned in the event of
conflict. The decision also highlights the value of opportunities for third party review of resource
management decisions (see below).

C

11 Above n. 3, p50
12 Marine Farming Act 1971
13 Bref Birdsong, Adjudicating Sustainabilify: New Zealand's Environment Court and the Resource Management Act, October
1998. As found at hitD://WWW. fulbriahi. ora. nz/news/1998-birdsona/.

14 Environmental Defence Society Inc v The New Zealand King Salmon Co Ltd 120141 NZSC 38
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Update State Coastal Policy 1996 to more effectiveIy address use and development in
catchments, coastal areas and marine areas

Bring marine farming within the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 by:

Requirlng regional coastal and marine plans to be developed through consultation with all
affected stakeholders tincluding the public). The plans could identify appropriate zones for
marine farming, set limits on intensify of development and performance based standards
that must be achieved. Regional plans could be reviewed by the Tasmanian Planning
Commission and implemented through planning schemes;

introducing Statewide guidance for marine farming provisions in planning schemes;

Establishing the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel Isubjecf to the changes discussed
below) as a referral agency to consider applications for individual lease developments I
expansions;

Providing resources to planning authorities to adequately assess applications for marine
farming operations

it the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 remains, ensure that a clear hierarchy of objectives is set
out to guide decision making. The hierarchy should prionfise maintenance of natural values.

Regulatory independence

Effective regulatory frameworks rely on I he independence of the regulators. The Productivity
Commission identified the risks associated with lack of independence 10r the perception of lack of
independence):

State government departments that are primarily responsible for the aquaculture regulatory arrangements
offen have potentially conflicfing functions of policy developmenf, implementation of regulation, industry
promotion and development, and aquaculfure research. There may be some size and efficiency
advantages from the grouping of certain functions, buf the conflict between regulafory and development
roles may lead to public and industry mistrust over resource planning and allocation, regulatory approvals,
monitoring and enforcement. 15

in Tasmania, the Marine Farming Branch within DPIPWE is responsible both for promoting and
regulating the marine farming industry; potentially conflicting roles. For example, although the
marine farming expansion at Macquarie Harbour was carried out by three private companies, Tassal
Operations Ply Ltd, Huon Aquaculture Group Ply Ltd and Petuna Aquaculture Ply Ltd, DPIPWE was
listed as the proponent for the action in the referral to the Federal Environment Minister. The referral
documentation was prepared by DpiPWE and submitted only two days after the decision of the
Tasmanian Minister to allow amendments to the Macquarie Harbour Marine Farming Development
Plan 2005 to facilitate the expansion, making if likely that the documentation was being prepared in
advance of the Minister's decision.

The close relationship between the three companies and the regulator, a history of under-regulation
and enforcement (see below), and explicit support expressed by DPIPWE for aquaculture projects all
affect public trust in the rigour of the regulatory framework.

in other jurisdictions, marine farming impacts are regulated by agencies with direct responsibility for
environmental management, such as Scotland's Environment Protection Agency. In contrast, the
legislative role of Tasmania's Environment Protection Authority IEPA) is limited to the Director of the
EPA being a member of the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel. While the EPA may provide
advice to the Marine Farming Branch within DpiPWE, assessment, monitoring and enforcement
activities remain the responsibility of DRIPWE.

15 Productivity Commission 2004, Assessing Environmental Regulatory Arrangements for Aquaculture, Canberra, PI68
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The perceived lack of independence in the assessment, approval and regulation of marine farming
operations also strengthens the case introducing third party review and enforcement options (see
below).

RECOMMENDATIONS

Update State Coastal Policy 1996 to more effective Iy address use and developmenf in Require
applications in relation to marine farming operations to be ssessed by the EPA (either as a Level
2 activity under the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994, or by way of
amendment to the MFPA to provide for the assessment. The EPA can require n operation to be
refused, or allow if to be approved subject to environmental management conditions.

Authorise the EPA to monitor and enforce environmental conditions attached to any authority to
conduct marine farming

Science-based decision making

Resource management decisions must be made on the basis of scientific evidence. In Tasmania,
there are three major issues in relation to this:

Research priorities to secure baseline data

Access to timely, objective scientific input to guide decision-making

Public access to data

Research priorities

in his paper examining the role of science in the aquaculture debate in British Columbia, Professor
Stephen Bocking notes:

Effective science is also a mailer of genuine, two way communication belween scientists and those who
use scienfific information: a true dialogue, ensuring that research is not only relevant, but that its results
are communicated in ways consistent with public concerns and perspectives on nature and Ihe world. Only
Ihrough such dialogue are scienfific assessments likely 10 be sensifive 10 polifical realities, and political
decisions likely to be scientifica"y realistic. 16

The Tasmanian and Commonwealth governments continue to show clear support for the
aquaculture industry and to provide funding (matched or otherwise) for research institutions such as
IMAS and the Fisheries Research and Development Corporation. These research organisations
continue to provide excellent research outcomes and direction on improved sustainabilify.
However, the need for industry funding to sustain these research programmes risks a level of capture
in terms of the research agenda, outcomes of such research and availability of research data.

To the greatest extent possible, research agendas should be developed with input from a broader
range of stakeholders to improve the practical application and ensure the greatest public benefit
from research initiatives.

(..

Science in decision making

Decisions in relation to aquaculture proposals (developments or expansions) are referred to the
Marine Farming Planning Review Panel (the Panel) for assessment. The Panel is established under
the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 as an independent body comprised of eight individuals
with expertise in a range of disciplines relevant to marine farming, as set out in s. 8(2) of the
MEPA:

(2) The Panel consists of 8 persons appointed by the Governor of whom-

(0) one is the chairperson of Ihe Panel; and

16 80cking, S. 2007. "Wild or Farmed? Seeking Effective Science in a Controversial Environment". Conference papers
published in Spontaneous Generations 1:1 12007j. ISSN 1913-0465. University of Toronto, p55
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(b) one is a person nominated by the chairperson of the Tasmanian Planning Commission with
obifry and experience in planning issues; and

(c) one is the Director, Environment Protection Authority; and

(d) one is a person with ability in marine resource management; and

(e) one is a person with ability to assess boating, recreational and navigation o1 issues; and

co one is a person with experience in marine farming; and

(fa) one is a person with expertise in local government issues; and

(9) one is a person nominated by the Minister.

Notably, while nominees under s. 81a),(c),(d), (f) and (9) could have relevant scientific
expertise, there is no explicit requirement for the Panel to include a member with qualifications
in relation to marine ecology, hydrology, marine sediments or conservation management.
Other than s. 81g), there is also no capacity for community concerns to be represented (e. g.
residents concerned regarding nuisance impacts from marine farming).

Prior to 2011, the Panel was able to determine that unacceptable proposals could not
proceed. The Panel was required to take into account public submissions, the
recommendations of the Marine Farming Branch and the sustainable development objectives
of the MFPA in making such a determination. However, in November 2011 the MFPA was
amended to remove the power of the Panel to refuse a draff amendment to a Marine Farming
Development Plan. Instead, the Panel could make a recommendation to the Minister only - the
Minister would have the final decision in relation to the proposal and could also make any
changes to the proposal without further consultation. The history of that amendment is
discussed in more detail in Attachment 2.

The Panel has an explicit mandate when assessing a proposed aquaculture development to
consider whether the proposal can satisfy sustainabilify objectives. There may be good
reasons why the Minister, having responsibility for a range of portfolios, would not accept a
recommendation from an expert Panel to approve a proposed aquaculture development,
even though I he proposal, when considered in isolation, is considered to be sustainable. For
example, I he Minister may consider that the proposal will have unacceptable visual or
amenity impacts on nearby residents, may interfere with views from key tourist spots or may
place an undue burden on local government infrastructure.

in contrast, I here can be no good reason to allow proposed marine farming activities where
the independent, scientific expert Panel has determined that the amendments are not
sustainable and recommended refusal. Decisions made by the Panel to refuse a proposal
should be final tsubjecf to a right of review - see below).

Adapfive managemenf

Generally, assessment and regulation of marine farming in Tasmania adopts an adaptive
management approach. While we recognise that there are benefits to adaptive management
which responds to unanticipated problems, adaptive management should not be used to
overcome shortcomings in scientific evidence presented with an application.

If sufficient data is not provided to clearly identify risks and satisfy the decision maker that impacts on
environmental values can be avoided, minimised or appropriateIy managed, further information
should be requested from the proponent or the proposal should be refused. Reliance on adaptive
management to overcome data shortfalls (rat her than to deal with new information) is
inappropriate, particularly in relation to impacts on endangered species.

For example, one significant concern in relation to the Macquarie Harbour expansion was the
potential impact on the Maugean skate, Zearaja mougeana, an endangered species with a
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restricted habitat range and an estimated population of only 2,500.17 One of the identified threats
to the species is increased nutrient levels, an outcome that was predicted to occur as a result of I he
proposed expansion. Environmental organisations raised concern that not enough was known
about the ecology or biology of the Mougean skate, or the likely movement of nutrients within
Macquarie Harbour, to ensure the species would not be significantly impacted.

The Marine Farming Branch within DPIPWE recommended that the expansion be approved, despite
noting that IMAS advice confirmed that there was "currently no information about the potential
effects of salmon farming in Macquarie Harbour on the Mougean skate" and a dedicated survey to
identify trigger values would not be completed until September 2012 Iaffer the anticipated
commencement of operations in Macquarie Harbour).

The Panel also acknowledged the lack of data regarding nutrient enrichment, the nature or effect
of that enrichment and the potential effects of the expansion on I he Maugean skate. Despite this,
the Panel's recommendation, and the subsequent documentation supporting the referral to the
Federal Environment Minister, made a number of broad statements such as:

"11 is possible that skates will continue to be able to utilise the lease area";

"11 therefore could be concluded that solid wastes are unlikely to have a significant impact on
the Skate, based on the currently available information on the biology and ecology of the
species. "

Those statements were not supported by the limited information available regarding the extent land
depth) of habitat of the threatened species, its grazing and breeding habits and its susceptibility to
nutrient changes, as well as limited data regarding nutrient movement in I he Harbour. Subsequent
nutrient and dissolved oxygen levels experienced in Macquarie Harbour, and I he impact of those
levels on fish health and farm productivity 18 raise concerns that more rigorous baseline data should
have been required as part of the assessment process rat her than post-approval.

At I he very least, data provided with a proposal must be sufficient to enable appropriate
performance triggers to be set. in relation to the Maugean skate, this was not done.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Require I he Panel to include a member with qualifications and expertise in relation to
marine ecology and hydrology.

Require the Panel to include a member representing community issues.
The MFPA should be amended to reverse the 2011 amendments and re-authorise the Panel

to refuse applications for marine f rining proposals that cannot meet sustainabilify
objectives. To ensure that natural jusfice is achieved, any person affected by the decision,
including third parties who made representations, should be entitled to appeal against a
refusal.

Decision-making frameworks must require sufficient scientific data to be provided in order to
assess the potential impacts of aquaculture proposals before approvals are given. The MFPA
must require the Panel and the Minister to be satisfied as to the likely impacts of a proposal and
to identify clear thresholds which, if exceeded, will require operations to cease.

(..

17 Parsons, K. 201 I. Nowhere Else on Earth: Tosinonia's Man'ne Natural Values. Report prepared for Environment To sinonia,
Aqenal. Available at ocean lanef. or .au resources nowhere-else-on-earth-10smanias-marine-natural-values .
18 See, for example. "Salmon Farmers Fear for Wafer in Macquarie Harbour"
hit : WWW. themercu .comau news Qincs salmon-farmers-fearfor-waferin-mac uorie-harbour SIo -fn 9w4'-

1227247445832, the submission to this Inquiry by Environment To sinonia and Senate Hansard, 2 March 2015, regarding leaked
industry documents.
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Transparency and review options

in order to secure public support and confidence, regulatory frameworks must be transparent and
subject to scrutiny. This requires public involvement in decision-making, access to information on
which decisions are based, and opportunities to challenge decisions on the basis that they will not
achieve stated sustainable outcomes.

Firstly, determining what is susfainable for a community will depend on accurately ascertaining the
community's preferences, which is be SI done by incorporating Ihem info the decision making process.
Second, if is generally accepted that better environmental decisions will resulf from a greafer flow of
informalion, including information that is held or developed by the members of local communities. Finally,
open public participation is encouraged on fairness grounds; if decisions are to be made Ihaf will broadly
affect the community, then if is fair to provide members of the community the opportunity to participate. 19

Access to informalion - assessments

The MFPA currently provides for applications for amendments to Marine Farming Development Plans
to facilitate expansion or relocation of marine lease areas to be publicly advertised. Supporting
material in relation to the expansion (including Environmental Impact Statements) is also required to
be published. Any person may make a representation in respect of the proposal and request to
appear at the Panel hearing to outline their concerns. While there are variations in the quality of
data presented with an application, the statutory obligation to provide access to information and to
involve the public in the decision making process must be coinmended.

11 is consistent with other land use processes, and with international marine farming practices, to
facilitate public involvement in decisions regarding marine farming operations.

Access to informafion - regulatory acfions

in contrast, the same level of transparency has not been achieved in relation to ongoing regulation
of marine farming operations. In 2004, I he Productivity Commission noted in relation to all
aquaculturejurisdictions:

At present, there appears to be limited reporting by, and auditing of, the main agencies responsible for
aquaculture and environmenfal regulatory arrangements in each state. .. Wifhin confidentiality restrictions,
aspects of regulatory and approval processes that could be reporfed on include: the number of
applications; the number approved/rejected; discretionary approvals; exemptions; processing times;
appeals; monitoring and enforcemenf actions. As well as potentially improving accountability and
transparency, reporting such information may help to improve Ihe application of regulation by identifying
potential regulatory constraints and opportunities for improvements with approval processes. 20

This observation remains true a decade later. 11 is our experience I hat obtaining access to
information regarding monitoring, compliance and enforcement action can be extremely difficult.
The information is rarely accessible without a Right to Information request Iwhich may fake many
months to be resolved), and such applications are often refused on the basis of commercial in
confidence exemptions or the volume of material that would need to be supplied.

in contrast, while monitoring requirements in Canada are largely discretionary, the law requires all
information regarding environmental assessments that are undertaken to be made publicly
available. This assists with the transparency of monitoring and encourages performance
improvements.

Another justification given for the refusal to release monitoring data voluntarily submitted by industry
is I hat its release would discourage future voluntary data submissions. This is not a valid justification,
given DpiPWE's powers to compel the submission of relevant data. While there are clear
advantages to maintaining good regulatory relationships with industry, where data is in the public
interest (particularly where it relates to public or environmental health), the information should be
both required to be submitted and readily available to any interested person.

19 Bret Birdsong, "Adjudicaiing Sustainabilify: New Zealand's Environment Court and the Resource Management Act",
October 1998. As found at hit : WWW. fulbri ht. or .nz news I 998-birdson

20 Above n3, PPI34-135
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Men's review

in controversial resource management issues, including aquaculture, debate centres around
scientific information (including the lack of information, or difficulty of accessing information). As a
result, rigour and transparency in the assessment process is critical Iy important. However, if is not
uncommon for different stakeholders to point to conflicting scientific. information to support their
views, as Professor Stephen Bocking points out:

Science has been used by allparties, notjusf as a source of information about risks and benefits, but as a
source of authority. 801h Ihose who favourlmarinejfarming and those who oppose it invoke science to
supporf Iheir arguments, Iheir framing of the issue (as a question of managing an economicalIy
valuable, environmentally sound activity, or conversely, of protecting wild salmon stocks from a
hazardous industry), and their claims to be presenting an objective, impartial perspective. 21

Recognising the ability to use evidence selectively (and politically) to further different objectives, if
is critical for evidence used in decision making to be independently tested through merits review.
Unfortunately, there are limited opportunities for such review under the current Tasmanian
regulatory framework.

For most significant land use and development decisions under LUPAA, any person who made a
representation can appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal. The
appeal will be heard de novo, meaning that the Tribunal effective Iy re-hears the evidence and
makes its own determination as to whether the use or development should proceed. This is also
the case in New Zealand22 and Scotland.

in contrast, there is no right to appeal against a decision under the Marine Farming Planning Act
1995 to amend a Marine Farming Development Plan to facilitate an aquaculture proposal.
Particularly given concerns regarding the independence of the decision-making structure under
the MFPA (see above), a right of appeal is important and should be open to any person who
made a representation in respect of the proposal Iincluding affected residents, NGOs, other
industries, tourism operators and the local government).

Allowing a right of appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal would
provide appropriate scrutiny from a body with experience in resource management and
procedural fairness that is required to further the sustainable development objectives of the
Resource Management and Planning System. The Tribunal has powers to dismiss frivolous
appeals and to awards costs in appropriate situations, which is sufficient to deter appeals
which lack merit.

(.-
RECOMMENDATIONS

Encourage the proactive release of information i cluding monitoring reports, number of
complaints received, enforcement action taken and follow u reports

DpiPWE should amend lease and licence conditions to require monitoring data to be provided
regularly, rather than relying on voluntary contribution of information by regulated operators

Allow all parties tincluding the proponent and any person who made a representation) to
appeal to the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal against a decision to
amend a marine farming development plan to facilitate a new marine farming operation

Nofe: bringing marine farming planning and approvals under LUPAA would genera"y mean
that such decisions would be subject to merits review by the Tribunal

21 80cking, S. 2007. "Wild or Farmed? Seeking Effective Science in a Controversial Environment". Conference papers
published in Spontaneous Generations 1:1 (2007). ISSN 1913-0465. University of Toronto, p55
22 Resource Management ACf 1991, SI20Iresource contents; First Schedule, SI4jl) IPOlicy statements and plans)
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Monitoring and enforcement

Even subject to the reservations outlined above, adaptive management will not be effective
without appropriate monitoring and enforcement activities to facilitate adaptation. Encouraging
improved performance will only be successful if there is a credible threat that stronger action will be
taken if no improvement is demonstrated.

For example, the Marine Farming Development Plan for Tasmania's D' Enfrecasfeaux Channel
imposes a plan-wide nitrogen cap to control nutrient impacts. However, there is currently limited
monitoring to determine whether the cumulative contribution of each lease area to the nitrogen
load exceeds the cap, and no ongoing assessment to determine whether the existing cap is set at a
sustainable level (particularly having regard to other landObased nutrient sources contributing to the
nitrogen load in the Channel.

The Productivity Commission noted in 2004 that, while critical for regulatory effectiveness, monitoring
and enforcement activity often "appears to suffer from a lack resources. "23 This remains the case,
and is generally used to justify the reliance on self-monitoring. in New Zealand, the costs of
monitoring activities carried out by the Ministry of Conservation or the local planning authority are
paid for by marine farm operators. 24 At the time of the Productivity Commission report, a similar
position existed in Tasmanja. 25

The Productivity Commission also noted that regular auditing and review of monitoring and
enforcement systems can have benefits for all stakeholders by improving the effectiveness and
efficiency of operations. 26

Monitoring

There is currently limited independent monitoring of marine farming operations - the Marine Farming
Branch relies largely on reports and video surveillance submitted by I he operators themselves every
6 or 12 months. A recent review by Hugh Kirkman27 questioned whet her this monitoring regime is
adequate to identify and respond to risks. in particular, Kirkman stated that the frequency of video
samples "seems inadequate for a meaningful assessment of impacts" and recommended that
surveillance be conducted more regularly. 28

The Broadscale Environmental Monitoring Program provides data on water quality across the soulh-
east, but is collated only every Ihree years, There are concerns that the monitoring sites selected as
for that program are not representative and do not provide relevant data for modelling or
managing I he impacts of marine farming in the south east. Lack of pre-marine farming baseline
data relating to environmental health also limits the capacity of the monitoring programme to
identify the extent and impact of changes in nutrients. 29

As outlined above, if has been our experience that it is difficult for the public to obtain access to
monitoring data.

Enforcement

There are a number of enforcement options under the MFPA and Liv^^g Marine Resources
Management ACf 1995, including

Fines up to $6,500 for marine farming equipment being located outside a lease area30;

23 Above n3, PI35
24 Resource Management Act 1991, s. 361 I 11cj
25 Above n3, PI31
26 Above n3, PI 34-135
27 Kirkman. H. 2014. Review of Monitoring the Environmental Effects of Salmon Farming in Tosinonia. Available at
WWW. et. OrqQU
28 Above n23, p4
29 Ross, D and C. MacLeod. 2013. Evaluation of Broadscale Environmental Monitoring Program. Available at
WWW. dojowe. 10s aOv. au
30 MFPA, s. 94
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Fines up to $65,000, or up to 2 years in prison, for contravening marine farming licence
conditions31;

Issuing infringement notices Ifines up to $650) for minor breaches;

Allocation of demerit points for offences - accumulation of 200 demerit points over 5 years may
lead to temporary disqualification from obtaining a marine farming licence:

Cancellation or suspension of licence for 5 years if the licence holder contravenes the licence
conditions32.

Despite this range of options, a review of reported enforcement activities indicates that many
observed breaches are un unished and fines, if jin OSed, rarel exceed 500 see Allochmenf 2 .
Without more consistent and effective enforcement activity, I here is little incentive for marine
farming operations to achieve, much less exceed, their obligations.

The objective of any enforcement activity is improved performance, rather than simply penalising
the offender. However, it is clear from Attachment 2 that the approach being taken has little
deterrent value and has failed to prevent ongoing environmental impacts. Similarly, while the
Productivity Commission coinmended To sinania's 'demerit system' for marine farming, the
requirement to accumulate 200 demerit points before any serious consequences occur significantly
reduces the efficacy of the system as a deterrent against breaches.

Given the 'clean, green' branding of Tasmania 's marine farming companies, and their susceptibility
to reputation o1 damage, introducing penalties that require publication of transgressions may
provide an appropriate deterrent.

To ensure that enforcement actions are effective, and consistently applied, DPIPWE and the ERA
should adopt clear enforcement guidelines setting scientifically-based performance indicators,
identifying a scale of enforcement actions, and indicating which actions will be taken in response to
failure to meet those indicators tincluding graded increases in enforcement activity for repeat
offenders).

C~~

Civil enforcement

Both LUPAA and the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994 provide
opportunities for any person with a 'proper interest' to take action in the Tribunal where the
provisions of the Act are being breached leg. a permit is not being complied with or unlawful
environmental harm is being caused). The opportunity for a third party to fake action where the
regulator has failed to do so is significant to public confidence and acts as a further deterrent
against contravenfions by proponents.

Similar opportunities are provided by the legislation in New Zealand33 and Canada. 34 The
introduction of wide civil enforcement powers such as those in place in New Zealand or under
LUPAA would significantly improve enforcement outcomes in Tasmania.

(-

RECOMMENDATIONS

Direct the AuditorGeneral to undertake a review of monitoring and compliance activities
undertaken under the MFPA and UVing Marine Resources Management Act 1995

Request advice from IMAS regarding I e desired frequency of monitoring at marine farming
sites, and implement any advice received

Monitoring activities should be co duded by the EPA, with costs recovered from proponents
through higher licensing fees and all data published on the EPA website

31 UVing Marine Resource Management Act 1995, s. 86A
32 UVing Marine Resource Management Act 1995, s. 90
co Resource Management Act 1991,55,316(51 and 33814)
34 Farm Practices Profecfibn Ikighf to Farmj Act, R. S. BC. 1996, c
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Allow any interested person to commence civil enforcement proceedings where lease or
licence conditions are not being met

Develop a clear Enforcement Policy (similar to the one currently in place for the Environmental
Management and Po"ufion ControlAcf 1994) to guide enforcement activity, including thresholds
for action, innovative enforcement techniques (such as remedialion orders or 'name and
shame' provisions) and escalating penalty scales.

Relationship between Commonwealth and Stale regulafions
The Commonwealth Government has limited involvement in relation to marine farming operations,
unless those operations are likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental
significance under the Environment Profecfion and Bbdiversify Conservation Act 1999 IEPBC ACf).

Significantly, the Macquarie Harbour expansion was referred to the Federal Minister under the ERBC
Act but the Minister determined that the action was not a controlled action provided it was carried
out in accordance with the Macquarie Harbour Marine Farming Development Plan 2005 (as
amended). For the reasons outlined above, we have concerns about whether compliance with
that plan is sufficient to avoid significant impacts on the listed Maugean skate or the values of the
adjacent Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

The risk in determining that the action is not controlled is that the Federal Minister is now unable to
intervene to address significant impacts, unless the Minister is satisfied that the action is not being
carried out in the manner described. This unduly restricts the Minister's ability to take action to
protect threatened species and World heritage values.

However, pursuant to s. 78 of the EPBC Act, the Minister may revoke the decision that the action is
not a controlled action and replace if with a decision that the matter Is a controlled action that
requires assessment, IF satisfied that is warranted because:

Substantial new information about I he impacts of the action is available;

A substantial change in circumstances has occurred that was not foreseen at the time of the
decision

in light of recent evidence of nutrient issues, low dissolved oxygen levels and concerns regarding
expected water flows, the Federal Minister should consider revoking his original decision and
requiring an assessment of the Macquarie Harbour expansion under the EPBC Act. Such an
assessment would allow appropriate stocking caps to be set to ensure that nutrient levels do not
impact on matters of national environmental significance. Recognising the operation as a
controlled action would also allow for I he Federal Minister to take enforcement action where the

Tasmanian government regulators have failed to do so.

RECOMMENDATION

The Federal Environment Minister should exercise his power under s. 78 of the EPBC Act to review
the decision that the Macquarie Harbour expansion was not a controlled action.
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131 Macquarie Street
Hoborl TAS 7000
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11 May 2012

the law to protect the natural and built environment

tel: (03) 62232770
fax: (03) 62232074
email: edofas@edo. org. au

Secretary
Standing Committee on Agriculture, Resources, Fisheries and Forestry
House of Representatives
PO Box 6021

Canberra ACT 2601

(,-
By ema": artf. reos@ooh. aov. au

Dear Sir I Madam

Inquiry info the Role of Science for Fisheries and Aquaculture
The Environmental Defenders Office ITas) Inc IE00 70smonia) is a non-profit, community
based legal service specialising in environmental and planning law. As a legal centre, our
submission concentrates on the issue of governance arrangements, and the role of science
in guiding regulatory decision-making in relation to fisheries and aquaculture.

in March 2012, EDO Tasmania hosted a multi-stakeholder conference, "Managing Marine
Farming: Have We Achieved Best Practice?", which looked at the experience of marine
farming planning and operation in Tasmania and internationally I. Our comments to this
inquiry arise largely from discussion generated by that conference.

(-

Summary of comments

Readily available access to credible science is essential to regulatory decision making as
a mechanism to achieve sustainable development. in the fisheries and aquaculture
context, scientific information must form the basis for decisions regarding strategic
planning, assessment of proposals, monitoring programmes, enforcement activities and,
where necessary, law reform.

Fisheries and aquaculture management should explicitly adopt holistic, ecosystem-based
management strategies and a precautionary approach.

Decision-making frameworks must require sufficient scientific data to be provided in order
to assess fhe potential impacts of aquaculture proposals before approvals are given.
Reliance on adaptive management to overcome data shortfalls trother than to deal with
new information) is inappropriate, particularly in relation to impacts on endangered
species.

Opportunities should be provided for merits review of decisions in relation to fisheries and
aquaculture proposals, to ensure evidence is subject to rigorous, objective assessment.

While recognising resource pressures on government agencies, environmental monitoring
should be conducted (or at least audited) by independent organisations, rather than
relying on industry self-monitoring.

I Conference papers for the Managing Marine Farming forum are available at WWW. edo. or .au edofos



Government agencies need to adopt rigorous compliance guidelines and develop a
culture of consistent, incremental enforcement activity in response to breaches of
licence conditions. Enforcement guidelines should establish clear, scientificall^based
performance indicators and triggers for enforcement action.

Regulatory agencies should also look to gaps in available science to guide an objective
While contributions from affected industries should not beresearch agenda.

discouraged, such contributions should not influence assessment decisions or divert the
general scientific agenda away from public interest sustainability research and towards
research info commercial innovations. To manage this risk, multi-stakeholder panels
tincluding community, ENGO, academic and industry representatives) should be
appointed to set scientific research priorities, monitor and disseminate research, and
overse the evaluation and application of the results of scientific research.

EDO Tasmania supports development of accreditation programmes Isuch as the
proposed Aquaculture Stewardship Council certification), provided the certification
criteria are rigorous and transparent. Crlferi, must consider environmental outcomes, not
just processes - havina an environmental management plan should not be sufficient to
satisfy I he requirements, the applicant must demonstrate that I he plan has been
successfully implemented, is responsive, and is achieving sustainabilify outcomes.

Once a rigorous certification programme is established, government funding for
aquaculture projects should be contingent upon the recipient achieving certification.

o1e of science

Having access to timely, relevant, evidence-based science is essential to regulatory decision
making. Regulatory agencies must be guided by available science to provide the basis for
planning and assessment decisions, and look to gaps in available science to guide the
research agenda

in his paper examining the role of science in the aquaculture debate in British Columbia,
Professor Stephen Bocking notes

Science must also be effective, which means solving problems and advancing the policy
agenda. This entails fuffilling a diversity of roles, from anticipating emerging issues,
to addressing those with which we are already familiar. And this, in turn, requires a
very broad definition of relevance, to be achieved, as philosophers of science such as
James Brown have argued, through a pluralistic research strategy. Such a strategy
would draw on a diversity of participants in setting research priorities acknowledging
, in particular; the essential role that independent scienti^ts like Alexandra Morton
have played in broadening the salmon farming research agenda. ^:ffective science is
also a matter of genuine, two way communication between scientists and those who
use scientific ^^formation: a true dialogue, ensuring that research is not only
relevant, but that its results are communicated in ways consistent with public concerns
and perspectives on nature and the world. Only through such dialogue are scientific
assessments likely to be sensitive to pontical real^ties, and political decisions likely to
be scientofically realistic. '

The challenges experienced in British Columbia are replicated in a range of environmental
controversies, and certainly risk being replicated in relation to Tasmania's aquaculture
management arrangements. Given this, there are clear benefits for the government in:

articulating a clear policy position and the strategic research agenda necessary to
achieve Ihaf position;

2 Bocking, S. 2007. "Wild or Farmed? Seeking Effective Science in a Controversial Environment". Conference
papers published in Spontaneous Generations I :I 12007). ISSN I 913-0465. University of Toronto, p55
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involving a range of interest groups in setting the research agenda; and

ensuring public access to the research results.

Equally, as discussed below, the public needs to be given an opportunity to comment on
scientific assessment submitted in support of proposals, and to seek review of I he assessment
in appropriate circumstances.

A range of research organisations, including the Fisheries Research and Development
Corporation and IMAS, provide excellent research outcomes and direction on improved
sustainability. However, we believe that allowing future research agendas to be developed
with input from a broader range of stakeholders will improve practical application and
ensure the greatest public benefit from research initiatives.

Strategic, precautionary approaches

At a minimum, broad scientific knowledge should be implemented through holistic
management frameworks, and strategic approaches to planning for fisheries and
aquaculture projects. in this regard, we strongly endorse the recognition in the 2007
Commonwealth Guidelines for the EcologicalIy Sustainable Management of F1^heries that:

Those who depend on our oceans for their social economic and cultural requirements
recognise the need for ecosystem based fisheries management, particularly the need for
precautionary management offisheries.

Strategic and precautionary approaches are particularly important in respect of appropriate
management of, and adaptation to, predicted impacts of climate change on the fishing
and aquaculture industries, and the ecosystems on which they rely. However, in practice,
these approaches are often inadequately implemented.

Example I: Tasmanian Rock Lobsfer Fishery

in February 2012, the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishery received export approval under
s. 3030C of I he Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. The decision
to give export approval Iby amending the list of exempt native specimens) must be made
having regard to the precautionary principle. However, despite oveiwhelming scientific
evidence that declining populations of large Rock Lobsters within the fishery has resulted in
proliferation of urchin barrens that threaten biodiversity generally, and the commercial
viability of Tasmania 's abalone industry, the Minister's delegate was satisfied that export
could continue for a further five years,

His statement of reasons notes that he was satisfied that the Tasmanian government would
continue to work on localised management areas, annual reviews of catch limits and
continued research info urchin control to address I he issue. However, an IMAS report
submitted with the application for accreditation noted that the most efficient way to allow
stocks to recover to levels where predation on urchins would address sustainabilify concerns
was to close the fishery for a significant period.

Given the strength of evidence regarding the ecological and economic impacts of urchins,
and the essential role of increased rock lobster populations in addressing those impacts, the
extension of export approval for a further five Years cannot be seen as precautionary. 3

Example 2: impacts on Mougean Skate in Macquarie Harbour

Tasmania's three largest aquaculture companies, Tassal Operations Ply Ltd, Huon
Aquaculture Group Ply Ltd and Peruna Aquaculture Ply Ltd, are currently seeking approval
to expand their operations in Macquarie Harbour (see WWW. dojowe. tos. aov. au). The

C

(~.

3 The Tasmanian Conservation Trust submission to this Inquiry provides more details in relation to the Tasmanian Rock
Lobster situation
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proposed expansion will increase the area under marine farming leases from 564 hectares to
926 hectares (an increase of approximately 60%).

One significant concern in relation to the proposal is the potential impact on the Maugean
skate, Zearaja mougeana. The Maugean skate, "a Gondwanan relic Ihaf is the oldest
lineage of skate in the world", has an estimated population of only 2,500 and its habitat
range is restricted to Bathursf Harbour - Port Davey and Macquarie Harbour. 4 Given low
population numbers and highly limited distribution, any reduction or fragmentation of habitat
or disruption of breeding cycles may lead to a significant impact on the species.

One of the identified threats to the species is increased nutrient levels, an outcome
predicted to occur as a result of the proposed expansion.

in response to concerns raised by environmental organisations that not enough was known
about the ecology or biology of I he Maugean skate, or the likely movement of nutrients
within Macquarie Harbour, to ensure the species would not be significantly impacted, the
Marine Farming Branch of the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment recommended that the expansion be approved. Significantly, the Marine
Farming Branch report noted:

Updated IMAS advice confirmed that "There is currently no information about the
potential effects of salmon farming in Macquarie Harbour on the Mougean skate"

A dedicated harbour-wide sampling program is currently underway involving collection
of data on a monthly basis from October 2011 to Sealember 2012 at representative sites
across Macquarie Harbour, which would be used to identify trigger values to be " built
into the regulatory adaptive management framework and used to manage marine
farming in Macquarie Harbour. "

"Should the proposed amendment be approved, if is anticipated that fish would be
introduced into new lease sites in August 2012. "

"11 is proposed I hat if marine farming activities were having a significant impact on the
Maugean skate I hen this would likely be observed in video footage undertaken in the
monitoring of industry. "

Given the scientific advice that it was not currently possible to predict the impact of salmon
farming on the Maugean skate, and the fact that even the preliminary sampling and
monitoring work would not be completed until September 2012, seeking approval to get fish
in pens by August 2012 (before appropriate trigger limits have been set) is not precautionary.
Similarly, relying on video footage submitted every 12 months to determine whether there is
any material impact on a highly localised endangered species is not precautionary, and
may not be responsive enough to adequately protect the species.

This proposal is currently being assessed by the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel. The
Panel is expected to make a recommendation to the Minister regarding the proposal by the
end of May 2012,

Science-based decision making

As discussed above, if is critical that resource management decisions be made on the basis
of scientific evidence. Recent amendments to Tasmania's Marine Farming Planning Act 1995
have moved decision-making in relation to aquaculture proposals away from a scientific
basis and allowed I he decisions to be more politically motivated.

The Marine Farming Planning Review Panel Ithe Panel) is established under the Marine
Farming Planning Act 1995 as an independent panel comprised of eight individuals
with expertise in a range of disciplines relevant to marine farming. Prior to the recent

4 Parsons, K. 201 I. Nowhere Else on Earth: Tosinonia's Marine Natural Values. Report prepared for Environment
To sinonia, Aqenol. Available at ocean land. or .au resources nowhere-else-on-earth-10smanias-marine-natural-
values/ I'Nowhere Else on Earth'I. A hard coov of the reoorf can be Drovided on reQuest.
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amendments, the Panel was responsible for assessing proposed amendments to marine
farming development plans to allow expansion, relocation or other changes to marine
farming activities and able to refuse inappropriate proposals. The Panel was required
to take into account public submissions, the recommendations of the Marine Farming
Branch and the sustainable development objectives of the legislation

in March 201 I, the Panel exercised its powers to refuse a proposed amendment which
would have allowed an expansion of Tossal's operations at Soldiers Point in the
D'Entrecasteaux Channel (the Soldiers Poinf decision). Having regard to all the
evidence, the Panel considered that the projected economic benefits of the proposed
expansion did not outweigh I he adverse impacts of the proposal on a fragile reef
system near the site.

Referring to this decision in parliament on 17 May 201 I, the Premier stated

This is the first instance of the panel rejecting a draft amendment according to
section 41(2)(b) of the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995. This development would
have allowed eight more stocked cages at the farm, which would have enabled better
fish health management practices and more investment. it is disappointing that it did
not o0 ahead but there is a nlanning svstem in nlace. it has gone through the

nlanning svstem and that independent expert oanel has brought down its

deliberations on this matter. (emphasis added)

Despite this apparent faith in the established planning process, in November 201 I the
government enacted the Marine Farming Planning Amendment Act 20 I I
Significantly, the amending legislation removed the power of the Marine Farming
Planning Review Panel to refuse a draft amendment to a Marine Farming Development
Plan. Instead, that decision now rests with the Minister for Primary Industries, who has
also been given power to make any changes to the proposed amendments he
considers appropriate without further consultation.

in his second reading speech when introducing the Marine Farming Planning
Amendment Bill201 I, Primary Industries Minister, Bryan Green, made if clear that the
amendments were made in direct response to the Soldiers Point decision - an explicit
indication the amendments were intended to allow decisions regarding aquaculture

Ihe basis of politics rather thandevelopment to be determined on

science. Furthermore, the amendments were introduced one week after the

application to allow expansion of aquaculture in Macquarie Harbour was released for
public comment. The Minister, and the government generally, have been explicit in
their support of that proposal.

The Panel has an explicit mandate to consider whether a proposed aquaculture
development can satisfy sustainability objectives. There may be good reasons why the
Minister, having responsibility for a range of portfolios, would not accept a
recommendation from an expert Panel to approve a proposed aquaculture
development, even though the proposal, when considered in isolation, is considered to
be sustainable. For example, the Minister may consider that the proposal will have
unacceptable visual or amenity impacts on nearby residents, may interfere with views
from key tourist spots or may place an undue burden on local government
infrastructure.

in contrast, there can be no good reason to allow proposed marine farming activities
where the independent, scientific expert Panel has determined that the amendments
are not sustainable and recommended refusal.

We urge the Committee to recommend that the amendments to the Marine Farming
Planning Act 1995 be repealed, and the Minister be required to adopt the
recommendations of the Panel tsubjecf to merits review, discussed below)

C

(..
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Adaptive management

Minimum data requirements

The EIS and government response in respect of Macquarie Harbour emphasise the role of
adaptive management in aquaculture, to respond to new issues as they arise. While we
recognise that there are definite benefits to adaptive management which responds to
unanticipated problems, adaptive management should not be used to overcome
shortcomings in scientific evidence presented with an application.

That is, if sufficient data is not provided to satisfy the decision maker that impacts will be
avoided, minimised or appropriate Iy managed, the proposal should be refused, or further
information sought from the proponent. The application should not be approved, subject to
conditions requiring information to be submitted later which could indicate that the proposal
was inappropriate.

Furthermore, adaptive management requires triggers for adaptation to be identified. The
information provided at the outside must be sufficient to enable appropriate triggers to be
set.

Responsive management

Adaptive management will also not be effective without appropriate monitoring and
enforcement activities to facilitate adaptation. Encouraging improved performance will
only be successful if there is a credible threat I hat stronger action will be taken if no
improvement is demonstrated.

There are a number of enforcement options under the relevant legislation, including:

Fines up to $6,500 10r $650 per day for a continuing offence) for marine farming
equipment being located outside a lease area (s. 94 of the Marine Farming Planning Act
1995) ;

Fines up to $65,000 (or $6,500 per day for a continuing offence), or up to 2 years in prison,
for contravening marine farming licence conditions (s. 86A, Living Marine Resource
Management Act 1995);

issuing infringement notices (fines up to $650);

Allocation of demerit points for offences - accumulation of 200 demerit points over 5
Years may lead to temporary disqualification from obtaining a marine farming licence;

Fines up to $650,000 or up to 2 Years in prison for contravening Fisheries Rules; or

Cancellation or suspension of licence for 5 years if the licence holder contravenes I he
licence conditions (s. 90, Living Marine Resource Management Act 1995).

There appears to be a relatively active enforcement culture in relation to fisheries
management, where people are regularly fined or prosecuted for taken in excess of quotas,
faking species out of season or fishing without a licence.

in contrast, the fable in Attachment I was compiled from a review of Depart mental
correspondence regarding non-compliance in respect of marine farming licences from
January 2006 - January 2012. Despite the range of enforcement options available, many
observed breaches are unpunished and fines of only $400-$520 have been issued in respect
of repeated, and what should be regarded as reasonably significant, breaches. For
example:

Fillings Bay, Lease N0 I 76 - in 2008, spontaneous out-gassing is observed. in 2009, out-
gassing was evident at one bay and "thin to feint" patches of Beggiafoa were
observed. In 2010, the Beggiafoa was described as extensive and observed in "thick
mats". Despite three years of apparently worsening conditions, no penalty was
imposed. The value of the adaptive management approach is questionable if the result
was a spread of Beggiafoa.
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Liberty Point, Lease N0 217 - despite observations that "the level of organic enrichment
has resulted in significant impacts and breaches of licence conditions", no fine was
imposed.

Great Taylors Bay, Lease N0 203 - complaints regarding equipment outside the lease
area was made for four months without change, before a fine of only $400 + 4 demerit
points was imposed (NB: 200 demerit points are required before any serious
consequences flow from their accumulation).

Hideoway Bay, Lease N0 93 - DPIPWE officers identified equipment outside the lease
area, inadequate marking of the lease area and dead and dying birds entangled in
nets. The officer observed that Huon Aquaculture had made no effort to remove I he
birds. A fine of $500 was imposed.

While the objective of any enforcement activity is improved performance, rather than
penalising the offender, the repeated offences shown in the table do not suggest that the
small fines imposed have much deterrent value.

We recommend that DPIPWE adopt clear enforcement guidelines setting scientifically-based
performance indicators, identifying a scale of enforcement actions, and indicating which
actions will be taken in response to failure to meet those indicators (including graded
increases in enforcement activity for repeat offenders). Importantly, DRIPWE must take
consistent action in accordance with its guidelines where monitoring reveals that
performance indicators are not met.

Monitoring

it is self-evident that adaptive management approaches, and sustainable management
generally, will not succeed without rigorous scientific monitoring against key performance
indicators.

While we recognise the limited resources available to government agencies for monitoring
activities, particularly where marine farming and fishing operations occur in regional areas,
regular monitoring should be undertaken by the regulator, rather than relying on monitoring
submitted by the industry itself. At a minimum, regular, random and unannounced audits of
monitoring results must be undertaken to provide some assurance that the results submitted
are accurate and representative of I he impacts being caused by operations.

(,

The value of merits review

Science often fuels debate on controversial environmental management issues, such as
fisheries and aquaculture, with all sides of the debate drawing on scientific information to
support f heir views. As discussed above, if is critical that resource management decisions
be made on the basis of rigorous and transparent scientific evidence, however, as Professor
80cking points out:

in all these debates environmental knowledge is strongly evident. Science has
been used by allparties, notjust as a source of ^^formation about risks and benefits,
but as a source of authority. Both those whofavourfarming and those who are oppose
invoke science to support their arguments, theirframing of the issue (as a question of
managing an economicaMy valuable, environmentally sound activity, or conversely, of
protecting wild salmon stocks from a hazardous industry), and their claims to be
presenting an obyective, impartial perspective.

Recognising the ability to use evidence selectively tand politically), if is critical that the
evidence used in decision making be able to be independently tested through merits
review. Unfortunately, such opportunities are limited in respect of fisheries and aquaculture
management.
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Following the challenge by the Humane Society International to the decision to declare the
Southern Bluefin Tuna fishery as an approved wildlife trade operation in 20065, the EPBC Act
was amended to remove the right to appeal against Ministerial decisions on wildlife trade
operations. Similarly, no right of appeal exists for decisions to accredit fisheries
management plans or to amend I he list of exempt native specimens for export purposes.
There is also no right to appeal against a decision under the Marine Farming Planning Act
1995 to approve an amendment to a Marine Farming Development Plan to facilitate an
aquaculture proposal.

Particularly where, as in Tasmania, the agency responsible for assessing and monitoring
marine farming activities is also responsible for active promotion of the industry, a right of
appeal is important and should be open to any person who made a representation in
respect of the proposal Iincluding affected residents, NGOs, other industries, tourism
operators, the local government).

in Tasmania, a right of appeal would allow the decision to be reviewed by the
Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal. The Tribunal has powers to
dismiss frivolous appeals and to awards costs in appropriate situations, which is
sufficient to defer appeals lacking in merit.

We urge the Committee to advocate for appeal rights in respect of relevant fisheries
and aquaculture decisions to ensure that science-based decisions are subject to
appropriateIy rigorous review.

ACcredilafion

EDO Tasmania supports the development of programmes under which companies who can
demonstrate compliance with rigorous and transparent criteria achieve certification. For
example, the work currently being done by the Salmon Aquaculture Dialogue to develop
standards for responsible aquaculture is wonhwhile and will be useful to set sustainability
benchmarks. However, any certification programme aimed at demonstrating sustainabilify
must:

Be based on clear, defensible indicators;

incorporate both inputs and outputs for industry (e. g. energy use, feed source, chemical
use, light emissions) and direct and indirect impacts leg. loss of opportunity for
recreational fisheries, downstream impacts);

Require implementation of procedures, rather than just having procedures;

Require regular, independent review of certified companies, and continue to encourage
improvement even where indicators are met.

When appropriate certification programmes are established for fisheries and aquaculture,
government agencies should give priority to certified companies in terms of funding
opportunities or offer other incentives such as research assistance or reduced licence fees.

Thank you for the opportunity to make these comments. If you would like to discuss anything
in this submission, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

Environ en!qLq^fenders Office

Je s Fee ely, Principal Lawyer

Table of enforcement activities - marine farming breaches, To sinonia

5 Humane Society international and Minister for the Environment and Heritage 120061 AATA 298
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LOCATION I LEASE #

Billey Blue, No. I 94

Brabazon Point, No. 186

Creeses Mistake, N0 190 July 2009

Great Taylors Bay, D'Enf
Channel, No. 185

DATE

July 2009

I",

July 2009

ISSUE/OFFENCES

Annual video assessment showed out gassing on disturbance

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing at one pen
pay. Tossal advised Dept. that this pen bay had been re-surveyed and
there were no signs of spontaneous out gassing although there was
si nificanf Be 1010a.

Great Taylors Bay, D'Enf
Channel , No. 203

July 2009

28/06/2006

TASSAL PTY LTD

Annual video assessment showed out gassing on disturbance

3/10/2006

Annual video assessment showed out gassing on disturbance

Killara, No. I 89

24/10/2006

Marine Farmin E ui meal outside lease area

Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area - following a complaint from
Marine and Safef Tasmania.

Re-inspection as a result of previously observed breaches of 594 MFPA.

Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area.

Co. es had also been found outside lease area in June 2006 and Oct 2006.

Video footage showed spontaneous gas bubbling from two pen bays and
. as bubblin . on disturbance from one . en ba .

Liberty Point Central ,
No. 214

22/05/2008

A^

July 2009

22/05/200

22/05/200

Annual video assessment showed out gassing on disturbance

Video footage showed spontaneous gas bubbling from 2 pen bays and
as bubblin on disturbance from one en ba .
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July 2009

REQUIREMENTS OR PENALTIES IMPOSED

Sediment recovery required, pens should be left
to fallow before be in re-stocked.

Dept. is satisfied that the site can continue to be
stocked on the condition that if has a long fallow
period and that subsequent footage from the
20 I 0 video surve shows this site has recovered.

Sediment recovery required, pens should be left
to fallow before bein re-stocked.

Sediment recovery required, pens should be left
to fallow before bein re-stocked.

Video footage showed pen bays with gas bubbling on disturbance

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing at one pen
bay.

$400 + 4 demerit points

Resurvey required before restocking.

Sediment recovery required, pens should be Ieff
to fallow before be in re-stocked.

Resurvey required prior to restocking.

No requirements mentioned

Tossal advised the Dept. this pen has been
followed and will not be restocked until after the

nexf video survey in early 201 0 and therefore no
re uiremenf for a follow u surve .



LOCATION I LEASE #

Long Bay, No. 55

Macquarie Harbour
West Coast, No. 214

Macquarie Harbour
West Coast, No. 219

DATE

9108/2005

Me ads Creak, No. 77

I I 10512005

ISSUE/OFFENCES

Annual video assessment - presence of fine bubbles spontaneously rising
from the sediment in followed .en. Breach of licence conditions.

Having Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area. Lease 214 was
noted as having a history of marine farm'rig equipment being found
outside the lease area, e. g. May 2004, and again during the follow up
iris. ecfionin Jul 20042 out of 10 trio lines remained outside area .

Having Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area. in addition, the
navigation mark prescribed for the southern most point of the lease area
was not in position. However, the Dept. was advised that this has broken off $400 fine + 4 demerit points
the da before re. lacemenf ordered .

No re uirements mentionedVideo foota. e showed .en ba s with o0s bubblin. on disturbance

Tossal advised Dept. that the moorings at this site
Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing at one pen bay are being relocated and therefore f here is no
with out gassing on disturbance at two pen boys' re uiremenf for a follow u surve .

Video footage showed spontaneous gas bubbling from one pen bay and Site requires resurvey before restocked.
gas bubbling on disturbance from one pen bay.

Sediment recovery required, pens should be left
Annual video assessment showed out gassing on disturbance to fallow before bein re-stocked.

No reference made to re uiremenfsCa es found outside lease area.

Ca es found outside lease area

Sea cages outside the western boundary of the lease area.

Co. es found outside lease area

Re-inspection as a result of previously observed breaches of s94 MFPA.
Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area.

Cages had also been found outside lease area in September 2006,
October 2003 and June 2004 - all amounted to a breach of s94 MFPA.

Several of the temporary marks did not comply with the IALA requirements
as determined b the Marine and Safer To sinania.

Re-inspection subsequent to previously observed inadequacies in the
marking of the lease areas.
Marine Farmin. E. ui. merit outsidelease area.

Parsons Cove, No. 193

I I 10512005

22/05/2008

TASSAL PTY LTD

July 2009

22/05/2008

Port ESPeronce Dover,
No. 77

July 2009

I 10612004

I I I 012005

I0110/2005

19/09/2006

24/10/2006

7/10/2007
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REQUIREMENTS OR PENALTIES IMPOSED

Must provide Dept. with video footage of seabed
nor to restockin

61 2/2007

$400 fine + 4 demerit points

Doesn't appear that an infringement notice was
issued.

Infrin emenf notice issued.

$400 + 4 demerit points

Caution ary infringement notice issued in respect
of observed markin in ode uacies.

$400.00 fine



LOCATION I LEASE #

Redcliffs, No. 201

Roberfs Point, N0 I 42

DATE

South Central Harbour ,
No. 219

22/05/200

July 2009

A

ISSUE/OFFENCES

Coin Iiance with markin. advice from 7/10/07.

Video foota e showed 5.0nfaneous .as bubblin. from two

Swingers Cove, 209

22/05/2008

22/05/200

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing at one pen.

TASSAL PTY LTD

Video foota. e showed Gen ba s with .as bubblin. on disturbance

Video footage showed spontaneous gas bubbling from two pen bays and
gas bubbling on disturbance from two pen bays. One compliance spot
dive outside the lease area showed signs of organic enrichment that may
be chinbufable to finfish culture. 2006 irispecfions found cages located
outside the lease area in the vicinif of this area.

One prescribed mark was not deployed at the southern boundary of lease
n0.209.

Having Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area.
Markin. advice had not been restored as .er MAST re. uiremenfs 7/10/07.

Video footage submitted showed the seabed to be spontaneously gas
bubbling from one pen bay and gas bubbling on disturbance from one
.en ba . One seabed also showed si. nthcant .uanfifies of uneafen feed.

Follow up video- survey footage indicated the presence of unacceptable
impacts within pen bays with spontaneous outgassing from sediments
within two pen bays and gas bubbling on disturbance at two other pen
ba s.

Follow up video footage from January 2007. Survey showed the followed
ens have recovered sufficientl to allow restockin .

7/1 012007

6/12/2007

Tinderbox, N0 90

22/05/2008

4107/2007

^

6108/2007

July 2009

ens.
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9108/2005

REQUIREMENTS OR PENALTIES IMPOSED

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous outgassing at 3 pen bays
with outgassing on disturbance at 2 pen bays.

Annual video assessment - high density of My mus edilus 101ive and dead).
Density of these mussels is of concern given that such numbers may affect
change in sediment characteristics and attract significant numbers of
Aster10s amurends. Breach of licence condition 311.41.

Site re. uires resurve .nor to bein. restocked.

Tossal advised the Dept. that the moorings at this
site are being relocated to another location
within the lease area and therefore there is no
re. uiremenf for a follow u. surve .

No re. uiremenfs mentioned

Resurvey of the impacted pen bays on this lease
is required prior to restocking.

Caution ary infringement notice issued in respect
of observed markin in ode uacies.

$400.00 fine

Resurvey required prior to restocking.

Pens can only be restocked following the
submission of video footage showing sufficient
recovery. Dept. will undertake random
iris ecfions in the near future.

Tassal advised the Dept. that the moorings at this
site are being relocated to another location
within the lease are and therefore there is no

re uiremenf for a follow surve .

Dept. will conduct a site visit



LOCATION I LEASE #

finderbox, No. 91

DATE

22/05/2008

24/10/2006

ISSUE/OFFENCES

Video footage submitted showed the seabed to be spontaneously gas
bubbling from one pen bay and gas bubbling on disturbance from two
other en ba s.

Letter stating that video footage and survey were inadequate, pursuanf to
51 , Schedule 3V of marine farming licences, Dept. upgraded the
procedural requirements for any video surveys. Survey footage indicated
spontaneous out gassing from sediments with 2 pen bays and gas bubbling
on disturbance at two other en ba s.

TASSAL PTY LTD
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REQUIREMENTS OR PENALTIES IMPOSED

Resurvey required prior to restocking.

$400 + 4 demerit points



LOCATION

Deep Bay, Port
Cygnet, Lease No. 200

DATE

27/08/2008

I0109/2009

7109/2010

A

ISSUE/OFFENCE

in lines outside the northern bounda of the lease.

The northern IALA lit special marks were up to 60 meters from their correct
postion as well as two mooring lines outside the south-west section of I he lease
area.

Two unsfocked cages were located outside the lease area and the northern
IALA lit s ecial marks were located u to 30 meters from their correct OSifion.

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing, constituting a
breach of licence conditions

Having Marine Farming Equipment outside lease area. 11 was noted in the letter
that lease n0.200 has a history of having equipment outside the lease area.

Two mooring lines and 80 metre polar circle cage were located outside the
lease area

Annual video assessment identified a number of instances where sediments on

various lease areas were heavily impacted with out gassing on disturbance and
s on taneous out assin was evident.

Annual video assessment showed debris occurring at the fishrace, harvest race
and wafer fill station, as well as at 2 pen boys,

Annual video assessment showed outgassing and disturbance of sediments was
apparent, this conchf ufes a breach of licence conditions

Annual video assessment showed a significant number of feed pellets at pen
bay RB21. This is significant and concerning given the potential for adverse
jin acts to the benthos associated with this urinecessa or anic enrichment.

MAST Moonn b -laws - in ade uafe marks

Annual video assessment showed outgassing and disturbance of sediments was
apparent, this constitutes a breach of licence conditions

Annual video assessment identified a number of instances where sediments on

various lease areas were heavily impacted with out gassing on disturbance and
s. onto neous out .OSsi. in. was evident.

Failing to comply with Marine Farming Development Plan - failure to adequately
mark marine farming lease.

16/09/2008

17/02/201 I

East of Redcliff's, Lease
No. 221

HUON AQUACULTURE

5102/2009

16/09/2008

29/09/2010

6106/2007

Flathead Bay, Huon
River, Lease No. 87

27/08/2009

,,^..\

26/08/2005

6106/2007

16/09/2008
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81 12/2008

REQUIREMENTS

Reference was made to this in another

letter, so there were no requirements listed.

Caution issued.

$480.00

Extend the fallowing of 3 specific pens for as
10n as o55ible.

$520 fine

Reference was made to this in another

letter, so there were no re uiremenfs listed.

Dept. required data reports in respect to
bird netting trials conducted on a number of
lease sites.

The lease area must be kept tidy. Following
the 2009 survey HAC made an undertaking
to remove the excess debris.

HAC is required to keep the bay fallow until
such time as there is clear visible evidence

of recove in sediment condition.

No requirements listed.

500.00 enalf

HAC is required to keep the bay fallow until
such time as there is clear visible evidence

of recove in sediment condition.

$480.00 penalty



LOCATION

Flathead Bay, Huon
River, Lease No. 93

Hideaway Bay, Huon
River, Lease No. 93

DATE

26/08/2005

16/09/2008

ISSUE/OFFENCE

MAST Mooring by-laws - inadequate marks

Annual video assessment showed high copper levels are an ongoing issue.

27/08/2009

Lease No. I 41

29/09/2010

24/08/2005

HUON AQUACULTURE

Lease No. 151

Annual video assessment showed excess debris identified

Annual video assessment showed debris occurring at the fishrace, harvest race
and water fill station, as well as at 2 pen boys,

Equipment outside lease area - 2 floats with lines attached were observed
outside lease area, MAST Mooring by-laws - in odequa e marks, dying birds
observed entangled in nets - HAC has made no effort to remove dead or
enfan. led birds.

Annual video assessment identified a number of instances where sediments on

various lease areas were heavily impacted with out-gassing on disturbance and
5.0nfaneous out .assin. was evident.

Annual video assessment showed outgassing and disturbance of sediments was
apparent, this constitutes a breach of licence conditions

16/09/2008

6106/2007

Lease No. 167

Pillings Bay, Lease No.
24

16/09/2008

16/09/2008

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing, constituting a
breach of licence conditions.

EDO 10smonia submission: Role of Science in Fisheries and Aquaculfure

6106/2007

Annual video assessment identified a number of instances where sediments on

various lease areas were heavily impacted without gassing on disturbance and
s on faneous out assin was evident.

REQUIREMENTS

$500.00 penalty

The pens will now be subject to non-
antifoulant licence conditions when I he
licence is renewed.

HAC said if would be removed

Lease area must be ke f neat and fid .

The lease area must be kept tidy. Following
the 2009 survey HAC made an undertaking
to remove the excess debris.

Annual video assessment showed outgassing and disturbance of sediments was
apparent, this constitutes a breach of licence conditions

$500.00 penalty

HAC required to keep the bay fallow until
there is clear visible evidence of recovery in
sediment condition.

HAC will be required to keep these bays
followed until such time as there is clear

visible evidence of recovery in sediment
condition.

HAC is required to keep the bay fallow until
such time as there is clear visible evidence

of recovery in sediment condition.



LOCATION

Pillings Bay, Lease No.
176

DATE

16/09/2008

A

27/08/2009

ISSUE/OFFENCE

Annual video assessment showed spontaneous out gassing, constituting a
breach of licence conditions.

29/09/2010

Annual video assessment showed thin to feint patches of Beggiafoa of 4 pen
bays, small patches of grey sediment and black-grey organic matter. Evidence
of an unacceptable impact at or extending beyond 35 metres from the
boundary of the lease area. Spontaneous out gassing was evident at one pen
bay.

Annual video assessment showed thick mats of Beggiafoa and evidence of
spontaneous outgassing from the sediment observed during the 2009 survey.

HUON AQUACULTURE

A^

EDO To sinonia submission: Role of Science in F1^heries and Aquacullure

REQUIREMENTS

HAC will be required to keep these bays
followed until such time as there is clear

visible evidence of recovery in sediment
condition.

Approval must be granted before re-
stocking. HAC to undertake follow up
survey work as a priority. Following the
submission and assessment of the follow up
survey, the Dept. will determine if any
additional benthic assessment needed.

The pen bay must be left to fallow for the
remainder of the year.



LOCATION

Table Head, Lease No.
215.

Liberty Point, Lease No.
217.

DATE

2/6/2007

2/6/2007

ISSUE/OFFENCE

Video footage showed organic enrichment in the form of dark sediments,
Dorvellid sp and Beggiatoa sp. Pens should be left to fallow for sufficiently long
enou h to allow sediment recove at the ens site.

SEVRAP FISHERIES

Video footage showed the level of organic enrichmenf has resulted in
significant impacts and breaches of licence conditions

EDO 1051nania submission: Role of Science in Fisheries and Aquaculfure

REQUIREMENTS

Fallow periods must be sufficiently long to
ensure sediment recovery.

Immediate fallowing of these pens was
required to allow for recovery.

If pens need to be occupied a follow up
survey of the pen bays is required prior to
restockin .



it smells Fishy!
Tasmania's Marine Farming Regulatory

Framework, and how to improve it
An assessment prepared by Environmental Defenders Office (To$) Inc*

The marine farming industry in Tasmania was recently trumpeted as 'the number one economic
development success story over the past 20 years' with the industry projected in the 2011-2012
financial year to achieve a gross value of $450 million. The extraordinary strength of the industry
is even more remarkable when you consider that it is relatively new - pacific oyster farming in the
State is less than fifty years old and commercial salmon farming commenced only 20 years ago. I
Whilst the economic attraction of the industry is clear, particularly in remote, regional and rural
communities, increasing concern is been raised about the lack of a robust regulatory framework.

This article outlines some of the criticisms of the current Tasmanian system, reviews the
regulatory frameworks in other marine farming countries, and recommends changes to move
Tasmania towards a best practice model.

<

Tasmania

Marine Farming Planning Act 1995

The Marine Farmin9 Planning Act1995 (Tas) (the Act) regulates the marine farming industry in
Tasmania, including both the planning process and the allocation of marine farming leases. 2 The
Act sets out a number of purposes and objectives whichit seeks to achieve:3

(1) The purpose of this Actis to achieve well-planned sustainable development of marinefarming
activities having regard to the need to -

(0) integrate marinefarming activities with other marine uses; and

(b) minimise any adverse impactofmarinefarming activit^^s; and

(c) set aside areasfor activit^^s other than for marinefarming activities; and

(d) take account o110nd uses; and

(e) take account of the community Is right to have an interest in those activiti^s.

(2) A person must perform anyfunction or exercise any power under this Actin a manner
which furthers the objectives of resource management.

In seeking to assure that these important aims and objectives are achieved, the Act establishes an
8 member Marine Farming Planning Review Panel (the Panel) comprised of experts from a variety
of backgrounds including local government, marine farming, recreational boating, planning,

* Prepared Iuly 2012. EDO Tasmania wishes to thank Ben Barrl for all his work on this paper. EDO Tasmania als
blames him entirely for the title!

I Bryan Green, Minister for Primary Industries and Water, Hansard, Thursday 17 November 2011. As found at
: WWW. arliament. tas. ovau HansardHouse is s ue b5fe3677-a26b-464e-9ac7-Ilece8e651ab I doc

IAccessed 4/3/2012).
2 Long title of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995ITas).
3 Section 4 of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas).



marine resource management and the environment. 4 The Panel is responsible for assessing
marine farming development plans, including amendments to allow expansion, relocation or other
changes to marine farming activities. In making its assessment, the Panel is required to take into
account public submissions, the recommendations of the Marine Farming Branch and the
sustainable development objectives of the legislation. 5

The Act, and the government agency responsible for its implementation, claims that the legislation
establishes a framework under which marine farming is integrated with other marine uses,
adverse impacts are minimised and community concerns are adequately addressed. However a
number of criticisms are apparent.

Limited Integration of Water and Land-Based Marine Farming Activities

Most land use and development in Tasmania is subject to the Land Use Planning andApprovalsAct
1993 (LUPAA)6. However, planning and development in relation to marine farming in State
waters is explicitly excluded from the operation of LUPAA. ' Whilst local councils have jurisdiction
over some land based activities associated with marine farming8 they possess no jurisdiction over
the marine farming planning process or decisions in relation to activities below high water mark. 9

Though nothing in a planning scheme can regulate marine farming activities (other than land-
based components), the Minister can require a planning scheme to be amended to ensure that
land based activities do not affect marine farming. 10 This provides an unfair priority for marine
farming activities. The impacts of marine farming are not restricted to the water: marine farming
introduces noise and odour issues, impacts on visual amenity, requires infrastructure and access
to transport routes and processing facilities, and can interfere with tourism and recreation
activities. The inability of councils to plan for, or be involved in the assessment of, marine farming
continues to hinder effective strategic planning at a municipal or regional level.

Experience around the globe (see, for example, the discussion regarding New Zealand below) has
demonstrated that sectoral approaches are generally insufficient to deal with real world complex
interrelationships and diverse stakeholder priorities. Sustainable development requires
ecosystem based strategic planning.

The creation of a separate resource management system for the marine farming sector, and the
restrictive ness of this system in terms of third party I community input, is contrary to the goal of
sustainable development espoused in Tasmanian legislation.

4 Section 8 of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas)
5 Section 9(11 of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas).
6 Other than forestry and mining
, Section 20(7)(d) of the Lond Use Planning andApprovalsAct1993 (Tas).
' See for example section 19(3)(c) of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas)
' Below the high water mark: see section 5 of Tasmania's Living Marine Resources Management Act1995 (Tas)
10 Section 20(3) of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas) providing that the relevant Minister may 'require the
Tasmanian Planning Commission to prepare an amendment to a planning scheme under that Actin respect of land
which adjoins State waters to reduce the negative impact orlikely negative impact of activities or future development
on the land upon marine farming or other activities in State waters'



Limited rights of appeal

The objectives of Tasmania's Resource Management and Planning System (RMPS), which both
LUPAA and the Marine Farming Plannin9 Act 1995 are subject to, include encouraging public
partidpation in resource management decisions.

Presently, draft marine farming development plans and amendments to plans are exhibited and
any member of the public may make representations. This level of participation is similar to the
situation with draft planning schemes and discretionary use and development. 11 However, once a
marine farming development plan has been certified, there is no further public involvement in the
lease allocation, licensing or development process.

In contrast to applications assessed under LUPAA, where any person who made a representation
in relation to a proposed development has a right to appeal to the Resource Management and
Planning Appeal Tribunal (RMPAl, , appeals under the Act are limited to appeals against a refusal
to consider an amendment or to grant a lease, or appeals on the grounds that the proposal will
adversely affect other marine farming operations. 12 Expressed in another way, there are no
general rights to appeal against a decision to approve an amendment on grounds relating to the
environment, sustainability or social issues.

Science-based decision-making

Recent changes to the Act mean that the Panel is now only able to make recommendations to the
Minister, rather than having power to refuse applications for amendments allowing
new/expanded lease areas. The Minister is not required to follow the Panel's recommendation
(although they are required to table in Parliament their reasons for any decision contrary to a
recommendation 13). This change was made after the Panel, for the first time ever, refused an
application for a lease expansion at Soldiers Point in the D'Entrecasteaux Channel, noting that
the projected economic benefits of the proposed expansion did not outweigh the adverse impacts
of the proposal on a fragile reef system.

The power for the Minister to override the independent, expert Panel's advice appears to make
the assessment process more political than scientific. The Panel has an explicit mandate to
consider whether a proposed aquaculture development can satisfy sustainability objectives.

There may be good reasons why the Minister, having responsibility for a range of portfolios,
would not accept a recommendation from an expert Panel to approve a proposed aquaculture
development, even though the proposal, when considered in isolation, is considered to be
sustainable. For example, the Minister may consider that the proposal will have unacceptable
visual or amenity impacts on nearby residents, may interfere with views from key tourist
spots or may place an undue burden on local government infrastructure.

In contrast, there can be no good reason to allow proposed marine farming activities where
the independent, scientific expert Panel has determined that the amendments are not
sustainable and recommended refusal. This is particularly true where no rights of appeal
exist to challenge the decision.

C

<..

11 Sections 25-27 of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas)
12 Section 75{I) of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas).
13 See sections 9(I)(c) and 42A of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995 (Tas).



Codes of practice

Many industries and activities in Tasmania, such as forestry, mining and quarrying and the dairy
industry, are subject to a code of practice providing detailed guidance on how activities should be
conducted. Some codes, such as the Forest Practices Code, have statutory force while others are
not independently enforceable but may be included as permit conditions.

In contrast, marine farming in Tasmania is not currently subject to any industry code, whether
voluntary or enforceable. A draft Code of Practice was developed by industry in the early 2000s,
but was never progressed and is no longer applied.

Monitoring and enforcement

Reliance on adaptive management (that is, changing management systems in response to new
information or observed problems) will not be effective without appropriate monitoring and
enforcement activities to facilitate adaptation. Encouraging improved performance will only be
successful if there is a credible threat that stronger action will be taken if no improvement is

For example, the Marine Farming Development Plan for Tasmania'sdemonstrated.

D'Entrecasteaux Channel imposes a plan-wide nitrogen cap to control nutrient impacts. However,
there is currently limited monitoring to determine whether the cumulative contribution of each
lease areas to the nitrogen load exceeds the cap, and no ongoing assessment to determine the
impacts of emissions to establish whether the existing cap is set at a sustainable level.

There is currently limited independent monitoring of marine farming operations - the Marine
Farming Branch relies largely on reports and video surveillance submitted by the operators
themselves, and there are few coordinated/holistic monitoring efforts.

There are a number of enforcement options under Tasmanian legislation, including

. Fines up to $6,500 for marine farming equipment being located outside a lease areaT4;

. Fines up to $65,000, or up to 2 years in prison, for contravening marine farming licence
conditionst5;

. Issuing infringement notices (fines up to $650) for minor breaches;

. Allocation of demerit points for offences - accumulation of 200 demerit points over 5 years
may lead to temporary disqualification from obtaining a marine farming licence;

. Cancellation or suspension of licence for 5 years if the licence holder contravenes the licence
conditions16.

Despite this range of options, a review of reported enforcement activities from 2006-2012
indicates that many observed breaches are unpunished. Fines are rarely imposed and even more
rarely exceed $500. Without more consistent and effective enforcement activity, there is little
incentive for marine farming operations to achieve, much less exceed, their obligations.

Both the Land Use Plannin9 and Approvals Act1993 and Environmental Mona9ement and Pollution
Control Act 1994 provide opportunities for any person with a 'proper interest' to take action in

4 s. 94 of the Marine Farming Planning Act1995
5 s. 86A, Living Marine Resource Management Act1995
6 s. 90, Living Marine Resource Management Act1995



RMPAT where the provisions of the Act are being breached (e. g. a permit is not being complied
with or unlawful environmental harm is being caused). The opportunity for a third party to take
action where the regulator has failed to do so is significant to public confidence and acts as a
further deterrent against contraventions by proponents. The absence of any civil enforcement
opportunity in relation to marine farming activities further weakens the enforcement regime.

Scotland

Scotland is the largest producer of farmed Atlantic Salmon in the European Union with an
estimated farm gate value in 2008 of E367 million. 17 Whilst marine farming is dominated by
farmed salmon, the Scottish industry also comprises rainbow trout, brown trout, sea trout, halibut,
Arctic charr, mussels and Pacific oysters. 18

Integrated planning

In contrast to the situation in Tasmania, marine farming is not exempt from the principal piece of
planning legislation in Scotland, the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act1997 (the Scottish
Act).'' Instead, the Scottish Plannin9 Policy20 sets out the Government's policy regarding marine
farming, indicating how the planning system can seek to accommodate marine farming
developments whilst safeguarding the environment and other uses. For example:

Z05. Development plans should identify, areas which are potentially suitable for new or inod^ed/ish
farm development and sensitive areas which are unlikely to be appropriate for such development. in
potential development areas fish farm development may be appropriate, subject to locational and
environmental considerations. Sensitive areas are unlikely to be suitable for/ish farm development
unless adverse impacts can be adequately mitigated. When designating potential development areas
and sensitive areas, plannin9 authorities should take into account carrying capacity, landscape,
natural heritage and historic environment interests, potential conflict with other users and other
regulatory controlled areas. .. 21

106. Fishfarms are likely to require land basedfociliti^s and where possible thesejacilit^^s should be
considered as part o10rsimultaneously with the application for theftshfarm. ..

109. There is potential for conflict between fish farming and local fishing interests, induding
commercial inshore fishing and recreational fishing. The effects of fish farm development on
trad^^ional/ishihg 9rounds, salmon netting stations and angling interests should be considered. ...

(

(.-

17 Delivering Planning ReformforAquaculture. As found at
: WWW. scotland. ov. uk Resource Doc 3040250095384. df (Accessed 4/3/20T2).

'' Marine Scotland, A Fresh Start - The Renewed Strategic Framework/brScottish Aquaculture at 6. As found at
WWW. c tland. ov. uk Publications 2 090 141601 4 0 (Accessed 4/3/2002j.

'' The Town and Country Planning (Marine F1^h Farming) (Scotland) Order 2007 which came into force on I April2007
extended the planning system to include marine fish farming. Section 26 of the Act now specifically includes marine
farming within the definition of development,
20 'scottish Planning Policy' (February 2010) As found at

^ WWW. scotland. ov. uk Resourc Doc 076 0093908. df (Accessed 4/3/2012).
'' Locational Guidefines/br the Authorisation qf Marine F1^h Farms in Scottish Waters was published by Marine Scotland
in 2009. Each planning authority can also publish supplementary guidance for fish farming in specific areas, in duding
advice on how to design fish farms and associated development to minimise landscape and visual impact



Code of Practice

in addition to its integrated planning regime, Scotland has implemented a Code of Practice for marine
farming, dealing with a range of issues such as cage and equipment design, security, management and
operational practices. The Code of Good Practicefor Scottish Fin/ish Aquaculture (the Code or COGP)22
has been operational since 2006 and was recently reviewed and updated, taking account of the best
available evidence and of changes in legislation and policy.

The code is currently voluntary, however companies who choose to sign up are independently audited
against the Code provisions. Companies are increasingly seeking to obtain market advantage by
demonstrating compliance with the Code. The Scotti^h Plannin9 Policy also points out that compliance
with the Code will provide support for planning applications. 23

The Code does not replace legislation obligations for marine farming activities. Instead, it seeks to
"achieve balanced and proportionate regulation of the industry's activities, without overwhelming
preoccupation with regulatory detail or bureaucracy. "" The Code also aims to continuously improve
the standards of all operators and, through wider adoption and independent auditing, to provide
assurances to all stakeholders, consumers and the general public that Scottish finfish aquaculture is a
responsible sector producing sustainable products.

Science-based decision-making

Before planning permission can be given, section 40 of the Scottish Act makes clear that that 'the
likely environmental effects of the proposed development' must be assessed, including the effect
on the 'water environment'. 25

The Scornsh Planning Policy provides that a planning authority determining a marine farming
application should:

107. ... take into account the direct and cumulative effects of the proposed development on the
environment, including carrying capacity, visual impact and the effects on the landscape, marine
historic environment and the sea or IOCh bed. The needs of local communities and other interests

should also be taken into account alongside the economic benefits of the sustainable development
of the fish farming industry and the operational needs of fish farms. ... Where adverse cumulative
impacts are significant and cannot be mitigated, planning permission should not be granted. ..

Once environmental and sodal effects have been assessed, the planning authority is responsible
for determining marine farming applications (and related development) and has the same power
to grant or refuse the application as for any other developments.

Monitoring and enforcement

Scottish aquaculture operations, like all other industries that discharge into the marine
environment, are regulated under the Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland)
Regulations 2011. These regulations allow for independent monitoring of marine farms and
provides for enforcement where breaches are identified (see Part V of the Water Environment
(Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011). Monitoring and enforcement of the
Regulations is carried out in Scotland by the Scottish Environment Protect Agency.

22 As found athtt : WWW. thecodeof o0d ractice. co. uk ublish (Accessed 4/3/2012).
23 scornsh Planning Policy, clause 108
24 As found athtt : WWW. thecodeof o0d ractice. co. uk ublish {Accessed 4/3/2012j.
25 section 3(21 of the Water Environment and Waterservices (ScotlandlAct 2003.



New Zealand

The New Zealand marine farming industry established itself in the latter-half of the twentieth
century and is today dominated by shellfish -namely mussels and oysters- as well as salmon. In
2009, according to information provided by Aquaculture New Zealand, marine farming was
comprised primarily of mussels (729'0 of total value) followed by salmon (229"0) and oysters
(6%). 26

Integrated Planning and science-based decision making

New Zealand's marine farming industry is primarily managed through the Resource Management
Act1991 (the New ZealandAct), the same Act under which any other land use or coastal activity is
assessed and managed. Similar to Tasmania's RMPS, the goal of the New Zealand Act is 'promoting
the sustainable management of natural and physical resources'. 27

Prior to the introduction of the Resource Management Act1991, marine farming in NZ was subject
to sector-specific legislation 28 which identified specified aquaculture zones where marine farming
was permitted. With the introduction of the Resource Management Act 1991, marine farming
became subject to an "effects based management" regime which required "rigorous analysis the
effects of the proposed activity can be adequately avoided, remedied or mitigated and are
otherwise consistent with sustainable management". 29 Proposals were assessed individually for
each location, rather than having specified areas were aquaculture was presumed to be
acceptable. For each proposed location, it is now up to the proponent to demonstrate that marine
farming will satisfy the requirements of the zone that have been developed having regard to
scientifically determined thresholds. 30

The Ministry of Conservation has produced a New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, and all
regional councils have adopted regional coastal plans that are consistent with this Statement. The
regional coastal plans may identify areas where marine farming cannot occur as well as specifying
limits on the character, intensity, or scale of acceptable activities. 31

The New Zealand Act also explicitly requires proponents for any proposal with the potential to
cause significant adverse impacts to describe potential alternative locations or methods for
undertaking marine farming activities, and a justification for why the alternatives have not been
adopted. 32

(

<-

26 Aquaculture New Zealand, 'New Zealand Aquaculture Exports' as found at
a uaculture. or .nz ind overview (Accessed 8 May 2012).

27 section 5(2) of the Resource Management Act199i
Marine Farming Act1971

'' Bret Birdsong, Adjudicating Sustainability: New Zealand's Environment Court and the Resource Management Act,
October 1998. As found at : WWW. ful ri ht. r nz news 1998-birdson (Accessed 7 May 2012).
30 Hamish Rennie. 'New Zealand manculture - Unfairly challenged?' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards
principled access and operations, edited by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Routledge: New York 2006j at 513.
31 Regional coastal plans include mean high water at spring tides to the 12-nautical mile limit
'' see s88(4) and Schedule 4 of the Resource Management Act199j

28



Public Participation

The New Zealand Act also promotes broad public participation in environmental decision-making,
including marine farming. As an author noted, encouraging public participation through the
Resource Mona9ementAct 1991 was considered an essential principle of sustainability for several
reasons:33

First; determining what is sustainable for a community will depend on accurately ascertaining the
community is preferences, which is best done by incorporating them into the decision making process.
Second, it is generally accepted thot better environmental decisions will resultfrom a greaterlow of
information, in dudihg information that is held or developed by the members of local communities.
Finally, open pubfic participation is encouraged on fairness grounds; if decisions are to be made that
will broadly orect the community, then it is fair to provide members of the community the
opportunity to participate.

There is a presumption in favor of public notification of applications for resource consents under
the Resource Management Act 1991,34 allowing interested parties to make submissions and
thereby secure a right of appeal to the Environment Court. 35

Like Tasmania's RMPAT, the Environment Court is a specialist body conducting de novo ('new
trial') merits review of resource management decisions. The court is able to hear a large number
of matters concerned with planning applications including marine farming, thereby providing
both accountability and transparency of decision-making.

Monitoring and enforcement

Under the New Zealand Act, the Minister of Conservation is responsible for preparing coastal
policy statements, approving regional coastal plans and permits for restricted coastal activities
and monitoring activities. 36

InterestingIy, the costs of monitoring activities carried out by the Ministry of Conservation or the
local planning authority are paid for by the proponent, including marine farm operators. 37

In New Zealand 'any person' may apply to the Environment Court for an enforcement order where
they allege that laws or permit conditions are not being complied with. 38 In addition, any person
may request the Court to initiate proceedings regarding a criminal offence committed under the
Act. 39 These broad rights to bring third party action ensure that 'any person' can commence
proceedings where a marine farming operation contravenes the provisions of the New Zealand
Act.

33 Bret Birdsong, Adjudicating Sustainability: New Zealand's Environment Court and the Resource Management Act,
October 1998. As found at : WWW. fillbri ht. or .nz news 1998-birdson IAccessed 7 May 2012).

34 Section 87 of the Resource Management Act1991 provides a 'resource consent' definition.
35 Section 120 (resource contents; First Schedule, section 14(I) (policy statements and plansj of the Resource
Management Act1991.
36 section 28 of the Resource Management Act1991.
37 Section 3611}(c) of the Resource Management Act1991.
38 Section 316(5) of the Resource Management Act1991.
39 Section 338(4) of the Resource Management Act1991.



Canada

Canada boasts the world's longest coastline, largest freshwater system and largest tidal range.
Given its environmental advantages, it is unsurprising that both the Canadian Aquaculture
Industry Alliance and Statistics Canada highlight the significant financial contribution the marine
farming industry provides, particularly the production of Atlantic salmon in British Columbia.
Currently, British Columbia ranks as the fourth largest producer of farmed salmon in the world
behind Chile, Norway and Scotland. 40 In 1986, Canadian aquaculture production amounted to only
10,488 tonnes, valued at $35 million; by 2010, production had grown to 160,924 tonnes with a
value of over $919 million. 4t

(

Integrated planning

Regulatory responsibility for marine farming in Canada is split between the federal and provincial
governments. 42

The Oceans Act is the most important federal statute for the marine farming industry, providing
for the development and implementation of plans for the integrated management of all activities
affecting Canadian estuaries, coastal waters and marine waters. The plans are developed by the
Minister in collaboration with other Ministers and agencies, local governments, indigenous
organisations, coastal communities and "other persons". 43

As was noted by one commentator, Canada's use of 'integrated management' is intended 'to bring
together interested parties, stakeholders and regulators to reach general agreement on the best
mix of conservation, sustainable use and economic development of coastal and marine areas for
the benefit of all Canadians'. 44

Science- based decision making

Marine farming operations involving the construction of facilities are treated as 'projects' to be
assessed under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA)45. Projects involving work
that will interfere with navigable waters46, cause harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of

(.-
40 David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculture and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Routledge: New York 2006) at 53.
41 'Aquaculture Statistics', as found on the Statistics Canada website at WWW. shatcan. gc. ca (Accessed 12 May 2012).
42 Sections 9102}, (13) and (16) of the Constitution Ace 1867 (UK), 30 and 31 Vict. , c. 3, reprinted in R'S. C. 1985, App.
11, No. 5.

43 oceansAct, S. C. 1996, c. 3T.
44 David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculture and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Routledge: New York 2006) at 52.
45 There are 4 'triggers' that will initiate the CEAA assessment process: (1) the project proposal trigger; (2) the
financial trigger; (3) the land interest trigger; and (4) the law list trigger: subsections 5(I)(a)-(d) of the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, S. C. 1992 c. 37. See also Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Interim Guide to Information
Requirements for Environmental Assessment of Marine Finfish Aquaculture Projects at 1.5 As found at

: WWW. dfo-in o. c. ca a uaculture ref MPCea fin-en .htm (Accessed 12 May 2012).
46 Section 511) of the Navjgoble Waters Protection Act. S. C. 1985, c. N-22.



fish habitat47 or may cause 'significant adverse environmental effects' in another province
(transboundary effects)48 will also require assessment under the CEAA.

Once it is determined that the CEAA process applies to a given marine farming project, the process
outlined in the Re9ulations Respecting the Coordination by Federal Authorities of Environmental
Assessment Procedures and Requirements is then followed. 49 There are 4 types of environmental
assessment that may be undertaken:

. Screening;

. Comprehensive study;

. Mediation; or

. panel review. 50

The level of assessment performed with respect to marine farming projects has consistently been
screening. 51 Screenings are self-directed processes in which the responsible agency has discretion
to decide how the assessment is to be conducted, including the extent to which public
participation, if any, will be required. 52

Generally, the proponent's environmental impact statement will serve as the screening document.
Where the responsible agency believes that the information provided by a proponent is not
adequate to enable them to assess the proposal, they have powers to ensure that necessary
further studies are undertaken. 53 in practice, screenings for marine farming have almost always
required significantly more detail beyond the environmental impact statement before a decision is
made.

In general, marine farming is not subject to additional assessment requirements at a provincial
level. For example, in British Columbia, marine farming development applications are not
required to obtain a project approval certificate under the BC Environment Assessment Act and are
therefore not subject to any assessment under that Act. 54

47 Section 3512) of the Fisheries Acts. C. 1985, c. F-14.
48 Section 48(I) of the Can ochan Environmental Assessment Act providing that where thereis no significant trigger, the
minister has the discretionary power to refer the project to a mediator or review panel where the project may cause
significant adverse environmental effects in another province or outside Canada, or on aboriginal lands.
49 s. 0. R. /97-181. As found at laws-10is. 'ustice. c. ca en re u a ons OR-97-181 index. himI (Accessed 12
May 2012).
50 See Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Interim Guide to Information Requirements for Environmental Assessment of
Marine Finfish Aquaculture Projects at 1.5 As found at htt : WWW. dfo-in o. c. ca a uaculture ref MPCeaafin-
911^ (Accessed 12 May 2012).
SL David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculure and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao IRoutledge: New York 2006j at 68.
52 Section 18(3) of the Conadran Environmental Assessment Act, S. C. 1992 c. 37.
53 Section 18(21 of the Can ochan Environmental Assessment Act, S. CT992 c. 37.
54 David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculure and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Roadedga New York 2006) at 70.



However, marine farming operations may be subject to assessment under the Species at RiskAct55
if the project is likely to affect a listed wildlife species or its critical habitat. 56 The proponent is
required to identify any adverse effects and measures that will be taken to avoid, minimise and
monitor impacts.

While the preamble to the Oceans Act and the CBM both explicitly refer to a precautionary
approach to the conservation, management and exploitation of marine resources, the
precautionary principle has not yet been incorporated into any provincial marine farming
legislation. 57

Public Participation

At a federal level, public input is always sought where comprehensive studies, mediation or panel
enquiries are required for a marine farming proposal. For comprehensive studies, members of the
public have the right to make written comments on the study report;58 for review panels, public
hearings are required. 59 However, public participation is limited where the proposal is assessed
by way of screening, the most common assessment technique for marine farming proposals.

There are also no rights of appeal in respect of decisions made under the screening assessment
process. VanderZwaag has argued that assessment rigour should be improved by making public
participation mandatory (rather than discretionary), requiring written governmental responses to
public comments and providing a right of appeal 'to ensure decision-makers have considered all
critical questions, including cumulative effects and potential impacts on endangered or threatened
species'. 60

A number of opportunities for public participation in marine farming decisions exist in British
Columbia. in particular:

. applications for all new marine farming lease will be required to undertake public
consultation. 61 The Finfish Aquaculture Licensing Policies and Procedures for Applications
states that 'reasonable efforts will be made to notify affected parties and provide them with
an opportunity to comment on the application'. 62

(
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55 s. c. 2002, c. 29
56 Atlantic salmon for example is listed in schedule I. of the Species at Risk Act as endangered in the Inner Bay of
Fundy
57 David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculture and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Routledge: New York 2006) at 83.
58 Section 21.1 of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, S. C. 1992 c. 37.

59 Section 34(bj of the Canochan Environmental Assessment Act, S. CT992 c. 37
60 David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculture and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Routledge: New York 2006} at 82.
61 Aquaculture Land Use Policy at paragraph 8.17
62 The section also provides that the Minister of Agriculture and Lands may require the applicant to provide public
notice of the proposed application in a manner that is acceptable. As found at

A n ix2. f (Accessed 12 May 2012).



Under section 63 of the LandAct (which extends to marine areas), any individual may make
a formal objection on a land tenure application tsuch as an application for a lease over
marine farm). If an objection is filed, the minister has the absolute discretion to appoint an
individual to hold a hearing and make recommendations regarding the issue(s) raised. The
Minister making a final order will consider this recommendation.

Under the Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act63 any person who is 'aggrieved by
any odor, noise, dust or other disturbance arising from a farm operation' is entitled to make
a complaint to the Farm Practices Board. If the chair of the Board is satisfied that a
settlement of the complaint is unlikely, a panel of the board will be established to hear the
complaint. 64

Monitoring and enforcement

Pursuant to section 38(I) of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, all forms of
environmental assessment 1:1^:, also be subject to monitoring and a follow-up program where
appropriate. it has been pointed out by some commentators that this monitoring and mitigation
discretion is a weakness of the Act and could be strengthened through an enforceable permit
condition requiring monitoring. 65

Options for Improving Tasmania's System
Examining the regulatory regimes for marine farming in other jurisdictions highlights some of the
improvements that could be made to Tasmania's system.

Most significantly, the experience in Scotland and New Zealand confirm the strategic and
ecosystem management benefits of developing an integrated planning system in which marine
farming is treated no differently from other uses and developments. In Tasmania, this could be
achieved by:

. Making the Tasmanian Planning Commission responsible for reviewing marine farming
development plans, and incorporating these as amendments to existing planning schemes.
Though there would be no further right of appeal for any party (including the marine farm
operator) against a decision of the Commission, the Commission is generally considered to be a
more independent, open and comprehensive assessment panel than the Marine Farming
Review Panel and is explicitly required to further the objectives of the RMPS.

. The Tasmanian Planning Commission could also develop a statewide planning directive on
marine farming to ensure consistency between planning schemes. Where necessary, regional
plans could also be developed, similar to the regional coastal plans adopted in New Zealand
and the regional land use strategies already in place in Tasmania.

63 R, S. B. C. 1996, c. 131
64 Section 5 of the Farm Practices Protection (Right to Farm) Act R'S. BC. 1996, c. 131.
65 David VanderZwaag. 'Canadian aquaculture and the principles of sustainable development - Gauging the law and
policy tides and charting a course' in Aquaculture Law and Policy - Towards principled access and operations, edited
by David VanderZwaag and Gloria Chao (Roadedge New York 2006) at 83



. Applications for any marine farming development to be made to the local planning authority in
the first instance, and can be referred to the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel, or the
Marine Farming Branch for comment where appropriate. 66 The Panel could then make
recommendations to the council regarding the application, and require particular conditions to
be imposed if the application is approved, but the council would retain ultimate power to
approve or refuse the application.

A Tasmanian planning system that includes marine farming will better reconcile concerns for the
environment and other interests affected by development by engaging with relevant stakeholders
and protecting environmental interests.

Science-based decision making could be immediately improved by repealing the recent
amendments to the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 giving the Minister discretion to ignore the
recommendations of the Panel. Any statewide planning directive should require all applications
for marine farming development to include, at a minimum, information regarding cumulative
impacts to the water environment, any threatened species or ecological communities likely to be
affected, details of nutrient release from the proposal, details of anticipated antibiotic use,
measures to contain impacts within the lease area, monitoring and adaptive management
provisions, and any alternative locations for the proposed marine farm.

The introduction of merits review through appeals to the RMPAT from any decision to
amendment a marine farming development plan or lease expansion will also allow the scientific
basis for decisions to be challenged, leading to more rigorous and objective decisions. As in
Canada, all information regarding completed environmental assessments should also be made
publicly available to facilitate ongoing monitoring and review of performance.

IdealIy, Tasmanian would follow the approach adopted in Scotland and adopt a detailed Code of
Practice to provide guidance on how individual marine farming operations can achieve
sustainability. Compliance with the Code should be mandatory, as it is for the Forest Practices
Code.

Finally, monitoring and enforcement should be improved by the introduction of a clear
Department al Enforcement Policy (similar to the one currently in place for the Environmental
Management and Pollution Control Act 1994) to guide enforcement activity, including thresholds
for action, innovative enforcement techniques (such as reinediation orders or 'name and shame'
provisions) and escalating penalty scales. Monitoring activities should be conducted by an
independent agency such as Scotland's EPA (rather than the Marine Farming Branch, which has an
interest in supporting the aquaculture industry) and all costs should be recovered from
proponents through higher licensing fees.

The introduction of wide civil enforcement powers such as those in place in New Zealand would
also significantly improve enforcement action by allowing concerned third parties to step in
where the regulator has failed to act.

(
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661n the same way that all development applications that affect sewerage must be referred to a Regional Wate
Authority and all development applications which involve Level2 activities must be referred to the EPA
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Dear Madam I Sir,

Draff Finfish Farming Environmental Regulation Bill2017

EDO Tasmania is a non-profit, community legal service special ising in environmental and planning
law. We have a long-standing interest in the assessment and regulation of aquaculture and
welcome the opportunity to comment on the draff Finfish Farming Environmental Regulation Bill2017
ithe Bun .

Recent marine developments on both I he East and West Coast of Tasmania have raised serious
concerns about the transparency of Tasmania ' s marine farming planning and assessment processes,
the lack of integration with other Resource Management and Planning System processes, I and the
rigour of, and responsibility for, environmental compliance and enforcement. in response 10 growing
community concern, the government announced reforms to this system to improve the
transparency and accountability of regulatory functions". 2

The steps the government is taking to separate the functions of the promotion of the industry from its
regulation and strengthen environmental controls for finfish farm operators through new
environmental licences are to be applauded. While we generally support the amendments
proposed in the Bill as an interim measure, we consider I hat a more comprehensive review of the
regime is warranted to ensure that marine farming is fully integrated into Resource Management and
Planning System in Tasmania.

Our comments on the detail of the proposed amendments to the Environmental Management and
Po"unon Control Act 1994 (EMPCA), UVing Marine Resources Management ACf 1995 itMRMA) and
the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 IMFPA) are set out below.

OV. aU

(..

Environmental licences

Subject to the following comments, EDO Tasmania is generally supportive of the proposal to regulate
finfish farms as level 2 activities and require that all finfish farms to hold an environmental licence
issued under EMPCA.

I For example, to facilitate the Okehampfon Bay finfish farm, separate applications were required for the
on shore facility development permit and rezoning, the freshwater pipeline development permits, the wafer
licence, the dam permit and marine farming sub-lease and licence. Referral was also made to the
Commonwealth Minister for Environment and Energy under the EPBC Act.
2 "Salmon industry FAQ" on the DRIPWE website hff. : doi. wetas. . ov. au sea-fishin. -o0 uaculfure marine-
farmin. -o0 uaculfure chan. es-to-salmon-indust -re. ulafion salmon in dust -chan. es-fa. s accessed on 27

July 2017.



Assessmenf of new finfish farms

Different assessment processes are proposed for the granting of environmental licences for new
finfish farms depending on the type of finfish activity being undertaken.

While we are supportive of applications for new finfish farm operations in inland wafers involving
mandatory referral to the EPA Board for assessment in accordance with the ordinary process under
EMPCA, if is unclear why the Bill proposes to give the EPA Director the discretion not to refer
applications for new finfish farms in State wafers to the EPA Board for assessment.

We understand that the intent of providing this discretion to the EPA Director is to avoid new farms
for which an environmental impact statement has been prepared and assessed by the Marine
Farming Planning Review Panel (the Panel) under the process set out in the MFPA being subjected to
further round of detailed assessment under EMPCA. However, as currently drafted, the Bill provides
no criteria against which the EPA Director is to decide which projects are to be referred to the EPA
Board for assessment or which projects will be subjected solely to the ERA Director's assessment. The
criteria in Schedule 5 of EMFCA will guide decision in relation to assessment classification by the
Board, but does not appear to guide the decision about whether an application is referred to the
Board under 5,421(21.

The EPA Director's decision on whether to refer a proposal to the ERA Board is significant as the
public will have no rights to make representations or appeal environmental licences issued for finfish
farms assessed by the EPA Director alone.

in order to improve I he efficiency, consistency, and transparency of finfish farm assessments, we
suggest the Bill be amended so that:

all applications for environmental licences for new finfish farms are referred to I he ERA Board for
assessment, irrespective of whether they are land-based or marine;

new marine finfish farms are assessed by the EPA Board (as per the usual process provided in
EMPCA for level 2 activities) concurrently with any Panel assessment under the provisions of
MFPA;

if the ERA Board considers that an environmental licence should not be issued for the finfish

farm, it should have the power to direct the refusal of a new Marine Farming Development Plan
(MFD Plan) or amendment to a MFD Plan (in much the same way as I he ERA Board may direct a
planning authority to refuse to grant development permit for any other level2 activity).

Such an integrated assessment would achieve an additional streamlining of the environmental
approval processes, as only minor amendments would be required to the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 bilateral assessment agreement with the Commonwealth in
order to cover assessments by the EPA Board for finfish farms.

Alternatively, if I here must be a distinction between assessment processes for new marine finfish
farms, we suggest I hat clear criteria be inserted into the Bill to outline how the EPA Director is to
decide the limited circumstances where an ERA Board referral is unnecessary.

Criteria for decisions to grant environmental licences

The Bill and the current provisions of EMPCA provide that the EPA Director and Board may grant an
environmental licence only if they are "satisfied that it is appropriate to do so". While the ERA Board
must assess an application in accordance with the Environmental Impact Assessment Principles
outlined in section 74 of EMPCA, these Principles do not provide clear criteria against which projects
should be assessed.

To ensure consistency and transparency of decision-making for all level2 activities, any decision to
grant or amend an environmental licence or environment protection notice under EMPCA should
not only be required to further the objectives of the Resource Management and Planning System in
Tasmania, but also be required to consider prescribed assessment criteria such as:

whet her the activity complies with any applicable Environment Protection Policies or State
Policies;



any relevant environmental impact study, assessment or report

the pollution or impact caused or likely to be caused by carrying out the activity;

all viable alternatives to the activity;

whether the likely impact of I he activity on the character, resilience and values of the receiving
environment is acceptable;

all submissions made by the applicant and any representors;

whether the activity accords with best practice environmental management for the proposed
activities; and

the public interest.

Historically, "adaptive management" has been used by the Panel to overcome deficiencies in
baseline assessments for proposed finfish farms (including regarding potential impacts of farms on
criticalIy endangered species). The current situation in Macquarie Harbour, where dangerously low
benthic dissolved oxygen levels resulting from salmon farming may be having a significant impact
on the endangered Maugean Skate, suggests that such an approach is not always satisfactory for
the environment or the industry.

To prevent a repeat of such a situation, we recommend that the ERA publish strict guidelines
outlining how adaptive management will be considered in the environmental licence assessment
process and applied in practice. At a minimum, the guidelines should provide that:

adaptive management should not be used to compensate for a lack of baseline data, or
where a proposed finfish farming activity has the potential to cause serious or irreversible
damage to the environment

adaptive management may only be appropriate and effective where identification and
monitoring of key environmental indicators occurs; explicit thresholds for management
responses are set and once thresholds are triggered, consistent actions are taken to enforce
appropriate management responses.

(

Process for vanafions to environmental licences

The Bill provides that, if requested by a finfish operator, the EPA Director may agree to vary the
environmental licence, refuse to vary the environmental licence, or refer the application to the
Board for assessment. Referral of such applications to the ERA Board is only mandated where:

the proposed change is not associated with an application for a variation to a MFD Plan to be
assessed by the Panel; and

EPA Director is satisfied that the proposed variation to the environmental licence is a major
variation (for example, where the variation will significantly increase the environmental
impacts).

The Bill also proposes to give the EPA Director broad power to amend environmental licences for
finfish farms at the Director's initiative if he or she is "satisfied that it is appropriate to do so", even
where I he application for an environmental licence was originally assessed by the EPA Board.

We suggest that the Bill be changed so that:

the EPA Director only has to power to vary an environmental licence where the Director is
satisfied that the proposed amendment is not a major variation;

any decision to vary an environmental licence fakes into account the prescribed assessment
criteria we have suggested above; and

where I he Director approves a variation on the basis that it is a "minor" variation, any person
who made a representation in relation to the original environmental licence should be notified
(as for modifications of planning permits under LUPAA).

<..



Expiry dare for environmental licences for new finfish farms

The Bill provides I he EPA Director and the Board discretion to Impose an expiry date on
environmental licences for new finfish farms, however they are under no obligation to ensure that it
matches either the marine farming lease or licence expiry dates. Under the MFPA, MFD Plans are to
be reviewed every I O Years to ensure "I he objectives of resource management, having regard to
any relevant changing circumstances, are achieved to the maximum extent possible". Further, under
section 65 of the MFPA, a lease may only be granted for a period not exceeding 30 years, and
section 80 of I he LMRMA states that a marine farming licence may only be granted for a period not
exceeding 10 Years'

in order to maintain consistency, we suggest that the proposed sections 42J(6) and 42K(8)of EMPCA
be changed so that an environmental licence may only be granted for a period not exceeding 10
Years or the period of the marine farming licence issued under the LMRMA (whichever is shorten.
Such an expiry date would ensure that salmon farm operators factor rehabilitation and remedialion
into their plans of operations for the farms.

Conditions of environmental licenc. es

The Bill provides the EPA Director with discretion to impose conditions on environmental licences
(providing they are not inconsistent with any existing LMRMA licence conditions). The Bill also provides
that any conditions imposed on an environmental licence override management controls or
conditions of MFD Plans to the extent of any inconsistency. Given the management controls in MFD
Plans are the minimum standards that the Panel sets to ensure I he management and mitigation of
the negative impacts of the MFD Plan, we suggest that the proposed section 42Z(5) be amended as
follows:

19.1 A condition or resincfion imposed on an environmental licence in relation to an activity may only be
inconsisfenf with -

11 the conditions and resincfions, if any, included in a marine farming development plan Ihaf
applies in felonon to the activity under the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995; or

nil a management control, if any, included in a marine farming development plan Ihaf applies in
relation to the acfivify under the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 -

to the exfenf that if siren. thens the mono. emenf of Ihe actiVi orim. roves the mill. atton of Ihe
ne. alive jin. acts of the actjvjjy.

It21 Where a condifion has been jin. OSed on an environmental licence in accordance with subsecfion
191, _the condifion or restriction, or management control, included in the marine farming
development plan is of no effect to Ihe extenf of Ihe inconsistency.

in lionce and enforcement

Maximum penalfies

We support I he proposed maximum penalties for the offences of failing to hold an environmental
licence or contravenfion of a condition of an environmental licence being equal to I he penalties
relating to breaches of marine farming licence conditions under the LMRMA.

We consider I hat in order to provide a clear deterrent, the penalties for non-compliance with marine
farming laws must exceed the likely profits that can be made by the marine farming operators
arising from the non-compliances. For this reason, EDO Tasmania also strongly supports the
introduction of "special penalties" that may be imposed by Courts upon conviction of an operator
that may fake account of such profits. EDO To sinonia looks forward to the release of regulations
prescribing the method for I he calculation of the "special penalties".

Currently, EMPCA distinguishes between the penalties for individuals and penalties for corporate
office-holders for offences. While corporate office-holders may be prosecuted for offences
committed by the corporation and be exposed to the maximum fine for individuals for the offence,
they cannot be imprisoned for the offence. As the vast majority of environmental licence holders will
be bodies corporate acting through their employees, we suggest that sections 58 and 60 of EMPCA
be amended so that if is clarified that a person who is an officer of the body corporate is liable to



the same punishment as an individual, including where the punishment may include imprisonment.
Such an approach would be consistent with the corporate liability provisions in the LMRMA.

We understand that since the EPA Division has held delegated responsibility for the regulation of
finfish farming, no prosecutions have been commenced or fines issued for breaches of any of I he 45
marine farming licences issued under the LMRMA, notwithstanding that there were apparently
numerous contravenfions of marine farming licences for finfish farms in Macquarie Harbour. EDO
Tasmania notes that stronger penalties will not provide a deterrent when there is limited risk of
enforcement. We therefore urge the government to commit adequate resources to the ERA's
investigation and enforcement activities.

Civil enforcement

EDO Tasmania welcomes the opportunity for third parties to commence civil enforcement
proceedings under EMPCA where a finfish farm operator is causing environmental harm or not
complying with EL conditions. However, we note that such proceedings may be seriously hampered
without access to relevant environmental monitoring data required under the environmental
licence. We therefore suggest that the EPA explore moving towards an online environmental
monitoring and reporting system similar to that already developed by Sense-T for Macquarie
Harbour. Even if if is not practical to publish this information in real-time, such a system may reduce
Ihe burden on EPA staff responding to information requests under the Right to informal^^n Act 2009.
Increasing access to environmental monitoring data and transparency around government
responses to non-compliances is also likely to have the effect of encouraging better environmental
performance of finfish farms.

C

Other comments

The Marine Farming Planning Review Ponel

Currently, the Panel is dominated by members who represent the marine farming or fishing industries.
The Bill proposes to amend the MFPA to remove the EPA Director as a member of the Panel and
replace him with a person "with ability and experience in environmental management". While we
support such a change, in order to improve community confidence in the Panel, we also suggest
Ihat section 8 of the MFPA be amended to allow for the appoint meal to the Panel of a person to
represent the interests of the community.

The Bill also proposes changes that will require that the Panel to:

consult the EPA Director on draff MFD Plans, and ensure any environmental management issues
specified by the Director are addressed in environmental impact statements and considered by
the Panel; and

notify the EPA Director before approving an amendment to MED Plans or issuing any
emergency orders or emergency plans for finfish farms.

We note I hat while such provisions will ensure that the ERA Director may provide input into the
Panel' s decision-making, ultimately the Panel is not bound by the ERA Director's views and the
Minister's decision on proposed amendments to MFD Plans is not constrained by the
recommendations of the Panel. In our view, this does not accord with the government's stated
objectives of enhancing assessment processes for finfish farming and supporting community and
market confidence and expectations. To better achieve these objectives, we suggest amendments
be made to the MEPA to ensure I hat where I he Panel recommends the rejection of an amendment
to an MFD Plan, the Minister may not otherwise approve if.

(..-

Exclusion zones

EDO Tasmania supports the introduction of I he power for I he Governor to proclaim finfish farming
exclusion zones in State waters. While the Bill does not provide any framework around the
identification of exclusion zones, we understand that if is the government's intention that the
Sustainable Growth Plan for the Tasmanian salmon industry will identify areas that are suitable and
unsuitable for marine finfish farming.



We encourage the government to consult widely with the community, industry, local governments,
and throughout relevant government departments before finalising the Sustainable Growth Plan.
The Minister should also consider directing I he Panel to review all current MFD Plans to determine
whether they allow finfish farming in areas where if is unlikely to be sustainable in the future 11aking
info account such issues as climate and land use changes).

The Sustainable Growth Plan should make provision for the transition of finfish farming from those
areas where it will be unsuitable in the future, and where appropriate, empower DPIPWE and the
EPA to refuse applications for renewals of leases and licences for these areas.

We also suggest that I he Bill should provide I hat I he ERA Director, Board and the Panel must have
regard to the Sustainable Growth Plan when making statutory decisions in relation to both existing
and proposed finfish farms.

Thank You for the opportunity to make these comments, Please do not hesitate to contact me if you
would like to discuss any issues raised in this submission.

Yours sincerely

EDO To sinonia

Claire Bookiess

Lawyer
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C Dear Madam I Sir,

Draff Salmon Growth Plan

Thank You for the opportunity to comment on the Draff Sustainable Indusfry Growth Plan for the
Salmon industry IDraff Growfh Plan). EDO Tasmania is committed to good environmental
governance and has a long-standing interest in the regulation of marine farming. We coinmend the
government for current efforts to provide longer term guidance regarding this industry, but have
some concerns regarding implementation.

As the online questionnaire did not provide scope to expand on answers, we provide the following
brief responses to the issues raised in the Draft Growth Plan.

The Draft Growth Plan states that industry has been "tracking well ahead of the growth required to
achieve" the expansion target set by industry in 2009. As a general comment, it is important to
recognise that this growth has not been withouf incident. The environmental issues currently under
investigation in Macquarie Harbour highlight the importance of a precautionary approach to
industry expansion. This is not to say that industry should not expand, but that the parameters of
growth should be dictated by environmental capacity, rather than simple economic aspirations.

We acknowledge that the Draft Growth Plan is an initial step towards setting parameters for
sustainable growth. That commitment must be supported by a robust assessment and enforcement
framework.(..

Grow and no-grow zones

EDO Tasmania supported the introduction of powers under the new Finfish Farming Environmenfal
Regulation Bill2017 allowing the Governor to proclaim finfish farming exclusion zones in State waters,
and preventing the application of marine farming development plans in such zones. in line with
previous Productivity Commission findings, we have consistently advocated for use of integrated
spatial planning to identify suitable, potentially suitable, and inherently unsuitable locations for
marine farming activities. Such an approach provides certainty to industry, regulators and the
community.

However, if is critical that any such plan be developed having regard to a broad range of
environmental, social, planning, infrastructure, regulatory, biosecurify, safety, and economic issues.

The Draft Growth Plan states that if was developed with regard to government and industry data
and expansion plans, and to "concerns of the community". The evidence of industry consultation is
clear in I he inclusion of exploration areas, yet there is no indication as to whether local governments,
recreational fishers, tourism operators or other users in areas identified for exploration or future
release have been consulted. There are no criteria set out for determining whether areas currently
under exploration should be converted to priority areas.



There is no strong evidence of community consultation on the draff zones orior to release, although
we coinmend the government for the opportunity for comment on the draft plan following its
release.

To provide for an integrated, transparent and evidence-based allocation of zones, we recommend
the government follow a robust process similar to that used by the Tasmanian Planning Commission
for marine bioregional planning.

Any planning decisions should also review current Marine Farming Development Plans, particularly in
relation to Inactive Finfish Zones, to determine whether they allow finfish farming in areas where if is
unlikely to be sustainable in the future (taking into account such issues as climate, biosecurity, and
land use changes). The Sustainable Growth Plan could identify "transition zones" where existing
leases are likely to become unsuitable, and provide for finfish activities in those zones to be phased
out ifor example, by not renewing leases and licences, or allowing eXchange for leases in identified
grow zones).

Committing to future industry expansion being largely oceanic, rather than esfuarine

EDO To sinania is generally supportive of moving industry to more dynamic oceanic environments,
but notes the current lack of definition regarding "offshore" and "inshore" operations. Transition to
offshore sites should be actively facilitated and encouraged through legislative I policy timeframes,
rather than relying on market forces alone.

As part of the bioregional planning process, a time limit could be imposed for transferring inshore
leases within identified "transition zones" to leases in identified offshore grow zones.

in the interim, inshore leases in loweFflow environments must be managed to ensure nutrients are
appropriateIy controlled through enforced nitrogen caps (TPDNO).

A competitive fender process for access 10 any new farming areas

The Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 currently provides for a Board of Advice and Reference to
advise the Minister on lease allocation issues. Board membership is limited, and the Board has not
been active in recent Years' We support the establishment of a broader-based Advisory Committee
to advise on wafer available for fender, assessment criteria, lease and licence fees, and to make

recommendations on applications.

The Draft Growth Plan notes that the government will develop criteria for tenderers, including
commitments to "research; environmental performance; biosecurity improvements; employment
associated investments (such as transport hubs, hatcheries or processing capacity); and financial
benefit to Tasmania. " The Draff also provides for consideration of "payments additional to standard
lease rental I licence fees". 11 is important that tenderers' willingness to pay additional amounts
does not trump considerations such as environmental performance or general suitability of the lease
area.

The Draff Growth Plan does not specify the composition of the Committee. Given the broad criteria
against which suitability of lease areas and applicants will be assessed, if will be critical for the
Committee to include a range of independent experts and a community representative.

Adoption of a new "zero tolerance" approach fo marine debris

We strongly support efforts to improve compliance regarding marine debris, and encourage working
with research agencies to implement best practice tracking technologies.

Development of a "Tasmanian Salmon Industry Scorecard" that will benchmark the industry
against international good practice

We support benchmarking, subject to rigorous independent analysis, and recommend that the
government review the Global Aquaculture Performance Index findings in determining which
benchmark to adopt. Although not updated since 2014, the GAPl findings highlight important
considerations in selecting appropriate, meaningful benchmarks.



Finfish Farming (Compliance and Monitoring) Unit

We strongly support increasing monitoring and compliance capabilities within the regulator, and
recognise the need for "userpays" approaches to securing revenue. However, if is essential that
any funding arrangements which rely on industry contributions are designed to ensure that the
integrity and independence of compliance efforts are not compromised.

Increased range and improved fronsparency of environmenfal information

We strongly support increasing the range and timeliness of publicly available environmental
information. Arrangements for the maintenance of data by IMAS will need to be reviewed to ensure
that all data submitted remains subject to the Ri^hf to Information Act 2009.

in our experience, where monitoring data has been voluntarily submitted by industry, government
and industry subsequently seek to rely on the "information provided in confidence" exemption
under the Righf to information Act 2009 to avoid disclosure of the material, even where the data
could have been compelled under a licence condition. 11 is important that arrangements for the
collection and release of environmental data be designed to ensure:

the widest possible volume of data is available without the need for active or assessed disclosure
tin a form that allows for independent analysis); and

only data that is genuinely "commercial in confidence" requires assessed disclosure.

in addition to requiring ongoing monitoring data to be released, we encourage the government to
upload historic monitoring data to the portal to allow the public to assess changes over time.

Leases, licences and information regarding enforcement actions should also be available on a
publicly searchable register.

Representative industry body

We support the establishment of a broad-based reference group to advise the Minister on
implementation of the Plan. Given the wide-ranging implications of the Plan, any assessment of its
effectiveness must also be informed by community and local government experience. Therefore,
we recommend that the reference body include community and council representatives from
affected areas.

C

<. If you would like to discuss any of these comments, please contact me on 62232770.

Yours sincerely,

Environmental Defenders Office (Tos) Inc.

Jess Feehely
Principal Lawyer

Nofe: EDO Tosinonia's suite of submissions in relation to marine farming regulafions are available on our website at
WWW. edofos. or .au resources submissions





using the law to protect the natural and built environment

tel: (03) 62232770131 Macquarie Street
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4 October 2019

Mr Wes Ford

Deputy Secretary
EPA Tasmania

Depart merit of Primary industries, Parks, Wafer and Environment
GPO Box 1550

Hobart TAS 7001

By ema": Enquiries@eP@. tos. gov, @u

Dear Mr Ford

Draff Environmental Legislation (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill2019

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the draff Environmental Legislation (Miscellaneous
Amendmentsj Bit12019 ithe draff Bill).

EDO To sinania is a non-profit, community legal service specialising in environmental and planning law.

This letter contains a summary of our comments on the draff Bill. Our more detailed submissions on the
draft Bill, including the proposed amendments to the Environmenfal Management and Pollution
Control Act 1994 ithe EMFC Act), and the Marine Farming Planning Act 1995 (the MEP Act) are
attached.

We first feel obliged to comment on the timeframe and form of public involvement in relation to this
draff Bill. The timeframe for comment has been insufficient. While described as "minorimprovemenfs"
to Tasmania's environmental laws, the changes are complex. Through Nicole Sommer, we requested
an extension of time to consider the draft Bill, on the basis if is 99 pages of complex amendments. This
request was refused by the ERA.

As can be seen by the length of this submission there are multiple complex questions raised by the
draff Bill. EDO Tasmania has had multiple requests for advice as a result of the draft Bill and the
timeframe has unfairly impacted upon the allocation of our resources.

We acknowledge that the draft Bill was released with an explanatory memorandum. However, we
expect that legislative reform of this complexity has been the subject of an internal review and some
level of stakeholder consultation within the EPA. The results of any review and that stakeholder
consultation should be released by the EPA, so that those not consulted - including EDO Tasmania -
can understand what is intended by the reform proposed and what positions were considered and
adopted or rejected by the EPA and DRIPWE in determining the scope and contents of the draff Bill.

We ask that EDO Tasmania be consulted on any reform proposals in future. A1 the very least, such
consultation would avoid the need for us to make this form of submission, not knowing what the
purpose of the amendments are, allowing us to engage constructive Iy with submission processes.
More importantly, we work with EMPC Act on a daily basis, and provide advice to people affected by
decision-making under the legislation administered by the EPA. We have expert and practical
knowledge about the legislative processes of the EMPC Act, which would be of value to the EPA in
understanding the scope of reform. Our request in those circumstances is not unreasonable.

Where the ERA proposes to amend the legislation if administers, we recommend that if be done
together with the community affected. 11 is well established that environmental regulation is better if

(.-.
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the people affected are involved in decision-making. indeed, the principle that public participation
in environmental decision-making should be encouraged forms the basis of the RMPS objectives in
Schedule I to the EMPC Act. it the ERA and DPIPWE are interested in increasing transparency, the
processes adopted for the drafting of this regulatory reform are not consistent with such an approach.

Our comments are necessarily limited by the approach taken by the ERA and DPIPWE, including the
timeframe in which we have been given to comment.

Moving now to our substantive comments on the draff Bill, the EPA's website has described the
amendments proposed in this draff Bill as being "a range of minor improvements" to Tasmania's
environmental laws. I

We support changes which give the ERA better ability to enforce the EMPC Act and clarify obligations,
for instance, amendments that provide for:

The provision of new definitions of clean fill to encourage the proper recycling, processing or
disposal of waste;

The creation of an offence for conducting a level2 activity without authorisation; and

The provision of new authorised officer emergency powers to assist with the prevention or
mitigation of environmental harm.

However, these are not the only changes provided for in the draft Bill. Indeed, there are some
substantive amendments to the regulation of finfish farming, changes to obligations to release
monitoring data and regulation of amendments to ERA regulated activities.

Finally, in our submission, the draff Bill represents a lost opportunity to review the EMPC Act and
complementary environmental laws. We question whether this draff Bill achieves its objective of
clarifying existing environmental laws. The proposed amendments, particularly concerning finfish
farming and environmental licences, adding a further layer of complexity to increasingly complex
environmental laws, while at the same time failing to look more closely at the existing failures within the
EMPC Act.

We have previously expressed support for the transfer of responsibility for the environmental regulation
of finfish farming to the EPA: see our submission on the draff Finfish Farming Environmental Regulation
Bill 2017.2 However, the support expressed was always qualified. We had understood that the
processes provided for in the 2017 Bill were of an interim nature and would be subject to review and
replacement.

There are considerable concerns in the manner in which finfish farming is regulated in the State and
the draft Bill has missed I he opportunity to alter those provisions.

The current regulation carves out public participation and appeal rights in relation to the granting of
environmental licences for marine finfish farming. The special provisions introduced for marine finfish
farming introduce an unwarranfed level of complexity to the EMPC Act and have substantially
reduced the level of transparency in the regulation of this industry relative to all other polluting
industries in Tasmania.

Consistent with our submission on the 2017 Bill, we consider that the draft Bill should include an

amendment to the EMPC Act so that finfish farming is regulated in the same way as other level2
activities, with the same third-party notice and review rights. While we recognise there may still be a
need for some specific provisions to deal with I he unique nature of finfish farming, our suggested
approach would greatly reduce the complexity of the Act, while at the same time, improve the
transparency and, consequently, public confidence in the regulation of this industry.

More generally, we observe that To sinania is facing a time of unprecedented environmental
challenges, including human-induced climate change, increasing threats of species extinctions, and

I hit OS: e. o. 10s. . ov. au e. a news ublic-comment-invited-on-minorchan es-to-state-environmental-
Ieais o1'0n
2 Which can be accessed here: hit. : WWW. edofas. or .au w -content u loads 2013 10 170728-EDO-
Submission-on-Finfish-Farmin. -Environmental-Re ulafion-Bill-2017. df



pollution from new and emerging industries. As such, we are disappointed that the Tasmanian
Government has failed to take this opportunity to undertake a more comprehensive review of the
EMPC Act 25 Years after it commenced. 3

Given these environmental challenges are unlikely to diminish, we recommend that the Tasmanian
Government urgently commission a comprehensive and independent review of the EMPC Act by a
panel of independent environmental regulatory experts. The review should be informed by
comprehensive community and industry consultation, updated State of the Environment reporting, 4
and the latest science. EDO Tasmania would be pleased to play an active role in the community
consultation around such a review.

We have made some preliminary recommendations in the attached submission to address the
regulation of finfish farming and provide clarity around the matters relevant to decision-making under
the EMPC Act. These recommendations can and should be acted on now and adopted into the
amendments proposed in the draff Bill, in advance of any broader review.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draff Bill. Please do not hesitate to contact either
Nicole Sommer or Claire Bookless to discuss any issues raised in this submission.

Yours sincerely
EDO To sinoniaC

Iv'.>^~IIv, _,
Nicole Sommer

CEO I Principal Lawyer

CIOire Bookless

Lawyer

3 We note that Victoria has recently completed the wholes cale review of environmental regulation in f hat State
to determine whether the Environmental Protection Act 1970 IVic) is achieving its stated objectives. Refer to the
report of the independent inquiry info Ihe Environment Protection Authority dated 31 March 2016, and the
Victorian Government's response to that Inquiry dated 17 January 2017 Ibofh accessible at hito://eoa-
in ui .vic. ovau e a-in ui -re on).
4 Under section 29 of the Slate Policies and Projects ACf 1993, a State of the Environment report is to be
published by the Tasmanian Planning Commission every 5 years' However, the last published State of the
Environment Report is dated October 2009.



Submission on draff Environmental Legislation (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill2019

Access to environmental monitoring data

We support the release of environmental monitoring information provided by industry to the ERA.
However, we do not support the release of such data be at the discretion of the Director of the ERA,
as proposed in the draft Bill.

We question why the decision as to what monitoring information is made available to the public should
be discretionary.

The EPA Director has said that We agree that it increases transparency to require data to be released.
However, the draff Bill does not require data release - if remains at the discretion of the Director.

Currently, all monitoring information held by the EPAis subject to the Right loinformafion Act 2009 (RTl
Act). Therefore, unless it is exempt from disclosure under that Act, members of the public already have
a right to access it as an assessed disclosure under that Act.

11 is already at the discretion of the Director to release information under the RTI Act by "routine" or
"active" disclosure. The Director can already simply adopt a practice of publishing monitoring data
at his discretion, for instance, as is done in respect of environmental monitoring of salmon farming in
Macquarie Harbour.

We assume the data referred to in clause 8 is data required to be provided to the EPA either:

as requirement of a condition on a permit, EPN or licence or other "environmental management
and enforcement instrument" within the meaning of s22 of the EMPC Act or
because of another requirement of the EMPC Act, such as the obligation to notify of
environmental harm.

Any such information should necessarily be on a public register and be freely available to the public.

There are multiple reasons for this:

I. 11 allows people affected by an activity regulated by the ERA to know whether there is
compliance with conditions regulating that activity. BY way of example, where a quarry is next
to residential premises and noise compliance testing is undertaken, that person should have
access to the testing.

2. If a condition is imposed as a result of public representations made or an appeal, the person
making that representation should have access to the information provided in compliance with
the condition without needing to request it

3. There are public interest reasons why environmental monitoring data should be publicly
disclosed, not least of which is that if increases transparency with respect to the regulation of
industrial activity in Tasmania;

4. Public disclosure of this material is consistent with objective I IC) of the Resource Management
and Planning System in Schedule I of the EMPC Act to encourage public involvement in resource
management.

5. There can be no reason for a discretion to exist. Trade secrets and privacy are adequately
protected by section 23 of EMPC Act and the Personal information Protection Act 2004.

For this reason, we recommend that:

the phrase ".., that is dealt with by the Director under section 23AA(2);" be deleted from the
proposed section 22(I)(ea);

the definition of "relevant information" provided in the proposed section 23AA be inserted as a
new section 22(3); and

the proposed section 23AA be amended to prescribe how the relevant information is to be
published.

We do not consider that the information should only be searchable on payment of a fee as s22 of the
EMPC Act, rather the information should be published or available free of charge.



If any discretion should exist, the proposed section 23AA should be limited to deciding the most
appropriate form for the release of information. For example, deciding whether the information should
be released on the web, electronically, or in hardcopy format to be inspected.

Criteria for non-assessment of changes to existing level2 activities by EPA Board

The draft Bill proposes to amend section 25 of EMPCA to require the EPA Board to consider "prescribed
criteria" when determining if it needs to assess an application relating to a development proposed on
the same land as an existing level2 activity. The explanatory paper for the draff Bill indicates that this
proposed amendment is aimed at empowering the EPA Board to decide not to undertake an
assessment for certain How-risk" changes to existing level2 activities.

We have no objection to limiting the ERA Board's assessment of proposed changes to existing level2
activities to proposals that will have environmental consequences. However, as the proposed
prescribed criteria have not been outlined in the explanatory paper, if is not possible to comment on
whether an appropriate balance will be achieved between process efficiency and the appropriate
level of scrutiny of changes by both the ERA Board and the public.

We are concerned that any regulation will limit public participation and scrutiny of proposed
amendments to environmentally damaging activities.

We recommend that criteria be prescribed in the legislation rather than in regulation and that such
criteria be released for public comment. Such criteria for the purposes of the new section 25(IAA)
should require the Board to undertake an assessment of proposed changes to an existing level2
activity where:

there is a change to the manner or the location where pollutants are emitted to the environment
by the level2 activity;

there is a substantial intensification in the level2 activity, with "substantial intensification" defined
as the increase of more than 10% in intensity or scale of the level2 activity; and/or

the proposal necessifafes any amendments to existing permit conditions previously imposed by
the EPA Board on the level2 activity.

C

Amendments relafin to Environment Protection Policy processes

The draft Bill proposes to amend way the Environment Protection Policies IEPP) are formulated and
amended:

Currently, there is a requirement for the Minister to publicly notify the community of an intention
to prepare an EPP. The purpose of this notification is to allow the community to be involved in the
scope and form of EPPs before they are drafted. There is a further requirement for public
consultation on the draff ERP after if has been prepared.

The draft Bill proposes to remove the requirement for the Minister to give public notice prior to the
drafting of an EPP. There are only two EPPs in force in Tasmania, with the last one published in
2009. We do not see how the removal of the notification requirement is warranted, for instance,
we do not see that the requirement appears to have created a significant regulatory burden on
the Minister or the Department.

We object to the removal of public notice on the scope of draff EPPs. We consider that allowing
public and interested stakeholders to have input in framing the scope of an EPP before it is drafted
is likely to be of significant assistance in the drafting of the document. 11 ensures that the scope
of the EPP fakes into account the issues that members of the community and business consider
ought to be within the scope of the draft ERP.

We are not aware of the justification for this move. If the Government considers that the notice
of intention to draff an EPP is not warranted because, in the past, the notices have failed to elicif
any response from affected stakeholders or the community, we would simply say that this is no
justification for not including such an opportunity in future. The objects of the RMP System are to
encourage public participation - this move limits if.

(-



At the minimum, EDO Tasmania recommends that the public consultation period on a draft EPP
provided under section 961(2) (e) of EMPCA be extended from not less than 30 days to not less
than 60 days. We do not see this as in any way offsetting the loss of consultation on the scope of
a draft EPP. However, it will provide for greater opportunity for public participation in the
formulation of EPPs.

Currently, the EPP Panel can determine if a proposed amendment to an existing EPP is
"significant". If if determines a proposed change is not significant, then the Minister does not need
to undertake public consultation before making the change.

The amendments in the draft Bill propose to give the function of determining what is a significant
change to an EPP to the Chairperson of the ERP Panel alone. The proposed new section 96M(5A))
prescribes certain criteria which the Chairperson must consider in making determination as to
what is a significant change to an EPP.

The explanatory paper does not provide any information as to why I he responsibility for
determining what is a significant change to an EPP is proposed to be given to the Chairperson
alone instead of the EPP Panel. We do not see anyjustificafion for the change.

This change simply moves discretion to a single decision-maker, rather than operating on a
scientific basis. We object to it.

EDO To sinania recommends that this function be left with the ERP Panel to ensure an appropriate
level of independent oversight of proposed amendments. Furthermore, as the criteria listed in
subsections IC), Id) and Ie) of section 96M(5A) may not be consistent with the definition of
"significant change" currently found in section 96M(I ), EDO Tasmania recommends that these
proposed subsections be omitted from the draft Bill.

Amendments to list of level2 activities

The draff Bill proposes amendments to the list of level2 activities in Schedule 2 of EMPCA.

While most of the proposed changes appear reasonable, we object to the proposed amendment to
the definition of hem 31b) to allow for the prescription of exceptions to the Waste Depot activity.

The explanatory paper states that this amendment will allow certain prescribed activities, "particularly
once-off and temporary activities", to avoid assessment and regulation as a level 2 Waste Depot
activity. As the waste disposal activities which are proposed to be excluded from the definition of
Waste Depot under Schedule 2 have not been outlined in the explanatory paper, it is not possible 10
comment on whether an appropriate balance will be achieved between assessment efficiency and
an adequate level scrutiny of potentially environmentally polluting activities.

Again, this concern would have been alleviated if the EPA/DPIPWE had either released better
information to provide detail on the intention of amendments or properly consulted on the proposed
amendments before release of the draft Bill.

Our concern about this proposed amendment arises because we are aware of examples where a
"temporary" Waste Depot activity has already not been subject to appropriate assessment by the
ERA Board.

For example, in 2017, the ERA purportedIy authorised, through the issue of an Environment Protection
Notice IEPN), the disposal of up to 60,000L/day of salmon farm waste from underneath Tassal' s
Macquarie Harbour finfish farm pens to the trade waste of George Town Seafoods. Given the volume
of waste, and the potential risks to biosecurify and environmental nuisance posed, the proposal should
have been subject to a proper assessment by the EPA Board with associated rights for public notice
and review rather than be authorised through the grant of an EPN with no oversight or scrutiny.

At the time, it was said that the need for the waste disposal arose as a result of an emergency (i. e. the
benthic "dead zone" under Tassal's pens in Macquarie Harbour). However, this is not the appropriate
approach to the use of an EPN. Rather than authorise an activity with potential for serious or material
environmental harm or environmental nuisance through an EPN, if was open to the EPA to require that
Tassal desfock its salmon pens to a more sustainable level rather than authorise disposal contrary to



the existing processes under the EMPC Act. Best practice environmental regulation would suggest
that disposal of waste in such volumes and with consequential risks to the environment be subject to
proper environmental assessment, including with public notice and review.

"Once-off and temporary activities", such as the disposal of Tassal's salmon farm pen waste, are
precisely the sort of activities that should be assessed by the EPA Board. These activities can pose a
a significant risk to the community and the environment, and be of public concern, in some
circumstances more so than activities otherwise assessed as Level2 activities.

As a matter of fairness and transparency, all proposals with the potential for environmental harm
should be subject to a level regulatory playing field.

This is another example of the need for more than an explanatory paper, as nojustification is given as
to why this change is necessary or what mischief it is intended to address.

The proposed amendment to Clause 3(b) should be deleted from the draff Bill.

C

Amendments fo relating to finfish farming
Definition offinfoh farming

Section 5C of the EMPC Act defines finfish farming, The draff Bill proposes to amend section 5C(2)(b)
of the EMPC Act to allow the EPA to prescribe "associated activities" that are captured in the definition
of finfish farming.

While we would agree that, as presently drafted, the definition of finfish farming might be considered
broad, there is no detail given in the explanatory paper. We would expect to see some clarity as to
what might ultimately be prescribed as an associated activity to a finfish farm activity, or where the
EPA is presently "drawing the line" for associated activities.

We do not object to the proposed amendment to section 5C of EMPCA on the basis that:

Detail of what will be prescribed as an associated activity be released prior to the introduction of
the draff Bill to Parliament, with an opportunity for public comment

At a minimum, any prescribed finfish farm "associated activities" should have a nexus with the
primary location of the finfish farm activity. For example, in order to be part of a finfish farm, an
associated activity should be located within the marine farming lease or be involved in travel to
or from the lease by boat, whereas for hatcheries, associated activities should be located on the
same site.

Activities like the disposal of fish carcasses or fish farm waste outside of the marine lease or
hatchery site should not be captured within the definition of a finfish farm. These activities should
continue to be separately regulated in accordance with the relevant provisions of EMPCA and
LUPAA.
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Amendments to environmenfallicence provisions

The explanatory paper states that the proposed amendments to environmental licence IEL) provisions
in the draff Bill are primarily directed at "drafting, legal doubt and administrative efficiency issues".

While most of the proposed amendments to the EL provisions appear logical given the context of the
existing provisions for finfish farming in the Act, we consider that this is a missed opportunity to provide
for better regulation of the finfish farming industry and inclusion of public participation in the granting
of ELs or variations to existing ELs for marine finfish farms.

As an example, the EMPC Act provides for a broad discretion the EPA Director' s to:

assess applications for ELs for new marine finfish farms without referral to the EPA Board;

assess applications for variations to ELs for existing marine finfish farms without referral to the EPA
Board.

If EL applications are not referred to the EPA Board by the EPA Director, public participation and
appeal rights in relation to those activities are effective Iy excluded.



The draff Bill should, at a minimum, prescribe criteria as to when ELs or variations must be referred by
the Director to the Board.

While regulations 8 and 9 of the Environmental Management and Pollution Control IEnvironmenfal
Licences) Regulations 2019 (EL Regulafions) do prescribe the circumstances where the Director must
refer EL applications to the EPA Board for assessment, there are problems with the practical operatyion
of these provisions.

Take, for example, the proposed expansion of finfish farming in Storm Bay.

Tassal's and Huon Aquaculture's recent application for ELs for new/expanded finfish farms in Storm Bay
were not referred to the ERA Board for assessment by the EPA Director. 11 was said at the time that the
proposals had recently been assessed by the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel. While if is unclear
whether the EL Regulations were in effect at the time of the companies' EL applications, even the draff
EL Regulations stated that a very high level of public interest about a proposal would warrant the ERA
Director's referral of EL applications to the EPA Board for assessment. Arguably this criterion was satisfied
in these cases.

And yet, in those circumstances, the EPA Director did not refer these EL application to the EPA Board.
There was consequently no public notice or appeal over the grant of the ELs including any conditions
that ought to have been imposed on I he grant of any EL.

Noting section 8 of the EMPC Act requires that a person exercising a function or power conferred by
the Act is required to exercise that power in accordance with the Schedule I objectives, including to
encourage public participation, we would expect such proposals to be referred to the Board.

We would be concerned if any future proposal for new or intensified operations were not referred to
the EPA Board for assessment.

Yet, in the Storm Bay example:

the ELs issued do not impose any limits on biomass or total dissolved nitrogen. 11 may be that any
intensification of the activity may not give rise to any need for an EL variation application to be
made;

it a proposal for intensification did necessitate a variation to an EL and the EPA Director
determines that variation is not a "major variation", 5 the EL Regulations presently require the EPA
Director to refer applications for the variation of ELs to the EPA Board where infer ajia there is a
proposal to exceed by 10% either the biomass or dissolved nitrogen caps imposed by a person
under a Marine Farming Development Plans (MFDPs). 6
The Storm Bay MFDPs do not explicitly impose a biomass or total permissible dissolved nitrogen
caps either. Rather, the MFDPs allow the EPA Director to set these caps "from time to time". The
exercise of this power by the EPA Director is not subject to any public comment or third-party
appeal rights.
A situation could easily arise where the assessment of proposed substantial intensification of
Storm Bay finfish farms by the EPA Board is avoided, simply by the EPA Director increasing the
caps under the MFDPs.
Further, there is nothing to stop the companies from simply applying for increases in
biomass/nitrogen caps amounting to less than I O% on multiple occasions in order to avoid the
ERA Board's assessment (and thereby public participation and appeal rights).

Finally, we note that a full assessment by the ERA Board, as the EMPC Act is currently drafted, there is
no requirement for representors involved in that process to be notified of later variations to EL
conditions made by either the EPA Board or EPA Director. This is out of step with other provisions in
EMPCA and LUPAA which require representors to be notified of changes to conditions. 7

This is one of the foremost reasons that we consider that the draff Bill represents a missed opportunity.
The draft Bill has failed to grapple with existing deficiencies in the regulation of finfish farming under

51n accordance with subsection (3) to (5) of section 420 of the EMPC Act.
6 See subregulafions 9(5), (6), (7) and (8) of the EL Regulations.
, Refer to section 44(8) of the EMPC Act and section 5613) of the LUPA Act.



both the EPBC Act and the MFP Act. This failure entrenches the lack of transparency over the
regulation of finfish farming, to the delrimenf of both the industry and community affected.

For the reasons we have slated, we recommend that there be a review of the EMPC Act. We further
ask that EDO Tasmania be involved in setting the scope of the review.

However, pending that review, we recommend that the draff Bill be amended such that finfish farming
is regulated like every other industry in Tasmania, as a Level2 activity, with the same public notice and
review rights. We recognise there may still be a need for some specific provisions to deal with the
unique nature of finfish farming, our suggested approach would greatly reduce the complexity of the
Act, while at the same time, improve the transparency and, consequently, public confidence in the
regulation of this industry.

We have made recommendations on the changes needed to the law in order to address the
deficiencies in regulation of the finfish farming industry and ensure consistency and transparency in its
regulation. We have made at least I O submissions on the regulation of the finfish farming industry, with
recommendations for reform, and produced a paper prior to the transfer of powers to the EPA
Tosinonia's Marine Farming Regulatory Framework, and how to improve if (2014).

Our past submissions have called for reform in order that the efficiency, consistency, and transparency
of finfish farm regulation is improved. We attach our submissions:

Draff Finfish Farming Environmental Regulation Bill2017;
Draft Environmental Management and POWufion Control IEnvironmenfal Licences) Regulations
2018.

As we have previously recommended in our detailed submissions on this subject, we make the
following recommendations:

the EMPC Act be amended to require that all EL applications or applications for variations to ELs
be referred to the EPA Board for assessment, irrespective of whether the finfish farms are land-
based or marine;

the EMPC Act and MFP Act be amended to require that any EL application relating to a new
marine finfish farm or substantial intensification to existing marine finfish farms be assessed by the
ERA Board concurrently with any Marine Farming Planning Review Panel assessment under the
provisions of the MFP Act;

the EMPC Act and MFP Act be amended to empower the ERA Board to direct the refusal of a
new MFDP, or amendment to a MFDP, if if considers that an EL should not be issued for the finfish
farm (in much the same way as the EPA Board presently may direct a planning authority to refuse
to grant development permit for any level2 activity);

the EMPC Act and MFP Act be amended to require that MFDPs impose maximum biomass and
dissolved nitrogen caps as environmental controls, and that these caps be reflected in EL
conditions;

the MFP Act be amended to require that MFDP include strict criteria for changes to biomass and
dissolved nitrogen levels set under the MFDP; and

the EMPC Act ensure that any person who has made a representation in relation to an EL
application be notified of later applications for variations to the EL conditions and be given an
opportunity to appeal against any changes that are made, as is the case for LUPA Act
applications.

We invite the EPA and DRIPWE to work with us on amendments required to implement these
recommendations and improve the regulation of finfish farming in the State.

C

Criteria for decisions to gronf environmenfal licences and other approvals

The draft Bill proposes a minor consequential amendment to section 7413) of EMPCA. While that
amendment is uriconfroversial, we submit that the draft Bill presents an ideal opportunity to strengthen
the criteria against which the EPA Board is required to assess all level2 activities.



The EMPC Act currently provides that the EPA Director and Board may grant an EL or a variation to an
EL only if they are "satisfied that it is appropriate to do so". There is no similar provision in relation to I he
assessment of other level2 activities, however, the ERA Board is required to assess any application in
accordance with the Environmental Impact Assessment Principles outlined in section 74 of the EMPC
Act.

The Environmental Impact Assessment Principles do not provide clear criteria against which projects
should be assessed.

To ensure consistency and transparency of decision-making for all level2 activities, any decision to
grant or amend an environmental licence, planning permit or environment protection notice that
requires assessment under the EMPC Act should have clearly prescribed criteria. This is consistent with
the position in other environmental assessment legislation. 11 provides a level playing field for
proponents, transparency for members of the public engaging with the EMPC Act and clear
obligations for decision-makers.

We recommend that criteria be prescribed could include that the following must be met or
considered:

that the decision further the objectives of the Resource Management and Planning System in
To sinania as set out in Schedule I of I he EMPC Act;

that the activity complies with any applicable Environment Protection Policies and State Policies;

the environmental impact likely to be caused by the activity;

any relevant environmental impact study, assessment or report

whether the proponents have considered all viable alternatives to the proposed activity;

whether the likely impacts of the activity on the character, resilience and values of the receiving
environment are acceptable;

all submissions made by the applicant and any representors;

whether the activity accords with best practice environmental management for the proposed
activities; and

the public interest.

We recommend that section 74 of EMPCA be amended to incorporate these criteria accordingly.

Further, we recommend that new regulations be made which prescribe the quality and requirements
of environmental impact studies, assessments or reports for the purposes of the criterion above,
including a requirement that the level of scientific uncertainty be explicitly stated in the documents.

The Morine Farming Planning Review Ponel

Currently, the Marine Farming Planning Review Panel (the Panel) is dominated by members who
represent the marine farming or fishing industries. While there is now a requirement for a person "with
ability and experience in environmental management" to be appointed to the Panel, there is no
requirement that they be involved in the quorum that makes a decision on whether or not to
recommend approval of a MFDP or an amendment to a MFDP (as has been demonstrated with the
Panel's recent decisions on the industry's expansion into Storm Bay where the panel members with
expertise in environmental management and biosecurify resigned). This is a serious shortcoming in the
process.

We therefore recommend that item 311) in Schedule 3 be amended as follows:

3. Procedure at meetings

11 I The quorum at any duly convened meeting of the Panel is 5 members but must include the
oinfed onel members with abilif and ex erience in environmental mono emenf anda

obilifv and exoerfise in fish healf h and biosecurifv.



In addition to our recommendations about the assessment processes for finfish farms outlined on page
9 of our submission, we further recommend that:

section 8 of the MFPA be amended to allow for the appoint merit to the Panel of a person to
represent the interests of the community; and

amendments be made to sections 31 and 42 the MFPA to ensure that where the Panel

recommends the rejection of a MFDP or an amendment to an MED Plan, the Minister may not
otherwise approve if.

Other general comments

The proposed amendments to section 27A of EMPCA are reasonable, however, the new
subsecfion 11A)(b) should clarify that the ERA Board may only allow for upgrade of assessment
level for a proposal currently under assessment. This is because the determination of the
assessment level has an impact on the length of public consultation required to be undertaken
by the EPA Board under section 27G of EMPCA. it a proposal is so complex that fun her information
is required for the Board to determine the appropriate assessment level, then if follows that the
level of public consultation on such a proposal should only increase, not decrease.

The proposed amendment to section 4413)ICa) of EMPCA is unnecessary. This section already
makes if plain that ERNs can vary conditions of a permit Isee section 4411 ) (d)). The current drafting
of the section makes if clear that the variation of conditions of a permit is not the overarching
purpose of an EPN. 11 is not appropriate that EPNs are used as a quasi-permit amendment process.
Substantial changes to a permit should always be subject to appropriate assessment by the EPA
Board and transparent public notice and review rights.

The draft Bill proposes amendments to section 42Z(8) to clarify that a condition imposed on an EL
overrides any conditions of a planning permit in relation to that activity to the extent of any
inconsistency. This change emphasises the need to get the scope of "associated activities" for
finfish farms right. Our recommended limits on "associated activities" on page 7 of this submission
have considered the fact that the grant of an EL should not override permits for other land-based
uses like on shore aquaculture bases, and waste disposals or landfills issued by local councils.

The proposed amendments to sections 42Z(2A) and (28) are reasonable, however they should
make if clear that any marine farming equipment, such as nets etc, need to be contained within
lease boundaries.

We recommend that sections 42S(3A) and 42ZF(2A) be amended so that the phrase "The Director
may ..." be amended to "The Director must ...".
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